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FOREWORD
This report contains an engineering and programming
description for the revised April/85 version of the
Two-Dimensional Kinetic Thrust Chamber Analysis Computer
Program, TDK, developed by Software and Engineering Associates,
Inc., Carson City, Nevada. Revision of the TDK Computer Program
was performed under Contract Numbers NAS8-34974, NAS8-35046, and
NAS8-35931. The work performed was monitored by Mr. Klaus
Gross and Mr. A. Krebsbach of the NASA George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
The TDK Computer Program
computational modules:
consists of the following
MCM Master Control Module
ODE One-Dimensional Equilibrium Nozzle Analysis
Module
ODK One-Dimensional Kinetic Nozzle Analysis
Module
TRANS Transonic Analysis Module
MOC Method of Characteristics Module for
Equilibrium, Kinetic, or Frozen Nozzle Flow
BLM Boundary Layer Module
The reference procedure which utilizes the above computer
programs is given in the JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance
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Nozzle area ratlo, also reaction rate parameter
Gram atoms of the kth element in the Ith species
Adiabatic heal addition term linking fluid dynamic
and relaxation processes, also total mass reactant in ODE
Reaction rate parameter
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Radial distance coordinate, from axis
Nozzle throat radius
Gas constant
Nozzle wall radius of curvature at throat
Universal gas constant
Entropy, also summation term





Axial distance coordinate, from throat
Dependent variable
Slipline height
Mach angle, angle between streamline and Mach
line characteristic s
Partial derivative, a fl/'_x
Partial derivative, _ fi/'_ yj
Frozen heat capacity ratio






Net species production rate
Refers to chamber conditions
Refers to i th species or equation
Refers to jth reaction or variable
Refers to reference conditions














Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure,
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Boundary Layer Module, computer program
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Method of Characteristics, module of SPP and TDK
One-Dimensional Equilibrium, module of SPP and TDK
One-Dimensional Kinetics, module of SPP and TDK
Orbit Transfer Vehicle
Performance Standardization Subcommittee of JANNAF
Software add Engineering Associates, Inc.
Solid Performance Program, JANNAF computer program
Two-Dimensional Equilibrium, module of TDK
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Two-Dimenslonal Kinetics (TDK) computer program is a
primary tool in applying the JANNAF liquid rocket thrust chamber
I
performance prediction methodology. This computer program and
the performance prediction methodology were originally developed
under the auspices of the Performance Standardization
Subcommittee (PSS) of the JANNAF. The goal of the PSS is the
development of a methodology that includes all aspects of rocket
engine performance from analytical calculation to test
measurements, that is physically accurate and consistent, and
that serves as an industry and government reference.
Recent interest in rocket engines that operate at high
expansion ratio, such as most Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV)
engine designs, has required an extension of the analytical
methods used by the TDK computer program. Thus, the version of
TDK that is described in this manual is in many respects
different from the 1973 version of the program that is described





this manual, other material is entirely new.
reflects the new capabilities of the TDK
the most important of which are described
Ref. 2: Nickerson, G. R., Coats, D. E., and Bartz, J. L., "The
Two-Dimenslonal Kinetic (TDK) Reference Computer
Program", Engineering and Programming Manual,
Ultrasystems, Inc., December 1973, prepared for
Contract No. NAS9-12652, NASA JSC.
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a) A Boundary Layer Module (BLM) has been included within
the TDK program. The BLM can be used to automatically
calculate the wall boundary layer after execution of
the Method of Characteristics (MOC). The resulting
wall displacement and the heat transferred through the
wall are computed. The ODE-ODK-TRANS-MOC series of
calculations can then be automatically repeated with
the appropriate parameters (wall contour and propellant
enthalpy) updated. This feature allows the "rigorous
analytical procedure" of the JANNAF rocket engine
I
performance prediction methodology to be carried out
with a single computer run for a regeneratlvely cooled
engine.
b) The ODE module of TDK has been modified so that it will
compute transport properties for the nozzle exhaust
composition. This information is required by the BLM.
c) The ODE module of TDK has been modified so that it will
provide tables of gas properties versus temperature for
the stream tube mixture ratio adjacent to the nozzle
wall. This information is required by the BLM.
d) New nozzle wall geometry options have been added to the
program.
e) The ODK and MOC modules can contain condensed phases
that are in thermal and velocity equilibrium with the
gas.
f) The transonic flow module (TRANS) has been modified to




The MOC module has been rewritten to allow for the
presence of a shock wave in the flow. The shock can be
either attached to the nozzle wall, or induced by the
nozzle wall curvature. Regular reflections from the
nozzle axis and the nozzle wall can be computed. The
shock option can be used for flows with gas properties
along streamlines that are either:
I) constant,
2) chemically frozen (i.e., fixed composition, but
properties varying with temperature), or
3) governed by finite rate kinetics.
The thermodynamic data and kinetic rate data (see
Appendix A) for the program have been updated.
The TDK Computer Program is designed for engineering use and
is specified and programmed in a straight forward manner to
facilitate its application. The FORTRAN IV programming language
has been used in an attempt to make the computer program as
machine independent as possible. A complete engineering and
programming description of the TDK Computer Program is contained
in this report.
Section 2 of this report contains a description
methods of analysis used in the computer program.
of the
Section 3 contains a description of the numerical rethods
used to integrate the fluid dynamic and chemical relaxation
equations in the computer program.
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Section 4 contains a description of the program structure.
Section 5 contains a detailed engineering and programming
description of the program subroutines.
Section 6 contains a program user's manual describing the
use of the computer program with an explanation of the program
input and output.
Section 7 contains input and output
the TDK option of the program.
for a sample case using











The TDK Computer Program has been written for the purpose of
evaluating two-dlmenslonal effects on the performance of liquid
exhaust nozzles. An important feature of the TDK
its ability to consider nonequilibrium chemical
The basic method of analysis used by TDK is the
characteristics. The program constructs a
mesh by tracing gas streamlines and
characteristic surfaces. The mesh points are located at the
intersections of these surfaces. Systems of large size can be
considered by the program as is indicated by Table 2-I which
gives maximum dimensions for the program.
The method of characteristics calculation is capable of
considering either continuous mixture ratio variation, or flow
striations. Striated regions are separated by slipline
conditions, i.e., adjacent streamlines with matched pressure and
gas streamline angle, but at different mixture ratio,
temperature, etc. Mixing between striated zones, is not
considered. The initial data llne required to start the method
of characteristics is calculated using a transonic analysis
provided for this purpose. The characteristic equations
governing the fluid dynamic variables are integrated using a
second order (modified Euler) explicit integration method while
the chemical relaxation equations are integrated using a first
order implicit integration method to insure numerical stability
in near equilibrium flows.
In order to start the method of characteristics calculation,
it is necessary to approximate an initial data llne across the
nozzle throat. This initial data line must be supersonic and
8501O5 2-I
TABLE 2-I MAXIMUMDIMENSIONS FOR TDK
Number of defined elements provided
Number of possible species per case
Number of species in the Master Thermodynamic Data File
Number of possible reactions
Number of possible reactions with implied third body
Number of reactants per reaction
Number of products per reaction
Maximum stoichiometric coefficient total
Number of possible third body efficiencies to be considered
Maximum number of streamlines (i.e. mesh points per left
running characteristic)













must be compatible with the mesh construction methods used by
TDK. The calculations performed by TDK to generate this initial
data line are carried out in two stages. First chemical
information is computed by use of the ODK module as described in
Section 2.1. Chemical and fluid properties, obtained from this
calculation are retained in the form of tables. The second
stage of the calculation makes use of this information and
employs a perturbation method to estimate two dimensional
effects in the transonic region of the nozzle throat. Variable
mixture ratio flows and striated flows are treated by means of a
straight forward extension of the procedure described above.
The description given above is shown schematically in Figure
2-1a. The TDK Computer Program is divided into modules as shown
in the figure. The modules are illustrated in the master flow
chart presented in Figure 2-lb. For a description of the
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Figure 2-1b. Master Flow Chart for TDK 2-3
In Section 2.1 of this report the analysis for the ODK
computer program is given. In Section 2.2 a discussion of the
finite rate chemistry used by both ODK and TDK is presented. In
Section 2.3 the conservation equations governing two dimensional
axlsymmetrlc Invlscld flow are presented. In Section 2.4 the
transonic flow method used to construct an initial data llne for
the method of characteristics solution is presented. The method
of characteristics relations are presented in Section 2.5. The
boundary layer solution is presented in Section 2.6.
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY
The JANNAF thrust chamber performance prediction methodology
is defined in Reference I.
delivery specific impulse
expressed as:
In this methodology the predicted
for the thrust chamber can be
I - nDE R I - AFBL M / MTDK,
SPdell v SPTDK,
The factor nDE R in the above expression represents the
distributed energy release of the combustion process. The terms
Isp ' BTDK' , and AFBL M represent the values predicted by
TDK'
TDK for nozzle specific impulse and mass flow, and by the BLM
for boundary layer thrust deficit. The prime denotes that these
quantities have been corrected using the Prandtl procedure.
Thus, a second TDK calculation has been made with the nozzle
wall displaced inwards a distance equal to the boundary layer
displacement thickness. Also, in this calculation the heat
picked up by the regen cooling circuits has been returned to the
thrust chamber as increased propellant enthalpy. Care is taken
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in the procedure to assure that a complete energy
malntalned.
balance Is
The boundary layer thrust deficit is evaluated by
integrating across the boundary layer at the nozzle exit for
,
momentum thickness, 8 , and displacement thickness, 6 , and
applying the results as follows:
2
= U
FBLM 2Wre c°s ae Pe e eBLM
m
- 2_r e cos a e (Pe PBLM ) 6 BLM
The first term in the above expression represents the
momentum deficit in the boundary layer and includes the effects
of wall skin friction and heat transfer. The second term
represents the pressure force acting on the annular portion of
the nozzle exit plane that is between the real wall and the
invisid edge of the boundary layer. The quantities r e , Pe' Pe'




2.1 ANALYSIS FOR THE _DK COMPUTER PROGRAM
The One Dimensional Kinetic nozzle analysis computer program (_DK)
described in this section has been developed for < performing reference liquid
propellant thrust chamber performance calculations. The ODK computer program
calculates the inviscid one dimensional equilibrium, frozen and nonequilibrium
nozzle expansion of gaseous propellant exhaust mixtures. The _DK program is
also used as a subprogram by TDK. The O'DE computer program, which is de-
scribed in Reference 3, is used to perform the equilibrium composition computations.
The (_DE program computations are based on the assumption that species com-
positions at any pressure and enthalpy point will be distributed such that the
free energy of the system is minimized. Solid and liquid phases can be included
in _DE computations, and to a certain extent in the _DK and TDK computations.
The ODK one dimensional nonequilibrium calculation is performed be-
ginning at the converging section of the nozzle and ending at an axial station
located beyond the throat plane. In this calculation pressure defined relations
are used to integrate the differential equations for a one dimensional streamtube
until the flow becomes supersonic. This pressure profile is obtalnea Dy computing
an average value of expansion coefficient based on a chemical equilibrium gas
con_position at the nozzle chamber and throat. These parameters are supplied
automatically by ODE. Pressure and its axial derivative are then obtained for the
exact prescribed inlet geometry from the relations for isentropic expansion. Once
the pressure profile has been determined the one dimensional nonequilibrium flow
relations are integrated starting with an equilibrium calculation obtained at the
thrust chamber contraction ratio. The advantage of using the pressure defined
boundary condition is that the differential equations are not singular at Much one
so that no difficulties are encountered when integrating through the nozzle throat
region. The throat (minimum area) occurs when the product of density and velocity
maximizes and thus determines the mass flux corresponding to the choke flow con-
dition. Using this mass flux, the nozzle area profile can then be determined.
Experience has shown good agreement between this area profile and the original
input geometry. Once supersonic conditions are reached the program automatically
changes over to area defined differential equations.
2.1.1 Conservation Equations for One Dimensional Kinetic Expansions
The conservation equations governing the inviscid one dimensional flow
4
of reacting gas mixtures have been given by Hirschfel_er', Curtiss and Byrd,






There are no mass or energy losses from the system
The gas is inviscid
Each component of the gas is a perfect gas
The internal degrees of freedom (translational, rotational and
vibrational) of each component of the gas are in equilibrium.
The conservation equations are presented here in the form used in the present
analysis.
For each component of the gas the continuity equation is
d
where the axial coordinate (x) has been normalized with the throat radius. Summing
over all components of the mixture, the overall continuity equation is obtained
(p w) : 0
dx
Combining the above two equations gives
dc i _i r*
dx oV
The momentum equation is
dxd---PP_-0
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= CpidT + hiohi _o
For each component of the gas, the equation of state is
Pi = PiRi T




R = _ ciR i
i=l
Since the expansion through a nozzle can be specified either by the expansion
process or by the nozzle geometry, two forms of the above equations are of interest.
If the expansion process is specified and the pressure is known as a
function of distance through the nozzle, the above equations become
dci _ _i r*
dx oV
dV 1 dP
dp_. [IdP ]x: y_F_ a p
dT [___ I dP B]T_-'= P x
while if the nozzle geometry is specified, the above equations become
dc i wir_'
dx pV
A _EFT ÷ p








Cp = i_l ciCpi"
The first set of equations is completely specified at the sonic point
while the second set of equations is singular. Thus, if the expansion through
the nozzle is specified by the pressure distribution, the equations governing the




The expansion from the chamber through the sonic point is specified by the
pressure distribution In the present program in order to eliminate numerical
difficulties at the sonic point. In the expansion section downstream of the
sonic point, however, the area variation is specified and the second set of
equations is integrated through the supersonic expansion section.
In specifying the nozzle pressure distribution from the chamber through
the sonic point, rather than the known area distribution, a question naturally
arises regarding how accurately the calculation represents the flow through a
6
specified nozzle geometry. It has been shown by Bray and others that the
pressure distribution through a nozzle is essentially identical with the equili-
brium pressure distribution up to the freeze point which generally occurs down-
stream of the throat (or sonic point). Thus, the difference in the expansion and
predicted performance caused by utilizing the equilibrium pressure distribution
rather than the nozzle geometry to specify the expansion from the chamber to the
sonic point is negligible. If a case does arise in which the equilibrium pressure
distribution is not an adequate representation of the expansion, the pressure
distribution can be iterated to obtain the correct pressure distribution. Experience
has shown that tht_ _ r are!y if ever required.
In the above analysis the chemistry is brought into the conservation
equations'through the net species production rates, oai. The analysis pertaining
to the chemistry is given in the following section.
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2.2 CHEMISTRY
The method by which the net species production rate, w i, required by the
lzeceeding analysis is determined is described below.
A chemical reaction can be written in terms of its stoichiometric
coefficients (uij and U'lj) as




Given a system of chemical reactions, the net species production
for each species (component) is calculated from
$=1 vZj
°)i = mwi _l 0 (v_j - vii) xj
xj =[Kj vii- xj 'p _ _ viii= 1 i _ kj Mj (2.2-l)
The reaction rate, kj, is from right to left (reverse) in the above
equation and is represented by the Arrhenius form





is the pre-exponential coefficient
is the temperature dependence of the
lxe-exponential factor
bj is the activation energy
The term M is provided so that the reaction rate can be modified for reactionsJ
involving a third body, I.e.
Mj = _ mj Cii-1 ,i
Mj = 1
for reactions requiring a third body
for all other reactions
where the constants mj,1 are specified_ and




is determined for a given reaction from the stoichometric
xj = ( "tl - vij )
t=l
The equilibrium constant, Kj, is*
-k
Kj =e -AF/aT (aT) J
where
AF= I_ f -i___ f v'i= 1 iuiJ _1 i iJ
Reactions involving a third body have a distinct reaction rate for
each particular third body, so that the net production rate should be calculated
from
• =l i=l = kkj (2.2-2)
rather than Equation (2.2-1). Benson and Fueno 7 have shown theoretically that
the temperature _.... _..... _ ...., _ _. .. _,., _ ,_, rccon%blnatlon ,_t_ ,_- app_oxlmately independent
of the third body. Available experimental recombination rate data also indicates
that the temperature dependence of recombination rates is independent of the
third body within the experimental accuracy of the measurements. Assuming that
the temperature dependence of recombination rates is independent of the third
body, the recombination rate associated with the kth species (third body) can be
represented as
kkj =ak -nj e(-bj/aT) (2.2- 3)
where only the constant akj is different for different species (third bodies). From
Equation (2.2-2) it can be shown that
*Kj is also the ratio of the forward to reverse reaction rates.
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Thus the recombination rates associated with each third body can be considered
as in Equation (2.2-I) by calculating t.k_egeneral third body term (Mj) as
where mj, i is the ratio l "' I of the recombination rate associated with the
i th species (third body) to the recombination rate associated with the k th species
(third body) which is the reference species (third body) whose rate in the form
of Equation (2.2-3) is specified In the program tnput.
Chemical kinetic rate data is discussed in Appendix A.
2.3 CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL KINETIC EXPANSIONS
The conservation equations governing the axisymmetric inviscid flow
of reacting gas mixtures have been given by Hirschfe]der, Curtiss and Bird 4
Penner 5 and others. The basic assumptions made in the derivation of these
equations are:
o There are no mass or energy losses from the system
o The gas is inviscid
o Each component of the gas is a perfect gas
o The internal degrees of freedom (translational, rotational,
and vibrational) of each component of the gas are in equili-
brium.
The conservation equations are presented here in the form used in the present
analysls.
For each component of the gas, the continuity equation is
i u + _- Piv : _,ir*
X r
where the coordinates (r,x) have been normalized with the throat radius.
Summing over all components of the mixture, the overall continuity equa-
tion is obtained
(PU) x + r/-(rpV)r = 0
(2.3-i)
.(2.3-2)
Combining the above two equations gives
o(OOx+(o0









+ VUr) + Px = 0
+ VVr)" + Pr = 0
(2.3-4)
(2.3-5)
The energy equation is
where
l Z
h+E(u +v 2) =H
C
(2.3-6)
h =i_l= cihi (2.3-7)
and
_o Thi = Cpi dT +hio (2.3-8)
For each component of the gas, the equation of state is
Pi = PiRiT (2.3-9)









2.4 INITIAL LINE CONSTRUCTION
The solution to equations 2.3-1 through 2.3-11 becomes highly
complex in the subsonic-transonic domain. Because of the elliptic
character of the partial differential equations for the case of steady-state,
choked flow in a rocket nozzle, the known boundary conditions are improperly
set. Thus, it is necessary to construct by approximate means an initial data
line suitable for the calculation by method of characteristics of the flow
field in the supersonic domain. The method used by the TDK Computer
Program in constructing this initial line is summarized below.
2.4.1 Uniform Expansions
For the purpose of calculating a transonic solution in the region
of the nozzle throat, an average expansion coefficient is determined. To
accomplish this, a one-dimensional calculation ts performed from the chamber
to throat for the propellant system and nozzle geometry specified using the
ODK subprogram.
Tables of flow properties (0, V, T,c i) are constructed as a
function of pressure. These tables span the nozzle throat region. An average
expansion coefficient is computed using these tables as*
In( P_/PI )
In( o£ /01 )
where the subscripts 1 and I refer to the first and last table entries, res-
pectively.
Using the above expansion coefficient and the throat wall geometry,
the transonic flow field is constructed using the method of Sauer tn a some-
what modified form as described in section 2.4.3. The initial line calculated
by this method ts an approximation to the constant pressure surface emanating
from the throat minimum point. Along a constant property line it is a reasonable
assumption that a constant value for expansion coefficient can be used.
d _nP _ _n P_- Ln PI = £n(PL/PI)
"v = d £n 0 Ln p_- _n ;_I Ln(oL/01)
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The TDK transonic analysis computes the pressure value at the
throat minimum point, the location of the corresponding isobar, and the variation
of streamline flow angle along this isobar. This particular surface has been
chosen because it is advantageous from the standpoint of the assumptions made
in the transonic analysis. It satisfies boundary conditions exactly at the wall,
as well as at the axis and will yield a constant Mach number which is usually
slightly greater than unity. If supersonic, this surface wilt be upstream of its
characteristics, both left and right running. Should this surface be subsonic
due to nonequilibrlum effects, a provision exists for displacing the initial llne
downstream. Once the pressure surface described above has been calculated,
all of the other gas dynamic properties are obtained by interpolation from the
tables constructed by ODK.
2.4.2 Zoned Expansions
Many ro(:ket thrust chambers are designed to operate with a cool
(fuel rich) barrier zone near the wall to help shield the wall from excessive
heat t_an&fei", u,'-addiiio,i Lluus£ chamber and injector design usually result
in a mal-distribution of the fuel/oxldizer ratio so that the resultant flow is
striated into numerous zones of varying mixture ratio. In order to obtain an
estimate of the effect of these phenomena on engine performance, a zoned
expansion capability is included in the TDK computer program. Each zone is
assumed to have a distinct mixture ratio and to contain a specified fraction
of the total nozzle mass flow rate. The zones are assumed to be axially
symmetric and are distributed radially from the nozzle axis to the nozzle wall.
The procedure used in constructing an initial line for zoned expansions
is analogous to that described above for uniform expansions. For the purpose
of calculating a transonic solution in the region of the nozzle throat, an average
expansion coefficient is determined for each zone. To accomplish this, a
one dimensional calculation is performed from the chamber to throat for the
propellant system and nozzle geometry specified using the ODK Computer Program.
One such calculation is performed for each zone (i. e. for each mixture ratio).
Tables of flow properties ( p, V, T,c i) are constructed as a function
of pressure for each zone. These tables span the nozzle throat region. An
average expansion coefficient, 7n, is computed for each of N zones using
these tables as
In( P /P l)n
)"-n= In(p_/Pl_n n = I, . .., N
where the subscripts 1 and _ refer to the first and last table entries, res-
pectively.
Using the above expansion coefficient vector and the throat wall
geometry, the transonic flow field is constructed using the method described
in section 2.4.3. The initial line calculated by this method is an
approximation to the constant pressure surface emanating from the throat
minimum point. Along this llne each zone is separated by a double point
defining the properties on either side of the contact discontinuity.
These points, which have equal pressure and gas streamline angle, become
dividing streamline points in the method of characteristics calculation (see
subroutine DSPT, Section 5). Properties other than pressure and flow angle
are discontinuous across a dividing streamline and these discontinuities may
be large. Within a given zone only the gas streamline angle will vary with
location (r,x) along the start line. Properties other than pressure and flow
angle are obtained by interpolation on pressure from the tables constructed
as described above by use of the ODK subprogram.
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2.4.3 Transonic Analysis
The basic assumptions made in carrying out the transonic analysis are
summarized below (see Reference 9 for a more complete discussion):
o The flow is lnviscid and compressible
O The flow is near the sonic speed and directed nearly
along the nozzle axis
o The flow is axially symmetric
o The flow is divided into annular zones, each of which
is characterized by a single adiabatic expansion
coefficient, _/.
o In the nozzle throat region the flow is dependent only on the
local wall geometry
With the above assumptions equations 2.3-I through 2.3-11 reduce to





__ _v + a2v - 0
_u 2uv bu + (a2 -v2) _ r r(a2 - u2) bx _.r
The method of analysis used to approximate a transonic solution to these
equations is a small perturbation technique. For a one zone expansion the method
reduces to that given by Sauer. _ The method consists of normalizing the velocity








Perturbation variables u' and v' (both of which are assumed of small
magnitude with respect to unity) are then introduced.
U-I+U'
V=V '
It can be shown that substituting these relations into the governing




(_ + 1) u' _u' _v' v'/r = 0Bx _r
An exact solution for the above equations can be constructed and is
found to be
.'--}- 2 +c11. +.0 +B1x
,_2.,3 r 3 . 1 I
v'= 1 (7 + _/ o I (%, + i) _I r (In r- _)16 T T Cl 2
++ (y+ I) B I B0 r +C2/r
+[+ (7+1) 82 ]1 r +C1/r x
where B 0, B 1, C 1, and C 2 are constant coefficients which must be determined
from boundary conditions. For the case of a nozzle throat with constant radius
of curvature, R, (i.e. a circular arc, see Figure 2-2) these coefficients are
found to be
BO 1
B I = +
2 ½( '("_', _),R)
C 1 =C 2 =0
which is the classical solution given by Sauer.

















Figure 2-2 Nozzle Throat Geome_y
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Nearly all exhaust nozzles for engines using liquid propellants are con-
structed with a radius of curvature smaller than appropriate to the small perturbation
methods of analysis. Fortunately a simple modification to the method yields results
which compare favorably both with experimental measurement and with the results
of other analysis when applied to throat geometries such as occur in rocket exhaust
nozzles of practical interest. The basis for this modification is to bound the method
such that the computed pressure proceeds to a physically reasonable limit for a
zero radius of curvature throat. The bound is applied at the wall boundary con-
dition and is chosen such that the ratio of pressure to sonic pressure be zero at
this limit. This assumption leads to the result that
P/P*[ throat = 1 - (F/4) / (R + 3,/4)
rather than the usual result
P/P*I throat = I- (_'/4) /R
which is divergent for R = 0. Results obtained from the transonic analysis (see
Reierence 8) have been found to compare favorably to both available experimental
data and to the results of other, more complex, analytical methods.
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To apply the small perturbation analysis to striated flow the analysis
assumes that the nozzle flow is divided into N axially symmetric zones, each
of which is characterized by a constant (i.e. average) specific heat ratio, These
N zones are bounded by N-1 sllplines, i.e. dividing streamlines, such that pressure
and streamline angle are matched but other properties such as velocity, temperature,
and Mach number are discontinuous. A first order method is used to determine the
radial coordinate location, Yn' of each slipline. Once these locations are known,
boundary conditions are applied at the wall, axis, and each slipltne to complete
the solution.
The indices n = 0, t, . . . N identifying each zone and sltpline boundary
are taken numbered from nozzle axis to wall as shown in Figure 2-3. The
sliplines are located at
Yn ; n=O' 1, . . . , N
The total mass flow rate for the nozzle is
and for each zone the partial mass flow rate is
_nn •..mass flow rat@_ zone n , n=l, 2, . . . N
so that
N @






































Applying the continuity relation tt can be shown that to first order
are solutions to the trldiagonal system shown below.
m
{l +AiZ l) , - I
-A2K2 , ( 1 + A2K 2)
-A N.IKN. 1 ,
-I
0










Kn uu_ n = I, 2, . . . N-I.
mn
An., n n n- 1, 2, . . . N-I
p* a*
n+l n+l
Once the sllpllne locations Yn' are known it is necessary to apply boundary
conditions sufficient to determine the constant coefficients B ,
B0n' n Cln' C2n"
The conditions applied are:
at the axis;
the radial velocity component is zero•
at the slipllnes;
the gas pressure and streamline angle match through first order.
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at the wall;
the gas streamline follows the wall streamline through first order.
These conditions require that the following relations be satisfied by the constant
coefficients:
at the axis (for n- I),_
C11 = C21 = 0
at the sliplines (for n=2, . . ., N=l);




+'7 {Yn +I) B1 CI Yn (InYn- ---_}
n n
I -I m




I__(Wn+I+I)2B3 y3 + "2- (Wn+I+I) B C Yn(InYn - l)
• In+ 1 n ln+ l In+ 1
-_ BOn+ I Yn + 02 y-I+ (Yn+I + I) BIn+I n+l n





I-Vn (Tn +I) BI2n n CI n
P
P*n YnBIn = Pn+I Yn÷l BIn+I"
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at the wall (n = N);
1 2 B3 1"
(TN +I) IN--4 (YN +I].BINCIN
and
+ =0
+ _ (yN +I) BIN B0N C2N
1 B2 + C = 1/R
-_ (_N+]) IN IN
The above equations form a system of 4N non-linear equations in 4N
(B0n , Cln, C2n). For given values of R and of the vectors {nn,unknowns , Bin
An' Yn' and Yn the above system of equations can be used to determine the 4N
unknown coefficients by employing standard numerical technique.
To apply a numerical method (such as the Newton method) to obtain a
solution to the above system of ¢.-_uaiiou_ Ku--quh=_ oil =sth.at= [of tl,e solution
BOn , Gin, C2n). The TDK program uses the one zone solution tovector ( ,Bln
provide a first estimate. A good estimate is obtained since if
7n=9'n+l n = 1,2, . .., N-I
the one zone solution satisfies the above system identically. The program also
takes advantage of the banded property of the Jacobtan, ], for the above system
In using Newton's Method, x (k+l) = x (k) - I(k)-! f(k),to obtain solutions.
The method described above has also been bounded so as to give reasonable
answers for nozzle geometries where R is small.
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2.4.4 Transonic Model with Mixture Ratio Variation
The transonic model used by TDK which is described in the
preceding section divides the flow into regions of constant
mixture ratio that are separated by sliplines. Each region
contains a specified fraction of the total mass flow. This
method, which is called the striated flow option, has been
modified so that flows with continuous mixture ratio variation
can be analyzed. This variable mixture ratio option is
described below.
When the variable mixture ratio option is used, there are no
sliplines in the flow. Instead, the flow mixture ratio ,r, will
vary from the axis (¥-0) to the wall (¥-1) as specified by an
input table of r versus ¥. The streamline function ,¥,
represents the mass flow between the streamline and the axls,
divided by the total nozzle mass flow. An ODK calculation is
done for each entry In the above table. Values along the
initial data line for the MOC are obtained by interpolation in
the ODK results using pressure and radial coordinate position
,Y, as independent variables. The transonic analysis is used
to provide a table of ¥ versus Y. The method used is described
below.
The ODK program constructs tables of flow properties
(p, V, T, and c i) as a function of pressure. These tables span
the nozzle throat region. An average expansion coefficient is
computed using these tables as




where the subscripts I and _ refer to the first and last table
entries, respectively. Values of Y are found from Y and from
input to the transonic analysis
Yn " (Yn Yn-1 )/2 n - 1,2,...N
and also
P - + )/2
c c c
n n n-1
_n " Yn- ¥n-I
Using these values, the transonic analysis calculates
y i
0
O, Y ' Y ' "''YN " Yl = wall"
The above Y values represent
n
input mixture ratios
r , r , r , .... r_,
0 I 2
the radial location at which the
are located. In this way the input table
converted to a table of r versus Y.
of r versus ¥ is
Next, the transonic analysis is used to compute the
coefficients (B 0 , B I , C I , C 2 ). These are used to compute
n n n n
P(X,Y) and 8 (X,Y) in the transonic region (see Reference 9,
pp.2-20) at points n=0,1...N. Using each of these N + 1 values
of P as an independent variable, the corresponding values for
p,V,T, and c i are obtained by linear interpolation from the
corresponding table that was computed by ODK. These tables are
then used to linearly interpolate for P,p,V,e,T, and c i at each
MOC initial line point using _ as the independent variable.
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The program will not function properly if the spacing in the
mixture ratio table, rn, is too large. The required spacing
depends on the chemclal system. As a rule each entry must
differ no more than 4 or 5% from its adjacent values, depending
on the stoichlometry of the system.









2,5 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR KINETIC EXPANSIONS
By standard methods the characteristic relationships for the
conservation equations 2.3-I through 2.3-1'1 can be shown to be
(see VolGne 2, Section 18-3, Zucrow and Hoffmanl0).
dr




dP _dE = A
_" p co_Y d=
.y..= I dP dT B <ix
y P T = co-'_'=_"
tU.r$
1
dci = OV cos e dx
along streamlines,
dx
d-'_= cot (e + =}
--=G ° Fdr-d
along left running characteristics, and
dr
._ = tan (e - a}






A = p--_ eiRiT " _4 . .
r* _ - l i_l_ihiB=p---V _ =
V= (uZ +vZ)1/.









Cp = i___I CiCp!
I;" = cos O - sin e cot (e + a) (2. S-S)
Gl_- _/ J_
sin a cos a
(2.S-6)
H = cos Otan (0 - a) -sin e (2.5-7)
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The above form of the characteristic relationships remains determi-
nant when the streamline is horizontal, when the left running characteris-
tic is vertical, or when the right running characteristic is horizontal. Rarely
(if ever) will theinverse of the three situations occur in nozzle flow field
calculations.
In the analysis above the chemistry is brought into the conservation
equations through the net species production rates, 0j I. The analysis
pertaining to the chemistry is identical to that used by the ODK program




2.5.1 Method of Characteristics for Frozen_Expanslons (TDF)
The methods developed in the preceding section for




A = B = 0







procedure that must be
monopropellant thrusters.
TDF expansion assumes
frozen at the equilibrium
ratio (ECRAT). However,








2.5.2 Method of Characteristics for Eq_llibrium Expansions
(TDE)
The supersonic expansion can be analyzed using the method of
characteristics assuming that the process is in a state of
shifting chemical equilibrium. This option is called a TDE
analysis. It can be used both for striated flow, and flow with
streamline to streamline mixture ratio variation. Like the TDK
analysis, it is very much faster than a TDK analysis. The
methods used by TDE are described below.
The conservation equations to be solved are:
I




P (UUx + VUr) + Px " 0
( + vv ) + P = 0P
-UVx r r
The energy equation is not used explicitly.
Instead, property distributions are provided in
the form of tables by a separate equilibrium
computation. The energy equation is then
satisfied in an implicit manner as*
where




is supplied by the chemical equilibrium module, ODE, in the form
of a table.
*Entropy is a constant for the expansion so that a function of
only one variable, P, is required.
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where T = T(P)
and M = M (P)
w w
is also satisfied in an
are supplied by the chemical equilibrium module, ODE,
form of tables.
in the
The above conservation equations have been transformed to
the characteristic form and are solved numerically in the same
manner as by TDK. For convenience tables of specific heat
ratio and Mach number are also tabulated. The complete set of
tables used are:
h vs log (P)
M vs log (P)
M vs log (P)
w
T vs log (P)





ratio of specific heats
where each of the above tables has been constructed for each
zone (i.e., region of constant mixture ratio) of the
expansion. The above choice of curve fit form (i.e., vs P or
log P) was made after investigating the graphical form of the
above functions for typical equilibrium expansions. A spline
fit method is used to interpolate in the above tables.
850106
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2.5.3 METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR APPROXIMATE KINETIC
EXPANSION (TTDK)
The supersonic expansion can be analyzed using the method of
characteristics assuming that the gas properties are defined by
a set of tables prepared by the ODK module. The procedures and
tables are the same as presented in the preceding subsection
describing TDE expansions, except that ODK is used to prepare
the tables, not ODE.
An expression for the kinetic variable, A, is also required.
It is found as (see the third equation in Section 2.5):
I dP I dp
A s ( YP dX p dX ) cos 8
where dP/dX and dp/dX are found by numerical differencing.
The kinetic variable, B, is not required, since the





order of magnitude reduction in
Although exact results can
equilibrium limits, error can
is in chemical nonequilibrium.
significant advantage of this option is that it gives an
computer time for a given case.
be obtained in the frozen and
be introduced when the expansion
2.5.4 SUPERSONICFLOWWITH SHOCKWAVES
For the case of continuous variation (or no variation) in
mixture ratio, the TDK computer program can calculate the
effects of a single shock wave that is caused by the nozzle
wall. The shock can either be attached to the wall, or induced
by the wall. The latter case is the more difficult to treat.
The program logic utilizes a series six of point calculation
procedures to locate and compute the shock. These procedures
are illustrated in Figures 2-4a through f. The flow direction
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Fig. 2-4a: Right-Runnlng Shock Point
r ) 4 ]a._ b--
°f
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to right with streamlines shown as double lines. As
2-4a the shock is initiated by a crossing of
characteristics. A shock
3b (back) is computed by
characteristic, and shock
completed, the point location and the




front and back side
This right running
shock is traced to the flow axis and reflected as a left running
shock. The procedure for calculating the reflection is shown in
Fig. 2-4b. If at any point in the shock tracing it is found
that regular reflection is not possible, then a right regular
cylinder of radius, r c, is inserted centered along the flow
axis. The shock is reflected from this cylinder, which is
located so that regular reflection is still possible. In this
way Mach shocks are removed from the flow. The first point off
the axis (or cylinder) behind the shock reflection is calculated
by the special procedure shown in Fig. 2-4c. Next, the shock is
traced as a left running shock using the point calculation
procedure shown in Fig. 2-4d. This procedure is the inverse of
the right running shock point procedure shown in Fig. 2-4a.
When the shock reaches the wall, it is reflected using the
procedure shown in Fig. 2-4e. A special point calculation
procedure is then required for the first point behind this
reflection as shown in Fig. 2-4f. The resultant right running
shock is then traced as before, etc. Thus, multiple reflections
are allowed from the axis and the wall. In general the shock
strengthens as it travels towards the axis (right running), and




option is not applicable to the TDE and TTDK
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2.6 THE BOUNDARYLAYER MODULE(BLM)
The purpose of the Boundary Layer Module (BLM) is to provide
a method for computing compressible laminar and turbulent wall
boundary layers in axisymmetric nozzles. The BLM can also be
used to calculate two-dimensional and axisymmetric external
flows. The method utilizes an efficient two-point finite
11
difference method developed by Keller and Cebeci Turbulence
modeling is achieved through the use of Cebeci-Smith
eddy-viscosity formulation 12 which has been tested for a large
class of flows with various boundary conditions.
In this section the method is described and the relavant
equations, turbulence model, fluid properties and solution
procedure are presented. Description of the numerical procedure
is not presented, since it has already been described in several
sources, for example Reference 13.
The computer program on which the BLM is based was developed




Keller, H. B., and Cebeci, T.: Accurate Numerical
Methods for Boundary Layer Flows, Pt. 2,
Two-Dimensional Turbulent Flows. AIAA J., I0, 1972,
pg. 1193.
Cebeci, T., and Smith, A. M. 0.: Anal_sis of
Turbulent Boundar___La_ers, Academic Press, N.Y.,
1974.
Bradshaw, P., Cebeci, T., and Whitelaw, J. H.:
E2_ineerin_ Calculation Methods for Turbulent Flows.
Academic Press, London, 19_I.
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2.6.1 Boundary-Layer Equations
For a compressible boundary-layer flow in a
ernlng equations are well known and can be written as
Continuity
Momentum
(purk) + B {-_rk) --0B-_ T_
_u @u dUe






+_(I -_) u_ pIl_Tr]}




where k denotes the flow index which is zero for a two-dimensional flow and is
unity for an axisymmetrlc flow, and
r = ro -y cos¢
The boundary conditions for Eqs. (7-1) to (7-3) are
at y - O, u - O, v - Vw(X),
T " Tw(x) or qw(X) (heat transfer specified)
at y = 5, u = ue, H- He
(2.6-4a)
(2.6-4b)
The above equations require initial conditions and a turbulence model for
Reynolds shear stress and heat flux terms, -pu-rvTand -p_, respec-




au _p_-r_ = p _-_t ay.p_-r_-r= PZm Ty- ' (2.6-5)
We also use transformed variables to provide the initial conditions for a
Stagnation point flow and to reduce the sensitivity of the solutions to the
Ax-spacing. They are defined by
ro 2k
d_ = (_--) dx (2.6-6a)
ue 1/2 rk
dn = (pe--_e_) p([-)dy (2.6-6b)
We also use a dimensionless stream function





purk = _-_y' _rk --(PV)wro - Bx (2.6-81
With these transformations and wlth the definition of the relations given by
Eqs (2.6-6 to 8) . it can be shown that the momentum and energy equations
can be written as
(bf")' + mlff" + m2[c - (f,)2] _ m3f,, _-_ (f, Bf' f,,Bf
_)_ _') (2.6-9/
! !
(eg') + (df'f") + mlfg' - m3g' = _ (f' _-Bg g' ___)af (2.6-10)
Here primes denote differentiation with respect to n and
f' = UlUe, g = H/H e (2.6-11)
The parameters b,e,d denote parameters defined by
+ t)2k _r + Pr )2kb = (l + ¢m)C(l - , e = (I + ¢ml_t )(l - t
Cu2





C = -2X- , c---
PePe p
The parameters below denote dtmensfonless pressure gradients
1 +n_Z +m4 __dUe =ml = ' m2 " _e i]_--_' m4 _ (PelJe)Pete
(2.6-13)
and m3 denotes dimensionless mass transfer parameter
(pV)w _/2 (L)km3 = P eUe _o (2.6-14)
The boundary conditions given by (2.6-4) can be written in the following
form
at n • O, f - f' - O,
or
g • gw(_) given
g'w(_;) - glven (2.6-15a)
at n • n e, f' • 1, g • 1 (2.6-15b)
Hote that the wall mass transfer quantity (pV)w does not appear In the
above boundary conditions, instead it appears in the differential equations
through m3. This is a useful convenient form when dealing with mass trans-
fer (suction or blowing) problems.
2.6.2 Turbulence Model
Here we use the eddy-vlscosity formulatlon due to Cebecl and Smith to
model the Reynolds shear stress term. We assume a constant turbulent Prandtl
number and take it equal to 0.9.
According to the Cebecl and Smith eddy-vlscosity formulation, the dimen-
+
sionless eddy-vlscosity cm is defined by two separate formulas: in the
+
inner region of the boundary layer, cm is defined by a modified mixing-
length expression and in the outer region by an expression based on the veloc-




v--BY YYtr Y <-Yc •inner
(2.6-16)
0.0168 [ l(ue - u)Idy YYtr Y > Yc •outer
v 0
Here Yc is obtained from the continuity of eddy-viscosity expression. The
definition of L is:
L - 0.4y[1 - exp(-y/A)] (2.6-17)
where
A = 26(p_ )I/2v"IT-u'l
N2 __ (Pe) 2g[l+ exp(ll.8 l_w]J+ IJPw +
= We _ww vw " -- vw)] + exp (II.8 -- vw)
(2.6-18)
p+ VeUe due + vw Ue_ _ (Pe) 2 = CCCw2
=7 ' %-Tee'
x
When there is no mass transfer,
_W D. +N2-- 1 - 11.8- (L_)2 p
Pe Pw
= I - ll.8Cwc_P +
The parameter y is an intermittency term defined by
m
Y I + 5.5(y/6) 6 (2.6-19a)
and Ytr is a parameter which accounts for the transitional region which exists
between a laminar and turbulent flow. At high Reynolds number flows, though
the transition region is small and Ytr has negligible effect on the results,
this expression is still useful because it avoids a jump from laminar to tur-
+
bulent flow calculations by allowing _m to change gradually. It is given by:
x dx Xdx)]




where G ts a spot-formation-rate parameter
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= tUel_e)_t r
CI = 60 + 4.86M1e"92





(I - f' )dn I n c -< n < ne
Here
._I c'_ ( )k(l t)k _llZ,Zr_. exp(-ylA)]2YYtr
0.0168 Ue (_o)k R_/2yYtr (2.6-21)
_2"- c-T-
nl/Z R_1411 /2 =






Values of specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, and ratio
of specific heats, Y , static enthalpy,h , and the gas constant
R, are required by BLM. These properties are evaluated along
the wall streamline as a function of temperature using the ODE
module. The tables are prepared using a series of (T,S)
equilibrium calculations, where T varies from 600°R to 7000°R at
200°R increments. The chamber entropy value is used for S.
Values at 100°R are then extrapolated and added to the table.
The table is printed with the BLM output. An example of this
output is presented in Figurei2-5.
Since the ODE module did not contain a (T,S) option, it was
added using the following procedure. Using known values of Pa'
Ta, and Ya' and the given value of temperature, T, a first
estimate for pressure p(1) was found as
p(1) = Pa (T/Ta)'Ya/(Ya-1)
The (T,P) option of ODE is used to obtain S (1) as a function of
p(i). The procedure is iterated using the secant method
(subroutine ITER plus a driver) to find p(i) such that
l(s(t)-Sc)/Scl< 5 E-5
where Sc is the chamber entropy. The procedure is repeated for
each temperature in these tables. The procedure is internal to
the program and not callable through the ODE input.
If the chemical system contains a condensed phase, then
equlilbrium solutions made during phase change can yield values







Since condensation is an isothermal process, using (T,S)
solutions avoid this problem. It also avoids the "temperature
out of range" problem that can occur had other, existing options
been used.
The fluid properties shown in Fig. 2-5 are _ g , _, Cp,_ ,
and R versus T°R. The values of U and _ are prepared as
i
described in Section 12.8.4. The values for h, Cp, y , and R are
prepared as described above, i.e., they are equilibrium
properties including condensed phases (no gas particle lag).
The gas constant,R, is the universal gas constant divided by the
molecular weight of the equilibrium mixture.
If the invisid core flow is frozen, it is more appropriate to use gas
properties prepared using a frozen expansion of the chemical species. The
program will prepare frozen tables that are analogous to the equilibrium
tables described above when the TDF option is used, or if requested.
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2.6.4 Near Wall Gas Transport Properties.
Values of gas viscosity, u , gas conductivity, < , Prandtl
number, Pr, are required by BLM. These transport properties are
evaluated al9ng the wall streamline as a function of temperature
using the ODE module. It is assummed that the expansion is in
equilibrium, including condensed species. In the model these
properties are then computed as "frozen" properties using the
local gas composition with condensed phases included.
The viscosity and thermal conductivity of the individual gaseous
species are calculated from formulas given in Reference 14 as
follows:
I 8
4.15822 x I0 _/-M. T
" w i
Ui = 2 9 i
_i R CP i
<i = M-_--i('45 + 1.32 (_/Mwi))
The required Lennard Jones parameters, (oi,_ i) are internally
stored in the computer program for 206 gas phase species. (See
Subroutine MUK in Section 5 of this report, for a list of the
species.) The viscosity of the mixture is calculated from
Wilke's semi-emplrlcal formula 15.
: (I + #iJ )
i=I I i
J_1
where N is the number of species,
species i, and #iJ is defined by:
xi the mole fraction of
Ref. i_;
Ref. 15.
Svehla, R. A., "Estimated Viscosities and Thermal Con
ductivlties of Gases at High Temperatures," NASA
TR-132, 1962.
Bird, R. B., Stewart, U.E., and Lightfoot, E. N.,
Transport Phenomena, John Wiley & Sons, 1960.
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-I12 112 114 2
*ij - _ 1 * _jjj 1 * (-_j) (_T)
The thermal conductivity, < , is based on the equation given by
Mason and S_xena 16 which is a slight modification of Eucken's
relation,
[ xjm< = _ <i I + 1.065 _ _lj Vi=I j=1
i
The results calculated as described above are used to
provide the BLM with properties using the following procedure.
The viscosity at the nozzle throat, _*, and the
J
corresponding temperature, T*, are calculated. Using these
values, an exponent,_ , is computed such that the expression
= _* (T/T*) _
provides a best fit in a least square manner to the chamber and
exit values for viscosity. Next, a constant value for Prandtl
number is computed as
Pr =
where _ , < , and Cp are evaluated at the nozzle throat. The
"frozen" C value is used. The values transmitted to BLM are
P
then U*, T*, _ , and Pr*. Actually, BLM only uses the ratio
Pr/u, and does not require < or the frozen Cp versus T.
Ref. 16. Mason, E.A., and Saxena, S. C., Physics
Vol. I, No. 5, pp. 361-369, 1958.
off Fluids,
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2.6.5 Use of Boundary Conditions and Gas Properties by BLM
In general, the flow properties at the boundary layer edge
as computed by TDK are not isentroplc. The TDK expansion is
isentroplc only if the flow is in a state of equilibrium, or if
the flow is frozen in composition. When the TDK expansion is
not isentropic, there are inconsistencies between TDK and BLM
with respect to edge values and gas properties. Thus it is









h - H - V /2
t
with tables of V, and P vs X.
of static enthalpy, h, are computed from
i.e., the BLM is given the condition that total enthalpy at the
boundary layer edge is constant. In BLM enthalpy profiles and
velocity profiles at constant pressure are used as state
variables. Temperature and the gas constant, R, are obtained as
a function of h by interpolation in the gas properties tables
that were computed by the ODE module (see Section 2.6.3).
Temperature is not a state variable, but together with the gas
constant, it is used to obtain the gas density from the equation
of state, i.e.,
p m P/RT.
Thus, in general the gas density used by BLM at the boundary
layer edge does not match the TDK value, although the values of
P, V, and h do match.
850127
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The only other gas properties required by BLM are the
Prandtl number, Pr' and the viscosity, u. A constant value is




where the reference values _ and T are taken at the nozzle
throat.
for
Values for C (T), Y(T), and k(T) are made available to BLM
P
auxiliary calculations, but are not used in the boundary
layer solution procedure.
2.6.6 Solution Procedure
The solution procedure uses the numerical method described
in Bradshaw et.al., Reference 13, to solve the governing
equations presented in Section 2.6.1. This is an efficient
two-polnt flnlte-dlfference method developed by Keller and
Cebecl and extensively used by Cebeci for two-dimenslonal and
three-dlmenslonal flows. A detailed description is presented in
Reference 13, and is not repeated here.
One of the advantages of this numerical method is that
nonuniform net spacings can be used in the x-direction as well
as across the boundary layer. In the latter case, the
nonuniform grid is a geometric progression with the property
that the ratio of lengths of an--y two adjacent intervals is a
constant; that is, Anj s KAnj_I " The distance to the J-th
llne is given by the following formula:
850127
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- AnI(KJ - I)/(K- I) K > 1nj
There are two parameters in the above equation: I) An I , the
length of the first step, and: 2) K, the ratio of two successive
steps. The total number of points, J, can be calculated from
the following formula:
In[I + (K- 1)(ne/Anl)]
J . + I
In K
Default values used by the computer program for gn I











































local skin-friction coefficient, T /(I/2)p u
w e e
specific heat at constant pressure
dimensionless stream function













radial distance from axis of revolution
local radius of body of revolution
gas constant
local Reynolds number, Ue_/V e
entropy
transverse curvature term, y cos¢/r
O
static temperature
x and y components of velocity, respectively




























angle of body slope,
stream function
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e edge of the boundary
r reference conditions
tr transition





* nozzle throat conditions




In this Section numerical methods used by the ODK and TDK
programs are discussed. The ODK subprogram, integrates the system of
differential equations presented in Section 2.1.1. Standard integration
methods, such as Runge-Kutta, are impractical when applied to these
differential equations because of the very small step sizes often required
for stability. Consequently a fully stable integration method has been
developed and applied as described in Section 3.1.
Solution of the characteristic differential equations presented
in Section 2.5 also requires a numerically stable integration method. A
highly stable implicit finite difference method is presented in Section
3.2 for integration of these characteristic relationships.
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3.1 ODK NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONMETHOD
17
It has been shown by Tyson that in the numerical integration of relaxation
equations in near equilibrium flow regions (such as the chamber and nozzle inlet
in rocket engines), explicit integration methods are unstable unless the integration
step size is of the order of the characteristic relaxation distance of the relaxation
equations. Since the characteristic relaxation distance is orders of magnitude
smaller than the characteristic physical dimensions of the system of interest (such
as the nozzle throat diameter and length) in near equilibrium flow regions, the use
of explicit methods to integrate relaxation equations in these regions results in
excessively long computation times. Implicit integration methods were shown to
be inherently stable in integrating relaxation equations in all flow situations
(whether near equilibrium or frozen) and can thus be used to integrate with step
sizes of the order of the physical dimensions of the system of interest throughout
the integration reducing the computation time per case several orders of magnitude.
Since it has been demonstrated that there are significant advantages in using
implicit rather than explicit integration of the relaxation equations, a second order
implicit integration method has been chosen for uae in the ODK computer program.
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3.1.1 Stability Considerations
The numerical considerations leading to the above conclusions can
be illustrated by considering the simple relaxation equation
dy = Y - Ye (3. i-I)
dx 'r
which represents the relaxation toward equilibrium of chemical reactions, gas
particle lags, etc. In this equation Ye is the equilibrium condition and ris the
characteristic relaxation distance of the equation. In the equilibrium limit, r
is very small compared to the physical dimensions of the system of interest while
in the frozen limit, T, is very large compared to the physical dimensions of the
system of interest. The mathematical behavior of solutions to the above equation
can be found by considering the simple case where r is constant and
Ye =yeo +a(x- xo)
which is equivalent to terminating the Taylor series for Ye after the first term.
The exact solution for this case can be shown to be
where y(x o) is the initial value of y and h is the integration step.
It is seen that the solution consists of two parts, a term which varies
slowly with x and a term which exponentially decays with a relaxation length of r,
the characteristic relaxation length of Equation (3.l-l). Thus after a few relaxation
lengths
y(x) ----"Yeo + ah, h > >'r
which is independent of Y(Xo) the initial condition. Since explicit integration
methods construct the solution of Equation (3.1-1) as a Taylor series about
the initial condition Y(Xo) , the above example indicated that explicit integration
methods should be limited to step sizes of the 9rder of a few relaxation lengths.
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That this is indeed the case can be shown by explicitly integrating
Equation (3.1-I) using Euler's method. The explicit finite difference form i.z
y(xo + h) - y(xg)= _ y(x 9) - Y_o
h _-
which yields the truncated Taylor series
h h
Y(X o +h) =y(x o) (I-T t_)+ Yeo T
when solved for y(x o + h). After n integration steps, it is found that
[, o[. + (i- I)ay(x° + nh) = y(x o) - + _ oo V
Examination of this equation shows that the independence on the initial condition
y(xo)willdeoayonlyif11-h/,l<I,othe_IseyCxo+nh)willoscillatewith
_J.II_. J ....... J_-- __._1,S8.. ..I|aw,u_y _i,uL_Qa,ii9 a:,,_,*LLUUao fiance the calculation will be stable only if h/T < 2.
Similar results are obtained for other explicit integration methods. (The stable
step slze for Runge-Kutta integrations is h/r < 5.6.) Thus the stable step size for
explicit integration of relaxation equations is of the order of the relaxation distance
which explains the large computation times associated with explicit integration
of relaxation equations in near equilibrium flow regions. As shown below, the use
of implicit integration methods allows the integration of relaxation equations on a
step size which is independent of the relaxation length.
Implicitly integrating Equation (3. I-i) using Euler's method, the finite
difference form of Equation (3. I-I) is
y,!x9 +h) -Y(Xo) =- y(x 0 +h) - Yeo- ah
h I"
which yields
y(x o + h) =





when solved for y(x O + h). After n integration steps it is found that
y(x ° + nh) - Y(X°) +. _n Yeo + iah h
o [,+ i=1 + _ I" (3. I-2)
Examination of this equation shows that the dependence on the initial condition
y(x o) always decays, regardless of the step size. Hence the implicit calculation
will always be stable. As an extreme example, consider one integration step,
h =x - x o. From Equation (3.1-2), it is seen that
y(x) -_ Yeo + ah , h > >7"
when the step size is large compared to the relaxation length and
y(x) =y(x o) (l-h--)*1" Yeoh+'r " " ' h>>r
when the step size is small compared to the relaxation length.
It is seen that in the equilibrium limit (T small, h/l" large) the exact
solution and the implicit integration of the relaxation equation go to the same
limit which is independent of the relaxation distance and depends only on the rate
of change of the equilibrium condition. In the frozen case (r large and h/r small)
the implicit and explicit methods are essentially the same (terminated Taylor series).
Thus, implicit numerical integration methods can be used to integrate relaxation
equations using step sizes of the order of the physical dimensions of the system
of interest in all flow situations whether near equilibrium or near frozen. For a
complete discussion of the numerical integration of relaxation equations,
see Reference 17.
In choosing a numerical integration method, the primary items of concern
are the stability, accuracy and simplicity of the method. As shown byTyson 21 and
discussed above, implicit methods are to be preferred for numerically integrating
relaxation equations due to their inherent stability. Having chosen the basic inte-
gration method for stability reasons, the order of the integration method is determined
by accuracy and simplicity considerations. In general, the higher the order of the
integration method, the more complex the method becomes requiring more information
in the form of past value or past derivatives of the function being integrated.
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Second order methods (accurate to h 2 with error of order h 3) have the advantage
of simplicity and flexibility since they require only one past value of the function
while retaining sufficient accuracy to allow the use of reasonably economical step
sizes. For these reasons, a second order implicit numerical integration method
was chosen for use in the present program. A complete derivation of this numerical
integration method is given in the following section.
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3.1.2 Derivation of the ODK Numerical Integration Method
Consider the coupled set of first order simultaneous differential
equations.
dY i _
" fi ( Yl N )dx x, , . . . , y , i = 1, 2, . . . , N
It will be assumed that the equations are not singluar and that a solution exists
which may be developed as a Taylor series about the forward point
• d2yi i hZ d3yi
dYi[ h -- --+--
ki, n+! = dx [Xn+ h dx_ x +h 2 dx 3
/I
h 3 d4yil h 4
-c " _jI +h2_+''"
x +h x
n n
where ki,n+l is the increment in Yi and h is sufficiently small.
integration steps
dYi h- 4 dx'- 2 + 8 dx )
- 2 "d_'x Xn+h "---'_lx +h
n
k. +k.







d4yiI h4-16-- -- +.-.dx 4 24
x +h
n
Solving these equations for the derivative at the forward point, it is found that
__1 3ki " ki d3yi I h_Z2 ....
= pn+l ,n
x+h Zh *'_ ix +h3 ....
n
Expanding the function fi(x, y, . . . , yN ) as a Taylor's series about the back
point (Xn), it is found that




fi =fi (x' Yl " " " ' YN )
and the subscript n refers to the functions fi' _i and fli,j
Since
X n •
evaluated at the point
and
d'x3 dx3 +h dx4 x +h
xn Xn n
x = dx4 Ix +h
n n
_elep
Thus the formula for Taylor Series expansion about the back point can be written as
:t. + h + O,.j,nk. .....Xn+h ,, n °i, n j= i j, n+i 2
Xn+h
Equating the expressions for the derivative at the forward point and back point,
it is found that
3ki t .n+l ".kl r n = f.
2h ,, n + ui0 h + _i, n + +'''




ki, n+l =3" i,n i, +a. h+n Is n --N J, n+ i1 h1 d3yij_ _io kj. + --






Neglecting the third order derivative term and solving the set of N linear
nonhomogeneous algebraic equations
Z n h) ki, n+i0 -'_L3i, i,
N
(i-6. j)13i, k'. i[ k +2{fi, +a. h1j=l t, j,n j,n+i = _ i,n n l,n h)
where 6i, j is the Kronecker delta thus yields a second order implicit solution
of the above coupled first order simultaneous differential equations.
For unequal step sizes, it can be similarly shown that solving the
set of N linear nonhomogeneous algebraic equations
t h 2 N  t-6 k.hn+ ki, n+l {2hn+l +hn)hn j=l_3i, i,n . i, i,j,n j,n+l
h2 hn+l + (f. + a. n(Zhn+ I +hn)h n i,n l,n l, nhn+l ) hn+ l (hn+l + hn
yields a second order implicit solution of the above set of coupled first order
simultaneous differential equations.
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3.2 TDK NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD
The reacting gas characteristic relationships given in
Section 2.5 are usually integrated using second order explicit
methods. It has been shown, however , that implicit integration
methods are superior to explicit methods for integrating
chemical relaxation equations 17. Thus, in the present program
the fluid dynamic equations are integrated using an explicit
Euler method while the chemical relaxation equations are
integrated using a first order implicit integration method.
In numerically calculating flow fields using the method of
characteristics, only two (previously calculated) known points
are directly usable in calculating a forward point. In
equilibrium flows, only two known points are required to
calculate a forward point and the calculation is straightforward
and unambigous. In nonequilibrium flows, however, more than two
known points are required to calculate a forward point so that a
choice must be made as to which points in the flow field will be
used directly and which will be interpolated. Since even small
interpolation errors in species concentrations are known to
cause serious stability and accuracy problems in the numerical
integration of the chemical relaxation equations, the back
streamline point and one characteristic point were chosen as the
known points. This choice avoids interpolation for the species
concentrations in that only fluid dynamic properties (velocity,
pressure, etc.) and the kinetic coupling terms (A and B) need be
interpolated at one of the back characteristic points. Since
these quantities are all slowly varying across the
characteristics mesh, they can be accurately interpolated.
Experience has shown that this choice of numerical integration
methods and known data points
characteristics calculations.
integration methods used in
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 below.
is satisfactory for reacting gas
A derivation of the numerical
the program are given in Sections
850917
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3.2.1 Integration of the Fluid Dynamic Equations
Consider the flow field shown in Figure 3-I, below:
© Streamll_
Figure 3-I. Flow Field Interior Point Calculation
Between points 3 and 4 the streamline
relationships are integrated as:
characteristic
r 3 " r 4 + (x3-x4)tan 034 (3.2-I)
2
V 3 - _V 4 - 4(P3-P4)/(p3+P4)} I/2
or
(3.2.2a)
V3 . 12(H T- _ clhi)_ I/2 (3.2.2b)
I
P3 " P4 (--- exp {-(_s-_43 4
Y-I
P3 Y43 _ B__ (x3_x4) } (3.2-4)
850917
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where the double subscripts imply averaged values, e.g.:
e34 = (e3÷84)/2 ,
(1) = (11Y4 + II_3)/2 , etc.43
The integration formula (3.2-I) relating the coordinates of
points 3 and 4 is exact if the streamline
between points 3 and 4. Equation (3.2-2a)
Equation and is used to obtain a first
Successive estimates are made using the
directly, i.e., equation 3.2-2b, so that energy is conserved
exactly along streamlines. In integrating the energy equation
and the perfect gas relationship to obtain Equations (3.2-3) and
-I
(3.2-4), the coefficients Y , A/cos 8, (Y-I)/Y , and B/cos e
appearing in these equations were assumed to be equal to their
average value between points 3 and 4.
is a circular arc
is the BernouIll
estimate for V 3.
energy equation
Between points I and 3 the right
relationships are integrated as:
running characteristics
r 3 - r I + (x3-x I ) tan (8 - _)31 (3.2-5)
sin 8
13] (3 2-6)
P3 = PI + P13 {[ -(AGH)13+(GH)13 r
13
(x3-x I) + G13(e3-el)l
The above equations are a finite difference




If point 3 is an axis point then r and e are zero and the
3 3
indeterminate quantity (sin e3)/r 3 appearing in Equation (3.2-9)
can be approximated by using the value obtained at point I.
Between points 2 and 3 the
relationships are integrated as:
left running characteristics
x3 " x2 + (r3-r2)/tan(8 + _)32 (3.2-7)
sin 8
_ 23 ] (3.2-8)
P3 " P2 + P23 {[ (AGF)23 (GF)23 r23
(r3-r2) - G23 (83-82)}
The above equations (3.2-7) and (3.2-8) are a finite
difference form of equations (2.5-I) and (2.5-2), respectively.
If point 2 is an axis point, then r 2 and e2 are zero and the
indeterminate quantity (sin e2)/r 2 appearing in Equation (3.2-8)
can be approximated using the values estimated for point 3.
Equations (3.2-6) and (3.2-8) can be combined to yield:
sin e23](r3_r )
23 " {P2-PI+P23[+(AGF)23-(GF)23 r23 2
sin e
13](x3-x )-P13[-(AGH)13+(GH)13 r I
13
+P23G23e2 +P 13G1381 }/{P23G23+PI3G13} (3.2-9)
850917
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The modified Euler iteration method is used by TDK to solve
the above equations in the various point calculations. The
implicit method used by TDK to integrate the chemical relaxation
equations is presented next in Section 3.2.2.
850917
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3.2.2 Derivation of the TDK Numerical Integration Method
The chemical relaxation equations are a coupled set of first order
simultaneous differential equations of the form
de.
I
= ft (cl' c2 ' "''' CN' Yl' Y2' Y3' Y4 ) i = 1, 2, --., N
along the streamline where YI' Y2' Y3' and Y4 refer to the fluid dynamic variables
V, p, T, and 8, respectively. Assuming that the equations are not singular and




where k i is the increment in c i and h is sufficiently small. The first coefficient
of the Taylor series may be calculated as
d¢.
I
= fi(Cl ' c2 ' "''' CN" Yl' Y2' Y3' Y4 )







=fi,n + _ _i,j,nkj
"r..j 1
, . ]









and the subscript n refers to the functions fi' Bi,J' and {,,,jevaluated at
the point xn.
Thus neglecting the second order error and derivative terms yields
the integration formula for the increment ki
ki -" fi, n + _ _i, jon kj 6. Ayjj-1 ,,j,n
h
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3.3 S[9@4_RY OF TT_/_TDK COF4PG_ATIO_JAL PRrCEDU_E
The steps below summarize the computational procedure used by
the TDK Computer Program (ODE-ODK-TDK input option):






ODE is used to compute:
P,H solution at stagnation (chamber V=0)
condition
P,S solution at throat (pV maximum) condition.
Entropy, S, is computed in step I.i.i above.
c c, S solution at input contraction ratio.
An average expansion coefficient, N e , is con©uted by
Subroutine ST_BNE . This expansion coefficient
is the perfect gas expansion coefficient which
would yield the throat pressure ratio computed
in step I.i.2.
A pressure table P(x) and its derivative dP(x)/dx are
computed using the perfect gas relations, N , and the
e
input thrust chamber geometry.
The ODK Computer Program is used to integrate the
finite rate equations for one dimensional flow. The
integration begins at E c. So that the flow will not be
singular at the throat, P(x) and dP(x)/dx are used until
the flow is supersonic (M _ 1.02). For supersonic
flow the area defined relations are used.
Step 2.
The sequence described in Step I, above, is repeated for zones 2
through N <50, the outer zone.
The following throat property tables are constructed during each of
the above calculations:
p, V, T, c i vs. P.
These tables begin at the ODK determined throat (oV maximum) and





An average expansion coefficient, 7n, is computed for each
zone using the tables constructed in Step 2.
Ln (P_/PI)
Yn = Ln (p£/Ol) n = 1 .... N _:50
The subscripts 1 and Z refer to the first and last table entries
(at the ODK throat and at M=I. 5). Thus if the flow through the
throat is in equilibrium ywill attain the equilibrium value and if
the flow is frozen y will attain the frozen value.
4oi"
4.2
Using the above values of 9,n and the upstream radius of
curvature at the nozzle throat, Ru, a two dimensional
(axially symmetric) initial data line is constructed using
a small perturbation method. The location of the in!t[al
data line across the nozzle throat region
is determined. The location of the slipHne positions is
also determined by the small perturbation method {from
the continuity relation). Pressure and flow angle are
matched (through a first order of approximation) at the
sliplines.
Flow properties of p, V, T, and c i are interpolated from
the tables constructed in Step 2 using the pressure determined
in Step 4.1.
A method of characteristics solution is computed for the nozzle.
Boundary conditions are the initial data line and nozzle wall with
a symmetry condition used along the nozzle axis and slip conditions
(matched pressure and flow angle) used along the streamlines dividing
zones of different O/F. The finite difference mesh is constructed at
gas streamline and left running characteristic intersections.
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4. PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Thls section contains an over-all description of the
structure of the TDK computer program. TDK consists of a master
control module (MCM) and five major computational modules, as
follows: ODE, ODK, TRAN, MOC, and BLM. Each module is
described briefly in Figure 4-I. The computational modules have
been combined with the MCM so that they can be run together
automatically. The extensive use of internal communication
between the modules has eliminated the need for redundant inputs
by the user.
A schematic of an overlay structure for TDK is presented in
Figure 4-2. This figure should prove useful to programmers who
wish to convert TDK to a computer, such as CDC or Univac, on
which an overlay structure is mandatory. TDK has been developed
for the DEC 11/780 Virtual Address Extension (VAX) computer for
which no overlay structure is required.
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Figure 4-I: BASIC MODULESOF TDK
MODULE DESCRIPTION
MCM The Master Control Module is used to control the
exeoutlon of TDK by selecting the computation
modules to be exercised. The MCMis also used
to process output files for the purpose of
creating printed and plotted output.
ODE The One-Dimenslonal Equilibrium module is used
to calculate ideal engine performance. Engine
performance can also be calculated assumming
that the chemical composition is frozen at
chamber (stagnation) conditions.
ODK The One-Dimenslonal Kinetics module is used to
calculate the loss in nozzle performance caused
by finite-rate chemistry of the expansion
products.
TRANS The Transonic Flow module is used to calculate
two-dimensional flow conditions in the throat
region of the nozzle. It is used to obtain an
initial data llne for the MOCmodule.
MOC The Method of Characteristics module is used to
calculate the loss in nozzle performance caused
by flow divergence, including the effects of
chemistry and mixture ratio variation.
BLM The Boundary Layer Module is used to calculate
the loss in nozzle performance due to a viscous
boundary layer and its interaction with the










































































































































































































The files used by TDK are listed in Table 4-I. For those
files referred to by a Fortran variable name, the name is
listed. The description of the file includes the name of the
labeled common block in which the file name is communicated.
Subroutines using the file are also listed.











For Univac machines, write statements to unit 50
replaced by PUNCH statements.
must be
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BLM-TDK interface day. a,
Subroutines BLMAIN, BLW, RBL
BLM plots
.Subroutine BLMAIN










16 DA Direct access file for variable
mixture ratio option (Ist pass)
Subroutines FINDT, GETILV, GETIL




















GETIL, GETILV, ODKINP, PACK,
SUBIL, TRAN, TSTDK
23 JTABLE B,TMS TDE unit, COMMON/NTAPEI/,
Subroutines BLKDTA, ODES,
OUTPUT, TDK, TRAN
25 JANAF F,TMS,MS Thermodynamic data,
COMMON/CUTIL/, Subroutines
MAIN, TTAPE, ODK, PACK, SEARCH
850108 4-8





27 KSTF F,TMS Scratch data, COMMON/CUTIL/,
Subroutines MAIN, PACK, SEARCH





29* ITSTAB B,TMS,MS Transonic data, COMMON/CUTIL/,
Subroutines MAIN, GETIL,
GETILV, MAINID,TWOD
50 F,TMS,MS Boundary layer edge data
computed by TDK, TDE, or TDF.
Subroutines PRINT, PRINTS, PTAB
Files 11, 15, and 29 must be saved if the




4.2 SUBROUTINE AND COMMON BLOCK CROSS-REFERENCES
This section provides tables that contain cross-references
for subroutines and common blocks. Referal to these tables, or
their equivalent, is usually necessary if the program is to be
modified.
Table 4-2 lists in alphanumeric order each TDK subroutine.
All modules are included. Opposite each subroutine name are the
names of all subroutines that call the subroutine.
Table 4-3 lists in alphanumeric order each TDK common block.
Again, all modules are included. Opposite each common block
name are the names of all subroutines that contain the common
block.
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 do not contain the names of system
supplied subroutines, such as SIN, COS, or the I/_ subroutines.
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SUBROUTINE















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LABELED COHHON REFERRED BY SUBROUTINE
......................









































































































































































































































































































































































































































LABELED COMMON REFERRED BY SUBR(XJTINE
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..°o ..... ° ....
REFERRED BY SUBROUTINE








































































































LABELED CONNON REFERRED BY SUBROUTINE
......................








































































































LABELED COIetON REFERRED BY SUBROUTINE LABELED CONNON
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5. PROGRAMSUBROUTINES
This section contains descriptions of the TDK subroutines.
TDK is organized into 6 modules, as follows: MCM, ODE, ODK,
TRANS, MOC, and BLM. The subroutines descriptions are presented
by modules, i.e., the MCMsubroutines are given in Section 5-I,
the ODE subroutines a_e given in Section 5-2, etc. At the




The Master Control Module is used to control the execution
of TDK by selecting the computation modules to be exercised.
The MCM is also used to process output files for the purpose of













MAIN provides the entry point
subroutine for the entire program.
to TDK and is the master
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5.1.1 PROGRAM MAIN
This is the main program for TDK and as such provides
communication between modules, defines the upper level labeled
common blocks, and initializes certain logical control
variables. MAIN calls the thermodynamic tape generation
subroutine, TTAPE, as required. Subroutine PR_BLM is called to






Subroutines ODE and ODK are called to perform
and one dimensional kinetic calculations.
is called to perform transonic and two
of characteristics calculations. Subroutine






BLW is called to calculate the displaced nozzle wall.
BLH is called to calculate the increase in
enthalpy contributed by the regenerative cooling
The ODE, ODK, TRANS, and MOC calculations are then
the repeat option has been specified.
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5.1.2 SUBRO_E BT_/C_A
BLKI_A contains atomic data stored in ATOM (i,J) and many of the
variables used with the variahte format, FMT. The ATOM variables are defined m
appendix B, Reference 3. The format variables are stored in the common labeled
_UPT and are described here.
A varlahle format was used so that one format, FMT, could be used
in the final outDut with changes Ln the number of decimal places according to
the sizes of the numbers. The format is used to print a label and from I to 13
associated numbers. The [abels contain 14 alphanumeric characters stored in
four words and printed with 3A4,A2. _e numbers are all printed in a field of 9.
FMT is initially set in BLKDTA as follows:
.FMT (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (I0) (ii)
(IH ,3A4 ,A2, P9. 0, Fg. 0, Fg. 0, Fg. 0,
FMT (12) (13) (14) (IS) (16) (17) (18) (19) (2O) (2_)
F9 . 0, F9. 0, Fg. 0, F9. 0, Fg. 0,
FMT (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30)
39. o, Fg. 0, F9. 0, Fg. 0 )
where the spaces are stored as blanks.
Variable:
Storage:
Some variables set An BI/KITfA to modify FMT are as follows:
F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 FB FMTI3 FMT9X FMTI9
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 9X, 19,
_he following is a llst of variables used as labels and printed with







































This subroutine locates the index, I, in a table such that
x(I) _ x _ X(I+D.
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5.1.4 Subroutine GAUELM(A_ BIXr N_M_NDIM_MDIMtLDIM _EPS tKERR)
This subroutine solve a linear system of equations using Gaussian
with row interchange.The equation is put in matrix form as:
el imination
AX-B










Dimensions used: A(N,N), X(N,M), B(N,M)
Maximum row dimension of A
Maximum row dimension of B
Maximum row dimension of X
Lower bound for the absolute value of the pivot
Error indicator,nonzero means error
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5.1.5 SUBROUTINE ITER (F1, Xl, XNEW, N_9_9)
The purpose of this subroutine Is to find the root or zero of the
algebraic equation
fO_ =0
using the method of secant or false position. In particular this subroutine
is designed to take advantage of the fact that the secant method will always
find the root of the above equation if the root has been spanned.
Calling Sequence:
Fl is the value of the dependent variable, f, corresponding to
the value of XI.
Xl is the value of the independent variable, X, which corresponds
toFl.
XNEW is the predicted or new value of the Independent variable
N_ is a flag such that
N_ = -i the first time ITER Is called.
N_ = +i upon subsequence calls.
Re striction s:
The user is expected to check for convergence as there are no internal
checks made in ITER.
Method:
Subroutine ITER utilizes the secant method predictor formula
Xi+l=Xi-fi. CKi-Xl_l)/{f i - fi_l )
where the subscript t refers to the current value of X and f
except for the first iteration In which the value of X Is perturbed only s].Ightly.
When the root has been spanned the subroutine saves 2 back value of f and X
in order that the root may always be straddled and thus found. The linkage to the
subroutine is set up so that If bounds on the root are known, then the value of
may be disregarded and bounded values may be used for the first two
guesses. This type of linkage necessitates that the value of X1 must be set
equal to XNEVV" or the bounded value of X. In order to speed up convergence,
if the error within the bound d domain of the dependent variable exceeds a ratio








the low temperature Cp, H, S
input as described in detail in
5._.Z SUBROUTINE MATCH
This subroutine is called by R_CKET to supply subroutine HUE
with a vector of internal sequence numbers which point to the
appropriate Lennard-Jones parameters used by MUK to calculate
transport properties. The input to MATCH is the species name
(from the SUB array) and the output corresponds to the index
numbers in the table in the MUK write up.
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5. I. 8 Subroutine MUK (CP, XW.. T. C, IT: N. XA4: XMT T_ P_)
This routine calculates the viscosity, thermal conductivity and Prandt/number
for a g_s composed of a mixture of species.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
CP is an array of N s_ecLfic heats of the (INPUT)
species (ft_/sec s R)
XW is an array of N molecu/ar weights of (INPUT)
the species (slug/slug mole)
T ls the temperature of the gas (°R) (INPUT)
C is an array of N mass fractions of the (INPUT)
species
o
IT is an array of N ind_ces of the species (INPUT)
into a table of collislon dlameter (_)
and energy of attraction (c/k)
N is the number of species in the gas (INPUT)
XM ts an array of N viscosities of the (_UT?UT)
species _ (Ibf.see/it_)
XMT is the total viscosity of the gas, (_UTPUT)
(Ibf-sec/ft 2 )
TK is the thermal conductivity of the gas. (_UTPUT)
(ft.lbf/fe sec (°R/it))
PR is the Prandtlnumber of the gas,L (_UTPUT)
Method:
N












ni - tame(z_) table of f_ vs T*
















(.45 + I.32 _--_)
N
L I=I
KI + 1.065 j=l _lj
¥









Equations for Ki and _i are from Reference 14, The values of the collision
integral are from Table 2 of Appendix B in Reference 15. The relations used
to calculate l_and K of the mixture ere from Referencea 15 and 16, respectively.
Also from Reference 14 are the values of the collision diameters, o, and
_ergy of attraction, _/k.
Table 5-i correlates the chemical name of the soecies to the internal number
esslqned to itby the subroutine. Also included is the key-punch
name asslqned to the species, since lower-case letters and subscripts ere
non-standard features in most computer conflguratlons.
Ref.14. Svehla, R. H. , "Estimated Viscosities and Thermal Conductivities
of Gases at High Temperagures", NASA TR R-132, 1962.
Re{15_ Bird, R. B., Stewart, W.E., Lightfoot, E.N., Transport Phenom-
ena. , John Wiley & Sons. In_. New York.1960.
Ref.16. Mason, E. A., and Saxena, S. C., Physics of Fluids t Volume i, No. 5,
Pg. 361-369, 1958,
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Table 5-I: SPECIESNAMES AND IDENTIFIERS


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This subroutine calculates the exponent, oJ, used in the viscosity-temper-
ature relationship
U=/_ref ( Tref )
using the method of least squares. That Is, It calculates the value of t_ which
gives the smallest sum of the errors squared. This form of the vtscostty-temper-
ature relationship was selected since the BLH module requires
viscosity data Ln this manner.
In order to supply the maximum amount of accuracy and also to minimize the
variation in data due to the selection of an exit area ratio, It Nas decided to match
the throat value of viscosity exactly and select an _j which wou/d provide the best
fit for viscosity at the chamber and exit of the motor.
The form of the error, E, was taken to be
E = In u//_* - _0 In T/T*
Squaring the errors, differentiating with respect to _j , end setting the resu/ts
equal to zero, yields the following value for




e = refers to the exit plane
c ffi refers to the chamber
* = refers to the throat plane
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5.1.10 SUBROUTINE PR@BLEM
Subroutine PROBLEM sets those default values that are
concerned wlth the computational options of the program, such as
the module execution flags (ODE, ODK, TDK, BLM, TDE, IRPEAT, and
IRSTRT). The SDATA namlist is read (see Section 6.). Flags
controlling the sequence of module execution are set as
determined by the options requested through the $DATA input.
Nozzle geometry parameters are placed into the GEOM array for
communication to the various modules.
5.1.11 SUBROUTINE READAT(NTAPE)
Subroutine READAT is called by Program MAIN to read data
written by subroutine SAVDAT on unit NTAPE (-15) for the purpose
of restarting the ODE and ODK modules.
5.1 .12 SUBROUTINE SAVDAT (NTARE)
Subroutine SAVDAT is called by Program MAIN to write data on
unit NTAPE (-15) to be used later for restarting the ODE and ODK
modules. This data is read later by subroutine READAT.
850111
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5. i. 13 Subroutine SIr.°BI(XA)YA+XE+YEtII_A,II4R,CI,011EI)
This subroutine computes the coefficients for the skewed parabola defined by
two points and the tangent at one of these points and the axis angle. The equation
of a ske_-l)ar_d_ola is
(Y-tan(Tr) X) 2 + C X + D Y + E - 0
where Tr is the axis angle.
The subroutine solves for the coefficient C,D and E by using the condition on
the two points and their tangents. The resulting equations form a linear system of
3 equations in 3 unknowns which is solved by Gaussian elimination with improvement







coordinates of attachment point
coordinates of nozzle exit lip
attachment angle
axis angle,Tr




_'JHA _ _ ...- _-....-.
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5.1.14 Subroutine SKPBZ(XAIYAIXE,YE,THA,THEfBllClmDllE1 )
This subroutine computes the equation for a skewed parabola defined
points and their tangents. The equation for a skewed parabola is
(B X÷Y) z + C X + D Y + E = 0
Subroutine SKPB1 and the secant method are used to solve for the










coordinate of attachment point
coordinate of exit lip point
attachment angle
exit lip angle
coefficients B, C, O and E
in above equation
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5. I. 15 SUBRQU_NE SLP (X, Y, N, M/LAG, YP, W i, W2, W3, IFLAG)
The purpose of this subroutine is to supply derivatives for a tabulated
function. The end point derivatives may be specified or are calculated inter-
Interior point derivatives may be found bynaily by parabolic interpolation.
a cubic spllne fit procedure.
below:
Calling Sequence:
X is a table of independent variables, x i
Y is a table of the dependent variables, Yi
N is the number of entries in each of the tables X, Y, and YP.
i = i, ...N
MFLAG this entry is a flag, m, such that
m > 0 implies x is equally spaced
m < 0 implles x is not equally spaced
[ml = 1 y' will be continuous
!ml = 2 y' and y" will be continuous
!
YP is a table of the derivative, Yl
_NI working storage of length N
W2 working storage of length N
W3 working storage of length N
IFLAG this entry is a flag, I, such that
i = o implies value for YP(1) and YP(N) will be calculated
internally by parabolic differencing
implies values for YP(1) and YP(N) will be inputi=l
Method
The cubic spllne fit procedure utilizes the interpolation formula given
y = A(X-Xo )3 + B(x- Xo )2 + C(x- xo) + D
y' = 3A(x- Xo )2 + 2B(x - xo) + C
y" = 6A(x- xo) + 2B
The piecewise cubic fit to a tabular function by the above relations will yield




kol_ ]" (6 kl'_2-4y_-2V_>
12 hol
where
h01 " x I - x 0
h12 ="x 2 - x l
k01 = Yl - Y0
k12 = Y2 - Yl
The method consists of setting the left-hand side of the above rela-
tion equal to zero so that the second derivative is continuous across Juncture
points. As applied to a tabular function, the above procedure results in a set
|
of linear simultaneous equations (t/i-dlagonal) to be solved for the 7[, provided
that values for y' at the end points are known.
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5.1.16 S UBRO UTINE S PLN
Performs either cubic or linear interpolation between two given points.
Cubic interpolation for a function and its first two derivatives is per-
formed as described below:
Given function values Yn and Yn + 1 and first derivative values
Y'n+l at Xn and Xn+ 1, this subroutine evaluates y(x), y'(x), and




y =A(x - Xn )3 + B(x - Xn )2 + C(x - xn) + D
x - x n [y,
'= ' + " n+l




a __._ m •
1
S _ m /
C =Y'n
[ (Y' n+l + y'n )h - 2k]
" [ (Y'n+i + 2Y'n)h - 3k]
D =Yn
h = Xn+ 1 - xn
•k = Yn+l -Yn
Linear interpolation for a function and its first two derivatives is
performed as described below:
x - x
Y = Yn + n " [Yn+l
Xn+ 1 _ xn
y'= Yn_| - Yn





5. I. 17 SUBROUTINE SUMPRT
This subroutine is called by Program MAIN to write the "TDK
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY" output that is printed after the execution
of the MOC and/or BLM modules. An example of this output
together with a detailed description is given in Section 7 of
this report, Input and Output for Example Cases.
5.1.18 SUBROUTINE TTAPE
When a THERMO directive card I$ read by the main program
this subroutine is called to generate a master Thermodynamic
Data tape (Logical Unit 25). The input Thermodynamic Data is in
curve fit form and is identical to that required for the ODE
computer program described in NASA SP-273, Reference 3. The
format for this curve fit data is described in the User's
Manual, Section 6.1.
5.1.19 SUBROUTINE UNIT
Thls subroutine is called by Program MAIN and is used to
establish a consistent set of physical constants and conversion
factors for the engineering units that are used throughout the
program. The values are stored in C@MM_N/CONSTS/CO00(25). The





5.2 ODE MODULE SUBROUTINES
The one-Dlmenslonal Equilibrium module is used to calculate
ideal engine performance. Engine performance can also be
calculated assummlng that the chemlcal composition Is frozen at
the chamber (stagnation) condltlons. Gas mixture properties,
lncludlng transport properties, are also calculated by the ODE
module to be used by the
program. The ODE module
Equilibrium Compositions
Reference 3. Reference
complete description of this
of the following subroutines:
TDE, BLM and other options of the
is a modified version of the chemical
(CEC) program that is described in
3 should be referred to for a more
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5.2.1 SUBROUTINE @DES
This is the main program for _DE and corresponds to the Main Program
described In Reference 3. Generally, the routine pedorms the following functions:
i. Reads code cards THERM_, REACTANTS, _MIT, INSERT, and NAMELISTS
and directs flow of program accordingly.
2. Stores THERM_ data on tape.
3. Calls subroutine REACT to read and process REACTANTS cards.
4. Reads (_MIT and INSERT cards and stores species names.
5. Initializes variables in namelist $_DE.
6. Reads and writes namellst $_DE.
7. Converts assigned densities, ifany, (RHO(i) in $_DE) to specific
volumes: VLM(i) = I/RHO(1).
8. Stores the number of pressures or volumes in NP.
9. Stores values of o/f in (2fX.Farray. If o/f values have not been input
directly, they are calculated as follows:
Values
Oxidant to fuel weig t ratio, o/f
Fuel to air weight ratio, f/a
Percent fuel, %F
Equivalence ratio, r
If above values not specified
Code













C_XF(i)= VV'P(2) : 1.0
11.
I0. Makes necessary adjustments to consider charge balance ifI_NS =
.TRUE.. This is done by adding 1 to NLM and E to LLMT array.
Calls SEARCH to pull required THERM_ data from tape and to store
the data in core.
12. Sets initialestimates for compositions. These estimates are set
with each $_DE read. They are used only for the firstpoint in the
lists of variables in namelist (e.g., the firsto/f and the firstT
and P in a TP problem). All succeeding points use results from a
previous point for estimates.
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For the first point the program assigns an estimate of 0.1 for n, the
total number of kilogram-moles per kilogram. The initial estimate of number of
moles of each gaseous species per kilogram of mixture nj is set equal to 0. i/m
where m is the total number of gaseous species. Condensed species are assigned
zero moles.
13. Sets IUSE(J) positive for condensed species listed on INSERT cards
(see IUSE array).
14. Calls THERNIP if TP, HP, SP, TV, UV, or SV is true.
15. Calls DET_N if DETN is true.
16. Calls SHCK if SHOCK is true.




This subroutine evaluates the thermodynamic functions , _ ,
from the curve fit coefficients. Two sets of coefficients are used for two
adjacent temperature intervals. The functions evaluated are presented below:
R - al + a2T + a3 T2 + a4T3 + asT4
HOT a2T a3T2 a4T3 asT4
= a + + _ + ---"'-'- + _
RT 1 _ 3 4 5
SOT a3 T2 a4 T3 a5 T4
R - aIinT+ a2T + _ + _ +







When the temperature falls below the lower l[mit of the curve fit coefficients,
the above thermodynamic functions are obtained via linear /nterpolatlon from
the input for subroutine LTCPHS.
5.2.3 SUBROUTINE DET_N
This subroutine does the calculations required to obtain Chapman-louget
detonation properties as described in the section CHAPMAN-IOUGET DETONATIONS
of Reference 3. The calculation involves a Newton-Raphson iteration to determine
detonation conditions in addition to the iteration for determining equilibrium com-
positions.
5.2.4 SUBROUTINE EFMT
Subroutine EFMT (E-format) writes statements in a special exponent form.
This form is similar to the standard FORTRAN E-format, but the letter E and some of
the spaces have been removed for compactness. It is used to write density ,nd
mole fractions with the TRACE option.
J
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5".2.5 SUBROUTINE EQL BRM
EQLBRM is the control routine for the equilibrium module which cal-
culates equilibrium compositions and thermodynamic properties for a particular
point. A free-energy minimization technique is used. The program pen, nits
calculations such as (i) chemical equilibrium for assigned thermodynamic states
(T,P), (H,P), (S,P), (T,V), (U,V), or (S,V), (2)theoretical rocket performance
for both equillb[rum and frozen compositions during expansion, (3) incident and
reflected shock properties, and (4) Chapman-_ouguet detonation properties. The
program considers condensed species as well as gaseous species. A detailed
description of the equations and computer program for computations involving
chemical equilibria in complex systems is given in Reference 3. Figures 4(a)
through 4(c) of Reference 3 gives a complete flow diagram for this subroutine.
The equilibrium compositions are obtained by a Newton-Raphson
iteration. The iteration equations are those of the modified Huff method .i_
These equations are presented as Table 5-2. The corrections to the estimates
that are obtained from this set of iteration equations are unaffected by the
oholce of components and are only affected by the current estimates. These
equations make no distinction between components and'constituents, and thus
any species can be dropped from the calculation. The iteration equations give
corrections to the moles of each condensed species and the variables A and T
directly. The corrections to the moles of gaseous species are obtained from
the following equation:
L
A Inni=-:_i+ _-_ aki a Inuk+_ _lnT (i = I, 2,..., m)
k=l
It is sometimes disadvantageous to apply the entire correction
called for by the iteration equations. Consequently an empirical convergence
parameter X (0 < I < I) is used to control the size of the corrections. A
numerical value for X is determined at each iteration. Methods for evaluating
). are discussed later under Evaluation of Convergence Parameter I. New
estimates are obtained from the following equations:
In n_j+l) = In n_j) + _ d In ni (i : 1, 2 ..... m)















InA (j+l) = InA (j) + X A InA
InT (j+l) = InT (j) + )._ InT
The indices J and j+l signify the estimates for the jth and (j+l) St iterations.
•When the iteration has converged, the moles of gaseous species n. will bel
numerically equal to the partial pressures Pi (i = 1, 2, . .., m).
After the equilibrium compositions have been determined, the three
independent first derivatives Cp, (5 In Mw/5 In T)p, and (5 In Mw/}) In P)T
can be evaluated by a procedure analogous to that described in reference ]9
The calculation of Cp and (5 in Mw/_ In T)p requires the derivatives (})in hi/5 In T)p
(i= I, 2, • •., m), (5 nl/_ InT) p (i=m + i, m + 2, .., n), and
(_ In A/_ in T)p. Following the procedure of reference 19 for the elimination
of linear combination terms, the set of equations in Table 5-2 is obtained for
the derivatives (_) In ui/51n T)p (i = 1, 2, .., _), (B ni/_ in T)p
(i=m+ 1, m +2, .... n), and(_ lnA/_ In T)p. The (5 In ni/5






$ In uk ) +_'i (i= i,
aki _ in T P
a • • • a m)
Writing the equation for evaluating the specific heat and substituting the above
equation gives
.% In uk I 5hi - 5 InA
cp=- aki ini Vn 7 P p
k=l i=l i=m _1 -I i=l
m m /












The solution of the equations in Table 5-3 also gives one of the molecular
weight derivatives by means of the relation
8 In MWl8 In T Ip
InA 1
In T_p
The derivative ( _ In M/_) In P)T can be calculated from
= P -i
i m { _) in Uk )
_ E akini _ _n _ T
k=l i=l
where the required partial derivatives are obtained by a. solution of the equations
of Table 5-4 of this report. It should be noted that the matrix elements of Tables
5-3 and 5-/4 are identical with the corresponding elements of Table 5-2 except
for the sign of the last column in Table 5-3. The isentropic exponent, ,_, used in
the calculations of the velocity of sound is
(_ In P.) =Y---_ lno s
[1 4" (_ lnln ,pMw) IT c_Mw[1-( _c_lnln _,_w) ]pj
Convergence in an iterative calculation involves two numerical
problems: (1) how to assure numerical convergence, and (2) to determine at
what stage the iteration should be terminated. Both of these are discussed in
the following sections.
Evaluation of Convergence Parameter X
When poor estimates are used in a Newton-Raphson iteration, the
iteration equations will invariably give corrections that are too large. If these
corrections Were to be used directly, they could produce a nonconvergent
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At later stages of the iteration when the problem seems to be converging satis-
factorily, the iteration sometimes attempts to make large increases in the
partial pressures of species that are present in trace amounts. In both of these
cases it is essential to place some restriction on the size of the correction.
Thfs is accomplished by introducing a convergence parameter )`.
The numerical value of the convergence parameter k is determined
on the basis of two empirical rules, which experience has shown to be satis-
factory. For the variables T, A, and nj for those gaseous species for which
In(nj/P 0) >-18.5 and forwhich A In nj > 0, a number ;k is defined as
)`I -= max(i_ In TI 2
, I,% InA} , A In nj) (J = i, 2, . .., m)
This limits the change in T and A and the increase in nj, for those gaseous
species whose gas phase mole fraction exceeds 10 -8 , to a factor e 2 = 7.3891.
For those gaseous species for whichln(nj/P 0) _-18.5 and _ In nj > 0, a
number )'2 is defined as
ln P0 - 9)'2 = rain h
%
.212 -- In ni_
JIn nj (j = I, 2, . .., m)
This prevents a gaseous species with a mole fraction less than 10 -8 from
increasing its partial pressure so that its gas phase mole fraction would
10 -4. The parameter ), to be used is defined in terms of _i and )`exceed
as
2
)` =- min(l, kl, )`2)
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Criteria for Convergence
Equilibrium compositions. - It is assumed that the iteration has
converged to the correct composition when
nj




'n < 0-5xi0-5 (J =m + I, m + 2, . .., n)
nk
This has the effect of insuring accuracy to five places in composition when it
is expressed as mole fractions.
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5.2.6 SUBROUTINE FR@ZEN
Subroutine FROZEN is called from subroutine R_CKET to calculate the
temperature and thermodynamic properties for the following assigned conditions:
i. Composition frozen at combustion conditions.
2. An assigned exit pressure.
3. An assigned entropy equal to the entropy at combustion conditions.
The iteration procedure used for obtaining the exit temperature is discussed in the
section Procedure for Obtaining Frozen Rocket Performance (p.40, Reference 3. )
For a mixture of fixed composition, entropy, and pressure, the
temperature is calculated by a Newton-Kaphson iteration. The correction to
the current estimate for temperature is obtained from
'% lnT= n
i=l
The improved estimate for temperature is then obtained by means of
lnT (j+l) =lnT (j) -_ In T
are:
and






In Mw I = 0
In T _p
and
(.8 In Mw 181n P _T
=0
The isentropic exponent 7 is
c Mw
p c
7 = CpMW c - R
The throat conditions are evaluated with the aid of a secondary
Newton-Raphson iteration using the equation
I+
2Mw(h c - h_)
(7 +1) RT
where (Pc/P)k is the kth estimate for pressure ratio at the throat and h_ is the
value of h* for the pressure corresponding to this pressure ratio and an entropy
equal to the combustion entropy. The initial estimate for Pc/P and T at the
throat is described below.
An excellent estimate of the throat pressure ratio for both equilibrium




This relation usually gives a throat pressure ratio, which is correct to three




The throat conditions for a rocket nozzle are assumed to be satisfied if
h - h*
c
h c - h
< 0.4xi0-4
This condition in effect makes certain that the Mach number will satisfy the
condition that
M = i _+0.2xi0 -4
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5.2.7 SUBROUTINE GAUSS
Subroutine GAUSS is used to solve the set of simultaneous linear iteration
equations constructed by subroutine MATRIX. The solution is effected by perform-
lng a Gauss reduction using a modified pivot technique. In this modified pivot
technique only rows are interchanged. The row to be used for the elimination
of a variable is selected on the basis that the largest of its elements, after
division by the leadlng element, must be smaller than the largest element of
the other rows after division by their leading elements.
The solution vector is stored in X(k). In the event of a singularity,
IMAT (which is equal to the number of rows) is set equal to IMAT - i. IMAT is
tested later in subroutine EQLBRM.
5.2.8 SUBROUTINE HCALC
The purpose of HCALC is to calculate thermodynamic properties for
reactants under certain circumstances. HCALC is called from entry NEW(_F
of SAVE and DETON.
HCALC is called from NEWOF when CALCH is set true. CALCH is set
true in the main program when zeros have been punched in card columns 37 and
38 on one or more REACTANTS cards. The zeros are a code indicating that the
enthalpy (or internal energy for UV problems) for the reactant should be calculated
from the THERMO data at the temperature punched on the card. This temperature.
has been stored in the RTEMP array. CPHS is called to calculate the enthalpy.
The value is sorted £n the ENTH array and printed in the final tables.
The properties calculated in subroutine HCALC, their FORTRAN symbols,






























ii I I i i in i i
SH_CK problem• DETN problem with T schedul,
HP, RKT, or DETN problem Lf 00 in cc 37 and 3;
SH_CK problem. DETN problem with T schedule
HP, RKT, or DETN problem if 00 in cc 37 and 3;:
UV problem if 00 in cc 37 and 38
UV problem if 00 in cc 37 and 38




was deliberately subscripted differently from EN(j) to
allow for the fact that the same compound may have a different index as a reactant
than as a reaction species. Thus, for example, 0 2 (g) might
be the third reactant read in from REACTANTS cards and also the tenth species read
in by SEARCH. In this case m 3 would be stored in EN(10).
5.2.9 SUBROUTINE MATRIX
This subroutine sets up the matrices corresponding to tables I through
IV of Reference 3. The assigned thermodynamic state being set up (tables I and










TP = .TRUE. VOL =
HP= .TRUE. VOL =
SP = .TRUE. VOL =
TP = .TRUE. VOL =
HP= .TRUE. VOL =
SP = .TRUE. VOL =
Codes
•FALSE . CONVG = .FALSE .
•FALSE. CONVG = .FALSE.
.FALSE. CONVG = .FALSE.
•TRUE. CONVG= .FALSE.
•TRUE. CONVG = .FALSE.
•TRUE. CONVG= .FALSE.
After convergence of any of the previous six probelms, setup of the
derivative matrices (tables III and IV) is specified by the following codes:
Derivative Code s
DLVTP CONVG = .TRUE. LOGV = .FALSE.
DLVPT CONVG = .TRUE. LOGV = .FALSE.
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5.2. I0 SUBROUTINE _UTI
This subroutine, together with entries _UT2 and _UT3, writes state-
ments common to all problems. _UT1 writes statements giving the data on
REACTANTS and on o/f, percent fuel, equivalence ratio, and density.
Entry _UT2. - This entry writes the statements for printing values of
pressure, temperature, dentity, enthalpy, entropy, molecular weight, (8 in V/5
In P)T (if equilibrium), (5 in V/5 in T)p (if equlllbr"mm), heat capacity, 7S, and
sonic velocity. These variables and corresponding labels are printed with a
variable format described in BLKI_..
Entry _UT3. - Entry (_UT3 writes statements giving the equilibrium
mole fractions of reaction specles.
5.2. II SUBROUTINE REACT
The purpose of subroutine REACT is to cead and process the data on the
REACTANTS cards. The subroutine is called from the main program after a REACTANTS
code card has been read. The data on these cards are described tn the REACTANTS
Cards section (p. 62) of Reference 3. References to page numbers and equations
given below also pertain to Reference 3.
The reactants may be divided into two groups according to card column
72 on the REACTANTS cards. The two groups are oxidants (O in cc 72) and fuels
(cc 72 M O). We generally keypunch F in card column 72 for fuels even though
this is not necessary. The contents of card column 72 are read into F(_X. De-
pending on the contents of F_Z_X, program variables relating to oxidants or fuels
are subscripted 1 for oxidants and 2 for fuels.
The FORTRAN symbols for the properties read from the REACTANTS cards
and their associated properties(discussed in INPUT CALCULATIONS, p. 55 of Ref-











ANL M (j, m) a
PECWT(J) (if no M in cc 53)
PECWT(J) (if M in cc 537
ENTH(J) (if not UV problem and 00 not in cc 37 and 38)
ENTH(J) (if UV problem and 00 not in cc 37 and 387
DENS(J)
aEach of the j REACTANTS cards contains from 1 to 5 stoichiometric
coefficients read (indicated by subscript m) into ANUM(j,m) and their
corresponding chemical symbols read into NAME(J,m). In relating an
ANUMO,m) with a_ik)'-, the index i associated with a particular chemical
element is determined from the chemical symbol in NAME(J ,m).
If there are several oxidants their properties are combined by subroutine
REACT Into properties of a total oxidant using the relative proportion of each
oxidant given on the REACTANTS cards. Similarly, if there are several fuels,
their properties are combined into properties of a total fuel. The total oxidant
,-j
and total fuel properties discussed in INPUT CALCULATIONS_and their associated
FORTRAN symbols are as follows:















HPP(k) (if not UV problem and 00 not
in cc 37 and 38)















If any of the p;k)I are zero then RH(1) = RH(2) = 0.
These total oxidant and total fuel properties are subsequently com-
bined Into total reactant properties by using the values of oxidant-fuel mix-
ture ratios obtained from the main program. This is done tn NEW,F, an entry
in SAVE.
Other common variables set by REACT are LLMT, NAME, ANUM, ENTH,
FAZ, RTEMP, FOX, DENS, RMW, M_LES, NLM, NEWR, and NREAC.
A provision is made for eliminating a second tape search when two con-
secutive sets of REACTANTS cards contain the same elements. This [s done by
saving the element symobls (LLMT(£)) in LLMTS(_), the kilogram-atoms per kilo-
gram (BOP(I,k)) [n SBOP(£,k), and the number of elements (NLM) in NLS.
Atomic weights M used in equation (190)3are stored in AT<_M(2, i). The
I
corresponding chemical symbols are stored in AT(_M(I,I). The oxidation states
of the chemical elements V i or V_used in equations (200) and (201)3are stored
in ALUM(3, i). The ATOM array is stored by BLKI)T/_.
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5.2.12 SUBROUTINE RKT_UT
This subroutine calculates various rocket performance parameters from
previously calculated thermodynamic propertles.
It is also the control program for writing rocket performance output. It
contains the WRITE statements that apply specifically to rocket parameters and
itcalls subroutine (_UTI and entries _UT2 and _UT3 for the WRITE statements com-
mon to all problems. The rocket parameters are printed with the variable format,
FMT, described in BLKDTA.
The following formulas used in computing the various performance
parameters were derived from the one-dimenslonal forms of continuity, energy,
and momentum equations and the following assumptions: zero velocity in the
combustion chamber, perfect gas law, complete combustion, homogeneous
mixing, adiabatic combustion, and isentropic expansion. (The units used were
h-cal/gm,T = °K, P = Ib force/sq in., A = sq in., w = lb mass/sec, and
go - 32. 174 (Ib mass/ib force) (ft/sec 2).)
Specific impulse with ambient and exit pressures equa/_ (Ib force) (sec)/Ib mass:
Jh c - h
I= 294.98 _ iO_d
















This subroutine is the control program for the RKT problem (rocket per-
formance calculations discussed in section R_CKET PERFORMANCE).3 A flow
3
diagram for this subroutine is given in Figure 5 of Reference Subroutine
R(_CKET obtains the required thermodynamic properties for equilibrium performance
by calling subroutine EQLBRM. For frozen performance, subroutine R_CKET calls
subroutine FROZEN to obtain the required thermodynamic properties. Rocket per-
formance parameters are then obtained by calling subroutine RKT_UT. In addition
to calling RKT_UT and FROZEN, and in addition to using controls common to all
problems (discussed [n section MODULAR FORM OF THE PROGRAM, p. 75,
Reference 3) subroutine R_CKET also does the following:
I. It reads and processes the input data in RKTINP namelist.
2. It calculates estimates for throat pressure ratios.
3. It calculates estimates for pressure ratios corresponding to assigned
area ratios (if any).
5.2. I_ SUBROUTINE SAVE
This subroutine has several functions, all of which are concerned with
saving some information from a completed calculation for subsequent use in later
calculations. The primary purpose is to save computer time by having good initial
estimates for compositions.
These estimates for the next point, NPT, come from either the point Just
completed, ISV, or some other previous point. The flow of the routine is directed
by ISV as follows:
i. ISV positive. Transfer compositions for point just completed for use as
initial estimates for next point (transfer EN0, ISV) to EN(J, NPT)).
2. ISV negative. Save values of ENLN(J) for gases and EN(J) for con-
densed in SLN(J), ENN in ENSAVE, ENNL in ENLSAV, IQI in IQSAVE, [S_L in
IS(_LS, ]'LIQ in ]'LIQS, and NLM in LLI. (These values are saved because they
are to be used as initial estimates for some future point and they may be ovel--
written in the meantime.) Make ISV positive and transfer EN(J,ISV) to EN(j,NPY).
3. ISV zero. Use the data previously saved (as discussed in 2.) as
initial estimates for current point. Restore [USE codes and inclusion or exclusion
of "E" as an element for I_INS option.
Entry NEV_F. - NEVV(_F combines the properties of total oxidant and
total fuel calculated in subroutine REACT with an o/f value to give properties for
the total reactant. NEV_OF is called for each mixture assigned in the MIX array £n
$_DE namelist. It is called from either THERMP, R(_CKET, SHCK, or DETON. The
calculated properties and corresponding FORTRAN symbols are as follows:
Property FORTRAN symbol Equation
o B0(i) (191)b i
ho/R HSUB0 (if not UV problem) (193)
Uo/R HSUB0 (if UV problem) (195)
Po RH(_P ( ] .'t9 )
r EQRAT (2[,:,)
Subroutine HCALC is called by Entry NEV#(_F to calculate the enthaipies
for each reactant that has zeros keypunched in card columns 37 and 38 in its
REACTANTS card.
Values of HPP(2), HPP(1), HSUBO, BOP(i,2),BOP(i,I), and B0(i)are
printed out.
5.2.15 SUBROUTINE SEARCH
Thls subroutine selects the Thermodynamic Data to be used in the
p_oblem, A scan is made of the master Thermodynamic Data tape _nd those
species that are _onslstent with the chemical system under consideration are
selected. As the thermodynamic data are being selected, the subroutine also
complies a set of formula numbers, a[j, from the formulas of the reaction products.
A short Thermodynamic Data file is also generated for use in subsequent calcula-
tions (multlzone).
A check is made near the beginning of the routine to prevent THERNI_
data from exceeding their storage allotments. These variables are all in labeled
common SPECIES and are currently dimensioned for 150 species. However, this
dimension may be reduced to save storage.
SEARCH is called from the main program when the logical variable NEWR
is true. Ng%VR is set true in REACT to indicate a new chemical system. REACT
also stores chemical element symbols for the current chemical system in the LLMT
array. SEARCH stores THERM(Z data in core for each species whose elements are
included [n the LLIVIT array (unless the species name was lls_ed on an _MIT card).
The THERM(Z data are stored [n common variables TL_W, TMID, THIGH,
SUB, A, C_EF, and TEMP. SEARCH writes out the names and dates of species
whose data are stored in core.
SEARCH initializes the IUSE array. IUSE0) for gaseous species are
set equal to zero. !USE(J) for condensed species are set equal to negative in-
tegers. For the chemical system under consideration, the first possible con-
densed species is set equal to -I, the second to -2, and so on, with one ex-
ception. In the event there are two or more condensed phases of the same species,
each phase is given the same negative integer. Thus, if IUSE(]) for B203(2) is
set equal to -4, for example, IUSE0) for B203(s) will also be set equal to -4. A
description of the IUSE array is given below.
The various condensed phases of a species are expected to be adjacent
in the THERM_ data as they are read irom tape. These phases must be either in
increasing or decreasing order accordL_:g to their temperature intervals.
NS contains the total number of species stored in core. NC contains
the total number of condensed species (c.ounting each condensed phase of a
species as a separate species).
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EQLBRM. For condensed species, the sign is adjusted as species are included
or excluded in the current iteration.
For the I_NS option, IUSE(J) values for ionic species are set to -10000
when the mole fractions of all ionic species are less than 10 .8 .
IUSE array. - Each value in the IUSE array is associated with a species.
These values of IUSE serve two purposes:
i. They indicate which species are to be included in the current iteration
(IUSE(J) < 0 for excluded species and IUSE(J) a 0 for included species).
2. They indicate multiple phases of the same species if absolute values
of IUSE(J) are equal.
The IUSE(J) are initialized in subroutine SEARCH and the main program
as follows:
i. IUSE(J) = 0 for all gaseous species.
2. IUSE_) = n for all condensed species whose name's have been listed
on INSERT cards. The number n indicates the species was the nth condensed
species whose THERM_ data were read from tape.
3. IUSE(J) = -n for all condensed species not listed on TNSERT cards
where n is defined in 2.
These initial values of IUSE(J) may be adjusted later in subroutine
_-_0
5.2.16 SUBROUTINE SHCK
Subroutine SHCK is the application module for the SHACK problems.
It calculates the shock parameters discussed in the section "INCIDENT AND
REFLECTED SHOCKS". It reads and processes the input data in SHKINP namelist.
Depending on which options are specified, it calculates incident shock conditions
based on compositions frozen at initialconditions and/or based on equilibrium
compositions after shock, Italso calculates, based on specified options,
frozen and/or equilibrium reflected shock conditions relative to equilibrium
and/or frozen incident shock conditions.
5.2.17 SUBROUTINE THERMP
This subroutine is the application module for TP, lIP, SP , TV, UV and
SV problems. Common variables which must be set according to the assigned thermo-
dynamic states are given in the section Application Modules (p. 76)of Reference 3.
For these problems, the variables TP, It"P,SP, SO, and V_L are set or read
in subroutine ODES. HSUB0 is set either In SAVE (entry NEWOF) or HCALC. The
general flow of the routine is given in figure 3 of Reference 3.
Indices run from 1 to NP both for assigned pressures P and assigned
volumes (V in _DE and VL in THERMP). Indices run from Ito NTfor assigned
temperature T. NP and NT are set in the subroutine ODES.
5.2.18 SUBROUTINE TPCALC
p
This subroutine is used to obtain equilibrium values of Cp ,
R, and h from given values of T and P. Subroutine EQLBRM is
called to obtain the solutions.
5.2.19 SUBROUTINE TSCALC
This subroutine finds equilibrium solutions from given
values of T and S. The method used is to call subroutine TPCALC
to find equilibrium solutions from given values of T and P, then
the P value is adjusted until the input value of S is matched.
Iteration on P is done using subroutine ITER (secant method).
Subroutine TSCALC is used to construct the gas properties tables
used by the BLM which are discussed in Section 2.6.3.
5.2.20 SUBROUTINE VARFMT
Subroutine VARFMT (variable format) adjusts the number of
decimal places printed in F-format in the variable format. FMT,
according to the size of the number. It is used for Pc /Pe ' P'
and A /A Variable format is described in BLKDTA.
e t
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5.3 ODK MODULE SUBROUTINES
The One-Dimenslonal Kinetics (ODK) module is used to
calculate the loss in nozzle performance caused by flnite-rate
chemistry of the expansion products. The method of analysis
used is described in Section 2.1 and 2.2. Since the ordinary
differential equations that are solved can be extremely stiff, a
stable integration method is required. The Integratlon method
is described in Section 3.1.



















Thls subroutlne acts as the driver for the one dimensional
klnetlc expanslon calculation (ODK). It calls subroutine ODKINP
to read the $ODK input. Subroutine PACK is then called to
prepare master tables for the chemical species and reactions to
be used. Then subroutine MAINID is called which is the main
program for the ODK module.
5.3.2 SUBROUTINECHTYPE (KRD, ITY, NC)
Given the array KRD containing in each entry one character,
left Justified, this subroutine stores an interger code into the
corresponding entry of array ITY. NC is the number of
characters (consecutive entries) in KRD which are to be


















This subroutine converts input data from the externally input units
to internally used computation units. In order to conserve computation time
during the kinetic expansion, parameters such as molecular weights, are in-
cluded in these conversions. Barred values are input quantities.
a)
b)
Reaction rate ratio input for reactions requiring third body terms
units: unitles s
internal units: (lbs-mass/Ib-mole) -I
formula: XMMj, i = _"MJ, i/M wi
Pre-exponential reaction rate parameter
input units: cm, °K, g-mole, sec
internal units: ft 3, o R, lb-mole, sec
= (.o16o 83)>'j
aj
n V m .
l'[ Mwl "fj
i-1
Where X depends on the order of the reaction,
= (E_) - ! for binary exchhnge and Z_
body recombination. AI_c:
i. e. whe re
for third
.0160185 =
- 5ft33.53147"10 I g-mass
3




formula: bj =bj" 905.770
where 905. 770 = 1000 cat-
1 kcal
1 I. 8°R
1.98726 cal/n_oie-:K- " i._
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Equilibrium Constant Multiplicative Factor:
Input units: not input










.73034 = 49,721.011 •--'it-_"p°unda l s
(lbs-mole) _P,
.73034 = (RJg)/(144 g 14..69)
144 ft
inl • 32.-174
1 ft 2 sec
Pressure:
input units: PSIA
internal units: poundals/ft 2





0 The initial reference enthalpy is computed using
N V2
HRef= _cihl + T
i,,l
Subroutine C_NVRT has been modified to calculate the total amount of com-
densed phase present at the kinetic expansion initialconditions.
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5.3.4 SUBROUTINE DERIV
This subroutine computes the total derivatives fl and the partial
derivatives 8ij described in the analysis presented in Section 3
The implicit integration method used to integrate the differential
equations governing the chemical system, i.e.




i=l, . .., NSP
respectively, requires evaluation of the lacoblan of the system, i. e.
fi i=l, .., NSP+3
_iJ = --
_YJ J=l, . .., NSP+3
Subroutine DERIV computes only certain of the _ ij(those taken
with respect to C i) and the others are computed in subroutine FLU.
Also calculated by DERIV are the reaction rates, kj, and the net
production rates, Xj.
The generalized chemical reaction which is handled by this sub-
routine is defined by:
NSP NSP
where H i represents the ith chemical species•
The reverse reaction rate constant is defined by the equation:
kj SK(]) =aj • T -nj . exp (-bj/T)
The net production rate for a reaction is given by:




where: ),j depends on the order of the reaction*
NSP
Mj = i_ 1 XMMj,i " Ci for reactions requiring a third body
and Mj = I for all other reactions
where XMMji = mji/Mw i , mji : aij/akj
The net individual species ._oduction rate is given by the equation:
L
dCidx FN(i) =Ki" FI- _iJ " XJ
where:
Kl " (M w I • p" r*)/V
$iJ .,V_j - vii
The partial derivatives of the net species production rate with
respect to: the chemical species; the gas velocity; the gas density; and the
gas temperature are:





_(Ci,V) PHI(I, I) - - _
_(C i,_ PHI(I, 2) -- l.p _dCi +Ki-
I.
_(Ci, 1') PHI(I, 3) - Kl. j- _T
m
_p
I _ 1, a
i _ 1 # ,
I _J l, ,
• ., NSP
• ., NSP
• . , NSP
. ., NSP
• ., NSP
* kj= "°4.,_'_P(V'_j. - _'JiJ) so that Xj= 0 {or binary exchange,
i=l
dissociation recombination reactions.
lj= 1 for most
M a .








Total number of chemical reactions
Number of reactions requiring third body terms
Total number of gaseous species
Subroutine DERIV calls subroutine FLU to calculate the
derivatives and partial derivatives of V, P, .and T. In the event
of solidification, this routine also recalculates the condensed
phase species derivatives and their partial derivatives and
recalls subroutine FLU to recalculate the flow derivatives.
_i-__i
5.3.5 SUBROUTINE ECNVI
This subroutine translates a BCD string of characters into
one floating point numeric value. E, I, and F formats are
permitted with the result always a floating point number. It Is
called by subroutine REAXIN
species and reactions cards.
in FORTRAN. A BCD string of
point zero returned value.
to decode numeric fields in the
The subroutine is coded entirely
blanks will result In a floating
8501 28 5-60
5.3.6 SUBROUTINE EF
This subroutine computes equ/Hbrium constants, K
,
Kj _ DATEF( 
also computed are
n n
" exp[-i_l Fti" uij + l_l Fti.= u'ij]
DKT(]) R--_ " PiJ + '
T " " T
where: Ft i = species free energy at the current temperature
Ht I = species enthalpy at the current temperature
DATEF(J) = ts defined in subroutine C(_NVRT
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5.3.7 SUBROUTINE FL___U
This subroutine computes the total derivatives f. and the partiali
derivatives _i and @ i_ for the fluid dynamic equations. While the flow is
subsonic, pressure defined fluid dynamic equations are used. When the
flow becomes supersonic, area defined fluid dynamic equations are used•
The summation terms, energy exchange term B, the diabatic heat addition term
A, the Mach number, and all the partial derivatives of these terms are com-
puted. For a subsonic integration the pressure and its derivatives are obtained
from the subsonic pressure table. For a supersonic integration the area ratio
and its derivatives are computed from the input geometric constraints.
The calculations logically fall into three types: a) Those done for
all integrations; b) Those done only for subsonic integration; c) Those done
only for supersonic integration. The following will adhere as closely as
possible to a sequential description of the computations.





The total derivatives, f i = , for i - I, . • ., n are computed as
where n is the total number of species, NSP.
For an ODTDK problem, tables of Cp, R, AA, BB, as functions of
temperature are written on logic,Jlunit JANAF.
f_
Computation of the Summation Terms and their derivatives:
First Summation
1 n dO i
n
_S.___I DSIV I._ i Riav = R i=_ (i,z)"
8S_.__l DSIR_ 1 n8p = E"_1 *0,2)'5
_SI DSIT 1 n







1 n dC i
i=l,...,n
8 $2 DS2V 1 n
_"V" = FT3"_I _(i,,'hl
aS__.[2 DS2R_ 1 n
a S_..22 DS2 T = 1-'!'- "
8T R. Ti=l
BS____2 r-__.n
DS2C(1) -_ 1 . _2rj-
_C i R Lj =-1
dC l
_'(1,3) hi -_- CPi ]- S2• + • _--
, (cj,Ct)'hl
T $2. Ri ] I =i .... ,n
* Ri is the gas constant/molecular wt. of species i
___
Computation of the Energy Exchange Term B and its Derivatives:
B BB " Y
. $2
Z=! _s__/2
_._B DBBV = " _V
_V 7
__BB DBBR(_ _ . _S__.2.2
_p = 7 _P
r=!.. _s_..A+ s2
B..BB DBBT = _T _ ' BT
_T 7 7
BB DBBC(1) _ BS2 + $2
-- = • --- -_ _c_
_C L 7 _C i 7
Computatton of the Dtabatlc Heat Addition Term A and its Derivatives:
A AA = S1-B
i = it ..-, n
_s] __AB
_ D_V = _-V - _v
_V
___A DAAR_ 5 S__!_ 5__BB
Bp = Bp BP
s_.! ____B
_---6-A DAAT = _T - _T
5T
BA DAAC(1) = --BSI_ ___)B
_--SL _ Ci _ CL
i = I, .... n
Computation of the Mach number and its derivatives:
vM 2 XM2 -
7-R'T
bM----2 DM2V = 2 •M 2
bV V
 M2z =- _ .
_T T 7 BT
DM2C(I) = _ M 2 __y__. i__+
• bC i 7 -_-
t=l, .... n
For the subsonic portion of the nozzle, pressure defined fluid dynamic
equations are used. The pressure, and its first and second derivatives are
computed via interpolation in the pressure table generated by subroutine PRES.
The Subsonic Gas Velocity derivatives are computed:
d_X FNX(1) =- _ . dP
dx p.V dx
a[FNX(1)] AL(1) =- 1__.. d2p
Bx p-V dx 2
fl(V,V) BETA (I, I) = -. l'-L • d....V.V
V dx
(%1,P) BE'rA(I, 2) = _ i . dV
p (ix
The Subsonic Gas Density derivatives are computed:
dP 1
d_.p_ FNX(2) = p. • --
(ix _ 7"P




7" P dx 2 \ clx P"
B(o,V) BETA(2,1) -- 0 • _V
i do _A
_(p,p) SZTA(2,2) =- p dx - p _P
V _
_(p,T) SZTA(Z,S) =- P bT
_(P,C i) BETA(2,i+3) = - -p- " _ " dP b_t7 2P _)Ct _'- O" t= l,...,n
The Subsonic Gas Temperature derivatives are computed:









_(T, p ) BETA(3,2) = -
.8(T,T) BETA(3,3) =
_(T, Ci) BETA(3, i+3) =
_B
T _p
.-- 1 dP _/6. -T _-_1 dT + T 2 dx _T
T dx 7 'P
T • 2)el- _-,-_tJ l= 1.... n
For the supersonic portion of the nozzle, area defined fluid dynamic
equations are used. The area ratio, and its derivatives are computed according
to the input geometric constraints.
Area ratio and its derivatives:
I) On the circular arc of radius Rd (input item RWTD) defining





2) For a conical nozzle and X > Xtangen t
• ]t
dx + x-x t tan (9
d2a 2




3) For a contoured nozzle and X > Xtangen t
a =1,2
d_aa - 2.Y. dY
dx dx
d2.._.a_a
dx 2 - z.[_"dzY f dY_ z
where Y, dY/'dx, d2y/dx 2 are computed via interpolation in the table of
dertvatives of the input wall table generated In Subroutine SLP.
The Supersonic Gas Velocity derivatives are computed:
= E ,_2 1 de _2 ]-A-)
bx M 2-1 a dx- a
_(V,V) BETA(1,1) 1_ . d__V _ 1_!_ . d__V . _M___2




_C4, p) BETA(I,2) =- --M2_I " _-_
1 dV _ M 2





1. d__V _M 2 V _A
J
The Supersonic Gas Density derivatives are computed:
dp FNX(2) = - P'L --'_. a _ - A)+Adx M 2-1
]
M 2
B{FNX(2)] _(2) = - p "--C.
Bx M"-I
a " -- - a@
dx 2
r- 1 {fl da
#(p,vl _A(_,II = _(-7--72_r__)_a d.
A_ _)M 2. 1 hA
_v Mz_I gT]
i .d_z _z_ a._.&
/_(p,p ) BETA(2,2) = +
p dx M2_I _P
_M21 " 1 da/3(p,T) BETA(2,3) - P ' 21 'i) k.a dx
BM 2 1 BAn
• +--._j
BETA(2,1+3) = 1 /" 1 daP " " "_a x
(M2-1) 2
A),,,_)M 2 1 5A
5"Cq'[ + M2_I;_Ci]
I=l,...,n
The Supersonic Gas Temperature derivatives are computed:
M 2 .,/ 1 da ", ]dT FNX(3) = - T" ('y-l) -- \a _ - Aj +B
dx M2_I
_ _FNX(3) ] AL(3)
_x
m . rZo j
.... _ _ ]
T _ a LdxZ a
(I da/_(T,V) BETA(3, i) = T. 12 a dx
7^-
-M__I)
/3(T,p) BETA(3,2) y M 2 _A_A_ 5_B ]T. -l'-------Sp aoM2_l
5-_;9
BETA(3,3) I dT +T.f'_Y_i_ flda _, _M 2
v
BETA (3,i+3)=
M 2 _A _B
+7-i'_-i" _T _T




._,, _M 2 M2 _A
da _Aj.___i+ 7-i" --_ M2-1' _L
_, ,_.r, _°_)_]
-_"Cl- M 2-1 \a dx 5C l
[ = I, .o., r_
5.3.8 SUBROUTINE FNDLM (IC, NS, IP, IDLM)
Given a card image stored 80AI in the IC array, this
subroutine searches left to right, starting with character
number NS, until a match is found to the input character IDLM.
The character number is returned in IP. If no match is found, a
-I is returned in IP. This subroutine is used by subroutines




This subroutine computes the effective gas constant, gaseous heat










J__ _ 7. _-I) . D c t •
i) 7 = Cp t= 1
R t CP t
_----Is • * os n
For condensed phases, Rl=O, to account for the assumptton that the particles
exert no pressure on the gas.
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5.3. i0 SUBROUTINE IAUX (HL, H, QK, RK, DO
This subroutine performs implicit integration according to the
method discussed in Section 3. The increments for the chemical species
concentrations and the fluid dynamic variables at the forward point are cal-
culated by solving the appropriate implicit finite difference formulas. Subroutine
IAUX also performs explicit integration, using a modified Euler method, when
the gas temperature falls below an input value.
The calling sequence parameters are:
HL - last integration step size
H - current integration step size
QK - last increments for variables
RK - computed increments for variables
lx




The total derivatives, fi,n' and partial derivatives, fli, j,n at the
back point are calculated in subroutines DERIV and FLU.
The special step calculation is used at print stations, in halving
the step size if required, or for integrating to specific calculation stations. If
the special step calculation is used to determine the properties at a print station,
the calculation is resumed using the general step calculation and the previous
step size.
After each integration step, subroutine IAUX obtains the derivatives
at the then current axial position.
For implicit integration the equations used are.
Initial Step and Restart








(2hn+l+h n ) .hn i,n i,n + ai,nhn+ 1
N _ h
+ I | ._n_n__, +
J=l Bi'j 'nkj'n+!l hn+l 'hn+l hn)
For explicit integration the above equations are used deleting the
partial derivative terms _x and B •
If the TDK problem directive was selected, gas tables for the Transonic
Analysis Subprogram are written on logical unit 1TSTAB.
If the oi#tion to generate input tables for the Turbulent Boundary Layer
Nozzle'Analysis Computer Program was selected, tables of M, P/Pc' T/Tc' Cp, V,
are tabulated using subroutine TABGEN.
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5.3. ii SUBROUTINE INT
Provides control for the implicit integration procedure,
determines the proper set of nonhomogeneous equations to solve,
and, after each integration step, computes the next integration
step size according to the following relations:
h - 2h
n+2 n+1'
!hhn+2 " 2 n+1
h - h 6




















[ lyi,nl,lo-S] ; i - 1,2, .. NSP+3
On option, (JF11) only the fluid dynamic variables are used
in determining the next integration step size.
If the step size is halved for the fourth step, the
integration is restarted using one-half the original step size.












Gaseous species mass fraction
(I...NSP) correspondence to
(4...NSP + 3)
the flow is supersonic, continuity is used to control the




where CONDEL is an input relative criterion with a default value
-510
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5.3.12 SUBROUTINE LESK (_
This subroutine is a single precision linear equation solver which is
used to perform the matrix inversions required by sub_'outine IAUX. Gaussian
elimination is used with row interchange taking place to position maximum
pivot elements after the rows ere initially scaled.
5.3.13 SUBROUTINE MAIN1D
_is subroutine provides the overall logic control for the one-dimen-
sional kinetic expansion. The following functions are controlled:
I) Variable initialization
2) Option to start the kinetic expansion from equilibrium
throat conditions
3) Controls of the integration to hit specific area ratlos, the nozzle
throat point, the nozzle tangent point, and the requested end point
4) Controls of the switch from the subsonic pressure_deflned equations
to the supersonic area defined equations when (M'>l.02)
5) Controls the switch from implicit to explicit integration.
For the normal mode of operation of the program, thls subroutine locates
the throat In the following manner:
The gaseous mass flow per unit area '(pv) is calculated and stored as a
function of nozzle axial location for the present and past integration step. When
(PV)n+ 1 < (pVbn
where n refers to the nth integration step, the throat locatlon Is calculated from:
(Xn- Xn_l )2. [(PV)n+l _(PV)n I + (Xn+l_Xn)2. [(PV)n-(PV_nI,_I]
•X* " X + . - _i_-=__
o 1_ xo_xco,;]l
and the n+l th Integration step Is repeated using a step size of X* - X to deter-
n
mine the throat conditions.
To prevent the location of a false throat due to roughness of an Input
pressure table, ten integration steps are required before the throat will be
sought.
Through the downstream throat radius of curvature the step size is
controlled so as to be less than or equal to RWTD*SIN(THETA)/25.0,
_--77
Subroutine MAINID also contains the logic to control the
integration through solidification of multiple condensed liquid
phases if they are present. This logic allows the integration
procedure to hit the beginning and ending of solidification
exactly and to turn on the solidification equations in subroutine
DERIV via the flag IFMELT in COMMON/LKMELT/.
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5.3.14 SUBROUTINE MGET
This subroutine is used to decode the M's in the 3rd body
reactions. It uses subroutine FNDLM to locate the field
delimiter, and subroutine ECNVI to translate the M value from a
character to a floating point number.
5.3.15 SUBROUTINE NUMBR
This FORTRAN subroutine converts a one character BCD number
to a integer number.
5.3.16 SUBROUTINE ODKBLM
If 8LM is to be run folowing the execution of a
Two-Dimenslonal Frozen (TDF-I.) calculation, then subroutine ODK
call_ ODKBLM to obtain the required gas properties. These
consist of gas viscosity, Prandtl number, and total enthalpy;
followed by tables of Cpg, X, h, and R vs temperature. All of
the above properties are written on unit LUBLM. The properties
correspond to a) the chamber equilibrium species composttlons
expanded in a frozen state, or b) the input species compositions




This subroutine provides the input processing for the kinetic exp_n-
slon calculation, It performs the following functions:
I) Variable initialization to nominal 'values
2) Calls subroutine RFAXIN to input the reactions cards and species
cards if necessary
3} For an £)DE-_gDK problem, Calls subroutine SELECT to select
those species to be considered for the kinetic expansion
calculation
4) Reads $_gDK namelist input data
s) Converts nozzle geometric parameters from input units: inches,
degrees; to internal computational units: feet, radians
6) Computes nozzle tangent coordinates using:
rt = I+R d(l -cos 8)
_t = Rdsin e
7) For conical nozzles, computes the axial coordinate for the exit
station from the following relation:
• _('-r t+x t-tan 8
Xexit = ' ' tan e xexlt >xt
!
= Xexit <x t
4












9) The sum of input or selected species
concentrations is checked for unity
(_ XMFTST, where XMFTST is an input
number), and then normalized.
10) If the input parameter RZNZRM is input,
the input contoured nozzle table is
normalized by RZNZRM.
In addition to the above, the following are done
in the _DKINP routine.
c)
a) If the nozzle geometry has been input via the SDATA
namelist, _DKINP stores the variables from this input
into the correct locations and performs the appro-
priate unit conversions.
b) Accepts the parabolic and circular arc options
(IWALL=2 and 3) from the _DATAnamelist. This is
done by computing the nozzle wall points and
derivatives at 20 equally spaced points and sub-
stituting them into the tables used in the contoured
wall input option.
Accepts as input the quantities needed to calculate
the zero particle lag flow equations.
5.3.18 SUBROUTINE ODWALL ___
This subroutine is called by subroutine ODKINP for the
purpose of calculating the nozzle wall contour and setting print









This subroutine provides conversion from internal computational
%u_itsto output engineering units and the calculation of performance para-
meters. The following output parameters are computed by this subroutine:
The pressure (in PSIA) is computed from:
P(PSIA) = P/4633. 056
The gaseous species mole fractions are computed from:
Ri
C l " __ . C iam R
The g'as molecular weight is computed from:
Mw = 49721. 011/R
The percentage mass fraction change is computed from:
n
%A(MassFraction) = I00.0 • (I.0- _ C i)
i=l
The gas heat cap@city is computed from:
Cpg(BTU/LB-°R)=3.9969 • 10-5 " Cpg
The gas enthalpy is computed from:
Hg(BTU/LB)=3.9969. 10 -5 •
n
_] C i • h i
i=l






_[he vacuum specific impulse is computed from:
, g - 32.174L._VA o = g
The vacuum thrust coefficient ts computed from:
C_,VAc = ISaac g
The percentage enthalpy change is computed from:
lOO- (HR_ - H_F)C




HREF - t_l Cl" hi + V2/2
HREF c is HREF evaluated at the initial condition .forthe _DK
Integratlon (i.e. at the initial contraction ratio, ECRAT).
In addition the actual molecular weight of the mt_cture of gases and con-
dei_sed phases is also printed out.
,r- c
5.3.20 SUBROUTINE PACK
On the basis of those species currently being considered, this sub-
routlne packs species and reaction information from the master tables into
those control sections utilized by the one-dimensional kinetic expansion sub-
prcx/ram.
The following is a sequential description of the packing procedures:
I] Thermodynamic data for the species being considered is
read into core storage.
2) The chemical species'molecular Weights are computed
3) The symbolic reactions are checked for mass balance.
4) }'or a contoured nozzle the slope at each input wall point is
computed using subroutine SLP. The wall coordinates, and
each computed slope are printed for each input wall point and
the print stations are set to the input axial coordinates.
In addition to the above, the PACK routKne processes condensed
phases by setting _=0 for those species and storing pointers for up to 10
condensed phase species (5 pairs). Thi_ 9outlne also calculates _2_e print
positions for specified area ratios when the contoured (spline) wall option is
selected.
5.3.21 SUBROUTINEPACKCD (KRD z IPK, KNT)
This subroutine packs down a card image stored 80AI in the
KRD array by removing blanks. The packed card image is returned
in the IPK array. The number of non blank characters found is
returned in KNT.
5.3.22 SUBROUTINE PRATES
This subroutine processes the input reaction rate constant
data to determine the form of the reaction rate. Three types of
reactions are allowed, as shown in Table 5-5.









(P + P/T +P /T )
log10k - P + P T
I 2
Input*
A - P ,N - P ,B - P
I 2 3
KF or KR - P , P , P
] 2
KF or KR - *P ,P ,P
I 2







Log I 0 form L
* P , P , and P
] 2 3
are numbers written with E or F format
5.3.23 SUBROUTINE PREAX
This subroutine processes the chemical
determined by subroutine PRATES. It returns the





This subroutine is used (when JPFLAG = 1) to compute the derivatives
of an input pressure table.
This subroutine is also used (when IPFLAG = 0) to generate a pressure
table through use of an average expansion coefficient, Ne. The generated table
extends from the initial contraction ratio through the nozzle attachment point plus
one normalized throat radius.
Input Pressure Table Derivative Computation (JPFLAG = 1)
If a pressure table of NTB entries is input, the table of first deriva-






P(Xn+l) - P(Xn_l )
X(n+l)- X(n- I)
_] P(xn) - P(x n-I )
XNT B X(n) - X(n-l)
, 1 <n <NTB
, n = NTB
The pressure at the initial axial position is obtained by interpolation
using subroutine SPLN.
Internally Computed Pressure Table Computation (IPF.LAG = 0)
An average equilibrium pressure expansion coefficient from the
chamber to the throat, N e, is com_uted by iteration using subroutine
SUBNE. The initial value for N (1" is 1.2.
e
The approximate equilibrium contraction ratio at the initial axial











where Pi = pressure at the .initialaxial position
Pc = equilibrium chamber pressure
A check is then made to determine the compatibility between the
nozzle geometry and the requested contraction ratio.
If
l [ u+.il [1-cos
the circular arcs Ru and R[ overlap and the following error message is printed:
INLET GEOMETRY INCOMPATIBLE WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS
The program will proceed to the next ca se.
7-" QO
,-- h
Tables for pressure and its derivatives ore constructed as functions of area
ratio, a, and expnnsion coefficient, Ne. Formula
used for the J + 1 iteration for pressure is:
• pQ+l) p(J )













t/ d(P/p )1:" + c -.|





where n refers to the n th table entry.
The pressure derivative formula used is:
1 N-I
d (PIPe) N -1 Ne -1 " _ -1
= /P_ I 1 _ _ _ P "_-2 _da
Next, tables for pressure and its derivatives are constructed
by the program. Table entries are at increments of
-xi/TS for x l < x < 0
and
(Rd sin 0)/25 for 0 <x < Rd sin 8
1/25 for Rd sin 8 < x<R d sin {)+ i
where the initial nozzle axial position, xi, is computed from:
: 1xI - Ru+R i) • sin 8i _n _i







Figure 5-I NOZZLE GEOMETRY
da
Area ratio and its derivative and (a and _) are found by the five formulae
below:
1) x <x I +R 1 sin 8 i
a - i- 1 - --_t
d._Aa_ - 2(x-×i) •57
dx JR2_(x_xi)2]i/f"
2)
xi +R i sin 8i <x <- Ru sin 8i
a = [a'_c - Ri(l-cos 8i)
dxd'-_a= _ 2 "v/a-. tan 8 1
- (x-x i -R.I sin 8i) tan 8i]2
3)
-R u sin 8 i < x < 0
a= [I+R u
d__a = _ 2x .
4)
" 0 <x <R d • sin 8





da = 2 • a • tan 0
dx
Rd • sin 8 <x <R d • sin 8 + I
for contour
a =y2
d._=_a = 2.Y. dYdx
Three special points are included in the pressure table. These are





and two points at x = 0 such that
equilibrium




2(N e - I)
wlth R* = Ru and R* -'-Rd, respectively.
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The following items are input directly to the computer program












For the ODK option to print starting at step NDI, printing
every ND3 rd step up to step ND2, thls suboutlne checks whether
or not the current step should be printed. If it is to be
printed this subroutine calls subroutine _UTPUT.
5.3.26 SUBROUTINE REAXIN
This subroutine processes SPECIES, REACTIONS, and THIRD BODY
REAX RATE RATIOS input cards. Reference may be made to Section
6.5 for a complete description of input requirements. A table
of all species appearing in the input reaction set is generated
for further processing by subroutine SELECT if required.
5.3.27 SUBROUTINE SELECT
This subroutine provides the interface logic required to
select the minimum species list required for the kinetic
expansion calculations. The subroutine is only used for the
ODE-ODK interface. The list of all species appearing in the
input reaction set is matched against the list of species
considered for the equilibrium calculation. All species which
appear in both a reaction and the equilibrium calculation list
are selected for the kinetic expansion calculation. If a
species appears in the reaction set but has n@t been considered
for the equilibrium calculation, the program prints an error
message and terminates the current case.
8501 28 __9!_
If the INERTS directive was specified those species
specified under that directive will be added to the list for the
kinetic expansion calculation along with the other species
selected.
If the INERTS directive was not specified, all those
species, considered for the equilibrium calculation, whose mole
fractions are greater than or equal to an input selection
criterion will also be selected for the kinetic expansion
calculation. Species selected in this way will be listed as
inert species on the program ouput since they do not enter into
chemical reaction.
This subroutine also selects pairs of condensed phases if
either of the phases passes one of the above selection criteria.
5.3.28 SUBROUTINESTF
O
This subroutine evaluates the thermodynamic functions CPT/R,
HT°/RT, S T°/R, from curve fit coefficients. The subroutine
uses the same procedure as subroutine CPHS. The additional
0
°/RT are alsofunctions d(CPT)/dt and free energy, G T ,
computed. The calculated functions are then converted to the
internal computational units for use by the kinetic expansion
calculations. Also, low temperature thermodynamic data from
tables are used when required if the LTCPHS directive was




For each reaction this subroutine constructs two vectors of
stoichiometric coefficients, one for reactants and one for
products. Up to 10 reactants and 10 products may be considered
for each reaction. The total number of entries in the resultant
linear reaction table is 600, i.e., the sum of all
stoichiometrlc coefficients can not exceed 600.
5.3.30 SUBROUTINE STORNU
The purpose of this subroutine is to store the
stoichiometric coefficients into the ITABLE arrays in
COMMON/CSP RXC/. The coefficients will be positive for reactant
species and negative for product species.
8501 28 r-9 d
5.3.31 S_U__ROUTINE SUBNF.
Calculates the average equilibrium pressure expansion coefficient
from the chamber to the throat by iteration from the following forrnu/a
(Newton's method):




(n) e - p-_-
e
e
N(n)+l Ne (n)_I £n +" - • N(_)+I
e
where N"1"(') = 1.2.
#D
P_ is the equilibrium throat pressure
P Is the equilibrium chamber pressure
C
This_ subroutlne is used by subroutine PRE S.
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5.3.32 SUBROL_'I_NE TASGEN (IFLAG, LTABLE,XTAB,YTAB,LUSED. X. Y.
IEm  R,m0
This subroutine records a tabular function (X,Y(NY)) in tables of fixed
length. The first and last event will always be tabulated and the table will
either contain all of the values specified or will be at least ha]l full. Once
the number of events exceed the table length, the table will be repacked by
the deletion of every other table entry and tabulation will proceed choosing
every 2-Nth event(N=0, I, 2... etc., where N is the number of times the
table must be repacked). The table spacing will be a power of two except for
the last event which will always be tabulated.
The calling sequence parameters are:
IFLAG - denotes type of entry to subroutine
•.- I first entry
= 0 normal entry
= + 1 last entry
LTAIILE - length of tables available for tabulation
XTAB - table for tabulation of the variable X
YTAB - table for tabulation of the variable
LUSED - number of table entries currently used (output)
X - the variable X
Y - the variable Y
IERR_R - error flag
NY - number of Y variables to be tabulated
Note: One Dimensional Mach Number Tabulation Procedure
At the initial axial position, X and Mach number are recorded.
TABGEN is then used with LTABLE=50 (assuring 25 saved values). The last
recorded values are the end values for the transonic tables.
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5.4 TRANS MODULE SUBROUTINES
The transonic flow module (TRANS) calculates the
two-dimensional flow conditions in the throat region of the
nozzle. It is used to obtain an initial data line for the MOC
module. The analysis is based on a modification to the method
of Sauer 8. A detailed derivation and description of the method
used is given in Reference 9. An abreviated description of the
method is presented in Section 2.4. Setlon 2.4 described how
the method has been adapted to treat flows with variable mixture
ratio.








This subroutine is the controlling lxogram for the transonic calculations,
and is used to construct an initial data line for the method of characteristics cal-
culations. Subroutine TRAN reads the Namelist $TRANS input as described in
section 6. The calculations given below are performed by this subroutine. The
method of analysis used is described in detail in reference
_ansonic Ca Iculations
From data supplied by the ODK subprogram expansion coefficients,
7n, are computed for each of N zones as
In(P_/Pl)n
7"n = in( %/ 01)n n = 1..... N
The nomenclature for numbering zones and the slipline locations dividing the
zones is given in Figure 5.2.
Slipline locations, Yn' are calculated (using subroutine TRIM) as ._.
-I
-A2K 2 , (I +A2K 2) , -I
















































n = 1,2 .... N-I
* and a* are provided by the ODK subprogram and theThe sonic conditions pn n
partial mass flow rates, fnn, are input.
Newton's method (subroutines NEWT and BANDD is used to calculate
the transonic coefficients B0n' Bln' Cln' and C2n. Subroutine FCALC evaluates
the boundary conditions which must be satisfied.
r
Distribution of Initial Line Points
Subroutine TRAN next calculates the location of points on the initial
data line used to start the method of characteristics calculations. First the
radial position coordinates, ri, are computed,
of the following form is used:
E1
i
r i = {rwsin (_ 5)} i = 0,i,2 .... N
A sinusoidal distribution
where
N is the number of points on the initial line before
editing.
E1 is an exponent used for modifying the distribution
function. Ordinarily a value of 1.2 is used.




The values computed for r are then
i
locating points too close to sliplines, or
wall. Some of the editing procedures can
input, as described in Section 6.6.
edited to prevent
too close to the
be controlled by
The axial coordinate positions, z i , are then computed.
First, a value of Zaxis is found such that the Math number at
r - 0,z - Zaxis is the same as at the point rw, z w. The values
of z i are located on a parabola as follows:
2
" + I (r - r )/rw) * (z - z )zi Zw w i axis w
where Zaxls is located on the axis half way between the sonic
point and the point with a pressure equal to the pressure at the
wall at r-0.
With r i and z i determined the transonic analysis is used to
obtain corresponding values of pressure and flow angle. Using
pressure as an independent variable, the flow tables computed by
ODK (ODE if the TDE option used) are searched and values of p,
V, T, and chemical species concentrations are obtained by
interpolation. Subroutine GETIL is called for this purpose when
one or more zones of constant mixture ratio are used, and
subroutine GETILV is called when a variable mixture ratio is
used.
Once constructed, the initial data line is
obtain the nozzle flow coefficient C D , where
integrated to
CD " _2D / [hiD
and the result is printed.
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Subroutine PTAB is called to write a table of boundary layer
edge conditions for the results obtained up to the initial data
llne. This file is written on unit LUBLM and is continued later
by subroutine PRINT as further values are computed using the
MOC. If edge condltions for BLIMP-J are to be prepared, they




SUBROUTINE BAND[ {A, NBW, NEQ, NMAX, B, X, INEW, KERR)
BAND[ solves a set of linear equations Ax = b where A is a nonsymmetric
band matrix.
NEQ, NMAX, B, X, INEW, KERR)
is a matrix of at least NEQ rows and NB%%/columns
(see below) which initially contains the elements of
the band matrix, stored as follows:
To solve a system of the form
allX 1 +al2x 2 = b 1
a21x 1 + a22x 2 + a23x 3 = b 2
a32x2 + a33x 3 + _34x4 = b 3
a43x 3 + a44x 4 + a45x 5 = b 4
aS4x 4 + a55x 5 = b S
Restriction s
The matrix A is destroyed.
usaqe
Ca[Jing sequence:
CALL BANDI (A, NBW,
where
A
To transform an original (N by M) hi%TRlX A(I, J) into a packed (N by NBW)
BANDED MATRIX AB (I,J), the following transformation applies.
- (i-j)
AB(I, IB) = A(I,])
NBW + I)
where ]B = ( T










Ai, 1 At,2 Ai, 3
A1, j 0.0 all a12
A2,j a21 a22 a23
A3,j a32 a33 a34
A4,j a43 a44 a45
A5, j a54 a55 0.0
is the width of the band (odd).
is the number of equations in the system.
is the maximum number of rows for which A has been
dimensioned.
is the right-hand vector for the system.
is the solution vector returned by BANDI.
is a flag, set = 0 unless the coefficient matrix A is
unchanged from a previous call to BANDI, in which
case set INEW = I.
is an error flag returned by BANDI:
= 0 if no error;
= I if any diagonal element becomes zero
during triangularization of A.
BANDI finds the solution vector X by single-pass Gaussian elimination. If
INEW = 0, the coefficient matrix A is upper-triangularized by forward sub-
stitution. Backward substitution then yields the solution X. If INEW = I,
BANDI assumes that the coefficient matrix A has already been reduced on a
previous entry and that only the right-hand vector B has changed. Therefore,
the forward substitution is bypassed.
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Proc_rammlnq Information
Note that the matrix A is upper-triangularized by BANDI, destroying the
original band matrix coefficients. For very large or ill-conditioned systems,
one may increase the accuracy of the solution as follows:
I) Save the original band matrix coefficients from A in a similar
matrix AP.
2) Call BANDI with INEW = 0 to obtain a solution x 0 of Ax = b.
3) Calculate b n = Ax n using the coefficients saved in AP. (A





= b-bCalculate a new right-hand vector e n n"
Call BANDI with INEW = I to solve the system A6x = e
n n"
SetXn+ I =x + 6n n*
Repeat steps 3-6 until the desired convergence is attained.
Error Return
If, during triangularization of the matrix, any diagonal element becomes zero,
an appropriate message is printed and KERR is set to unity before returning to
the calling program.
5.4.3 SUBROUTINE FCALC
The purpose of this subroutine is the evaluation of boundary condition
functions required to be zero by the transonic analysis. Subroutine FCALC





slipline heights n= I, . . • N- i
specific heat ratio for each zone n = I, • • • N
B0 ,B
n
1 ' C1 ' C2
n n n
estimates for the constant coefficients sought by
NEWT to satisfy the boundary conditions n= l,.. • N
N total number of zones
Output:
The values of the following functions are computed and output•
boundary conditions are correctly satisfied, each of these (F 1 , F 2
n n
are zero.
At the sliplines, n = 1, . . . N - 1
linear term v = v
n n+l
(i.e. match on streamline angle, ist order);
2 y +C 1 y _ (Vn+l+l) B1 n= (7n +I) B1 nFln n n n+l
=v ;constant term v n n+l
= (vn+l) k B n -2 (%'n+l) B1 Cl Yn (lnY )F 2
n L - n n n n 2
,q1
"0 Y +c2 Yn'l
+-2 (Yn+l) Bin n n n
_I




, F 3 , r 4 )
n n
y3 + I +i) BI C Y (InY 1
n -2 (Tn+l n+l In+ 1 n n - -2)
+Bln+ I B0n+ I n C2n$ l
linear term Pn -- Pn+l ;
F3 n - Yn BIP*- B1 P*n Yn+l n+l n+l
constant term Pn = Pn+l ;
F4 n
2 y2 + C InYn +B0 -1 P*
n (_/n+ I) Bln n In n n
+l (Tn+l + l) +C InYn + -I P*
- Bln+l Yn In+ 1 B0n+ l n+l
At the wall,n = N
linear term v N (1,z) = z ;
F
=_',- (9_N+ 1) B 2 +C
l N 1N 1N
constant term v N (l,z) = z ;
= I (7 N + i)2 B_ N B1NF2 N 4 (TN + i) ClN
+I) %N+c2N]
Since at the axis v I (0,z) =0 it is required that CII =C21 = 0.
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5.4.4 SUBROUTINE FINDT
This subroutine is called by subroutine GETILV to read unit
16, which is a direct access file containing flow properties
computed by ODK. Values are found from the file as a function
of the input pressure, and values at the pressure are obtained
from these by linear interpolation.
5.4.5 SUBROUTINE GETIL (IZ, IP, PPSI)
If one or more zones of constant mixture ratio are to be
used, then this subroutine generates the initial data entries
for the MOC module. The values are obtained using subroutine
SPLIN for interpolation in the gas tables generated by the One
Dimensional Kinetic module. The values obtained are p, F, T,
and the chemical species concentrations. The values used for
interpolation are read from unit KSTFI.
5.4.6 SUBROUTINE GETILV
If variable mixture ratio is to be used, then this
subroutine generates initial data line entries for the MOC
module. Values are obtained as a function of pressure using
subroutine FINDT. The method described in Section 2.4.4 is used
to obtain values at each initial data llne point.
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5. _. 7 SUBROUTINE
NEWT(M, F, MF, N, VAR, NVAR, FCALC, WF, PERTV, EPS1, MAXIT, NUMIT, BIN, AB, NBW,KERR )
Given a set of n functions in n unknown variables where each function is
coupled as below:
fi (xj) i = i, .... n
j =i-k, . . .,i+k
and l<j<n
this routine will attempt by Newton's method to find values
such that
M_thod
X 1, X 2 , • . . Xn
n
Z flZ (Xj) = 0.
i=l
Newton's method is used to iterate for a solution vector. The matrix of
partial derivatives, J, required by the method is generated automatically by the
subroutine. This matrix will be banded of width 2k+l. The matrix inversion is per-
formed by subroutine BANDI. In the event Newton's method yields a vector which
is farther from a solution in a least squares sense than the previous estimate, the
increment vector is halved. Newton's algorithm for the (k+l) th iterant is:
xCk+1) = xCk) _ jCk)-If(_O.
R@strictions
The user must supply initial values for the solution vector and also a sub-
routine to evaluate the functions. The subroutine must communicate with NEWT
through C_)MM_)N statements. Subroutine BANDI is required.
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Call NEWT(M, F0 MF, N, VAR, NVAR_CALC, WF, PERTV. EPS 1, MAXIT, NUMIT,NUMIT. BIN,AB, NBW,




M. MF, N, VAR, NVAR, WF, PERTV, EPS 1, MAXIT, NBW
VAR, F, NUMIT, KERR
BIN, AB
Explanation of Calling Sequence:
I) M is the length of the array containing the n functions.
2) F is the array containing the n function values evaluated by FCALC.
3) MF is an array of M control words:
if MF(D=O, include F(I)
if MF(D=I, exclude F(I)
4) N is the length of" the array containing the n variables.
5) VAK is the array containing the n variables, x i i = I, . . . n
6) NVAR is an array of N control words:
if NVAR(J)=0, include VAR(J)
if NVAR(])=I, exclude VAR(D
7) FCALC is a name for the subroutine which calculates the
functions, F(19. A program which calls NEWT must have an
EXTERNAL statement containing this name.
8) WF is an array of n weighting factors. These are used in
conjunction with EPSI to determine whether a solution has
been reached.
= wF(D
9) PERTV is a perturbation factor used in calculating the partial
derivatives required by Newton's method. If PERTV = {, then:








EPS1 is an error bound used to determine whether a solution




MAXIT is the maximum number of iterations allowed.
NUMIT is the number of iterations required for solution.
BIN is an array required by LESK and must be at least of
dimension N + I.
AB is a two-dimensional array containing the augmented matrix
of subroutine LESK and must be at least of dimensionAB(M, N+l).
NBW band width = 2k+l, see subroutine BANDI.
KERR error indicator, see subroutine BANDI.
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5.4.8 SUBROUTINE PTAB (P_NED)
This subroutine is used to write a table of boundary layer
edge conditions for the results obtained up to the initial data
llne for the MOC. Unit LUBLM is used for passing this data to
BLM. If edge conditions for BLIMP-J are to be prepared, they
are written on unit 50 (i.e., IPTAB - I in $ODE, see Section
6.4.3.2.).
The following procedure is followed to make the
one-dimenslonal throat coincident with the axlsymmetric throat.
I) The pressure, PID. at the axisymmetric throat
(r-l, x-O) must b$ given (PONED in the calling sequence
above) .
2) The axial position, x*, in the one-dimensional gas
tables corresponding to the above pressure is obtained
by interpolation. The points downstream of this axial
position are deleted.
3) The table of axial positions (saved in the
one-dimensional calculations - TABGEN) is recoordlnated
to fit smoothly with the axisymmetric geometry using:
-x i













The radial coordinate, corresponding to each
recoordinated axial coordinate, is computed using the
input geometric constraints. Reference may be made to
Figure 6-I for a description of the inlet and throat
geometry.
The axial and radial coordinates and the fluid
propertles are punched. The punched cards may be
input directly to the boundary layer computer program.
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5.4.9 SUBROUTINE SAUER (R, X, Y. G, N, I, PPS, THETA}
The purpose of this subroutine is to compute fluid dynamic properties in
the transonic region of a rocket nozzle. The method used is based on the
analysis of Sauer and is applicable to the situation where the flow is assumed
divided into N zones (i. e. striated), each of which is characterized by a constant
expansion coefficient, 7 n. The analysis has been further modified so as to
extend its range of applicability to nozzles with small (R/r* >. 5) radius of
curvature in the throat section.
Given position coordinates (r,x), this subroutine returns the fluid dynamic









axial position coordinate, x
vectorYn; n= 1 .
coordinates
vector _n; n = I, .
coefficients
total number of zones
• N containing the zone boundary





zone number, n, corresponding to r
P/P* at (r,x)






If only one zone is specified (N = Io),then
u' = I (T + I) B21r 2 +B 0 + B IX4





B21 = 2 1
1 1
B0 = - T R-_
If more than one zone is specified (N _ 2), then
1 2r 2 +C lnr +B 0 +B 1 Xu' = _ (_ + l) BZ 1 •
= 1-6 + (Y + 1) B 1 C 1 r (lnr- _--)
- ]+-_(_+,BIB0_+c2_+[, z_-(7 + 1) B I r + C1/r x
where the coefficients B0, BI' c1' c2 are input through COMMON/NAMBC/
and the nth value is selectdd, corTespondlng to the nth zone. The zone, n, is
determined such that




P/P* = 1 - Yn u'
(9= arc tan (v/u)
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5.4.1t) SUBROUTINE TRIM {A, X, B, N, NN)
This subroutine solves the system
_m
AX =6
for X where K is tridtagonal, i. e.;
all aij = 0 if i > j+l or i< J-l.
The method used is Gaussian elimination.
Callinq Sequence
A Is the input coefficient matrix and must be dimensioned at least





















X Is the output solution vector X and must be dimensioned at least
X(N).
B Is the input vector b and must be dimensioned at least B(N).
The contents of B will be destroyed by TRIM.
N Is the order of the system. N >. 2 is required.
NN Is the dimension ofA (NN,3), X(NN), and B(NN) in the calling
pr og ra m.
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5.5 MOC MODULE SUBROUTINES
The Method of Characteristics (MOC) module is used to
calculate the loss in nozzle performance caused by flow
divergence, including the effects of chemistry and mixture ratio
variation. The effect of shock waves can also be calculated.
Obtaining an accurate nozzle performance prediction usually
requires a closely spaced characteristics mesh. In order to
allow both shock waves and a fine mesh, random access files are
used for storing and retrieving mesh point information.
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This subroutine ls called by subroutine MAIN and Is the
driver for the MOC module. It performs the functions described
below.
First, the MOC mesh point arrays P, PP, Q, Q3A, and
Q4A, are initialized to zero. If the TDE option is to be
executed, then the equilibrium gas properties tables descrlbed
in Section 2.5.2 are converted to the system of units used
internally by the MOC module and are stored for its use.
Subroutine CHAR Is then called to read the SMOC Namellst input,
and perform all calculations that are preliminary to the MOC
construction.
If the MOC construction is
(SHOCK-O IN $MOC), then subroutine CNTRL is





This subroutine calculates an attached shock point at axial
position XA on the nozzle wall. Properties on the upstream side
of the shock are calculated at point 3a. Values used in the
calculation of point 3a are from the known points 4 and I.
Properties on the downstream side of the shock are then
calculated at point 3b. Point 3b is found by" solving the shock
relations given the upstream conditions at point 3a and a
streamline deflection angle equal to the change in wall angle at
position XA.
XA
I -" wall ,
/
1
The procedure consists of 4 steps, as follows:
I) Locate point 2 on the RRC 4-I such that the LRC from point 2
reaches the wall at XA.
2) Using point 2 and point 4, calculate values at point 3a.
3) Iterate step I and 2 until the point 3a properties converge.
4) Find the shock angle, 83 , corresponding to the upstream
conditions at point 3a and a streamline deflection angle




This subroutine calculates an axis point (or point on a
center body of radius, r ) using the known points 4 and I.
C
i
center body of radius, r
C'
or axis streamline (r =0)
c
3
Points I and 4 are known points and point 3 is the unknown point







Initial estimates for values at point 3 are:
A3=A 4, 83-B 4, s3"_4, Y3=Y4
G 3 I G I
A3G3H3 I AIGIHI
G3H 3 - GIH I
8509O2
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The axial location of point 3 is calculated from
x3 - x I +
rc-r I
tan 1/2( e1-el -m 3)
The flow properties at point 3 are calculated from
+P3+Pl|l
P3 " PI -'--2--t_[-AIGIHI-A3G3H3 +(GIHI+G3H3 )_]rl (x 3-xl )
- !2 (GI+G3) el }
1 1 1 ]
P3 1
"3" ".[ _] exp I-_[ A.*.3][x3-x .] }
[,r,*,f3 ]
P3 1 ) (x -x ) }
3" T,[ _] exp {-_( B,÷B3 3 "
For_the Ist iteration (all iterations if constant Y option):
I
s 2 -
3 { V 4 4 (P3-P4)/(p3+p4) }2" , Bernoulli Equation
For subsequent iterations (calculated in GPFKIN or GPFPG):
I
V3 . { 2(Ht _ [ cihl ) }5 , Energy Equation
1
The above equations are iterated (i-I .... ) until x 3 , P




Throughout the method of characteristics computations the
variables used are equlvalenced to entries in dimensioned
arrays. This equivalency of variables is always in the same
order as prescribed in Table 5-6. This equivalencing occurs for
the I subscript in the following arrays: P(I,J), PP(I,J), PS(1),

















































A, term computed in subroutine GPF
B , i! 11 t! IT It
C , II I! 11 _! t!
D , I! It It t! I!
Stream function (0 at axis, I at wall)
F, term computed in subroutine GPF
O _ It 11 It 11 11
H p 11 11 11 . .
i_ f1 f1 ft 11 11
, it f1 fi J1 It
dividing streamline flag
zone number
point ID no. in direct access file
B, shock angle
point type (axis, interior, etc.)
Mach no.
ID no. of previous streamline pt.
ID no. of previous pt. on the char.
ID no. of next pt. on the char.
ID no. of pt. on the other side of shock
not used currently
c , mass fraction of species I
!




5.5.5 SUBROUTINE CHECK (N_)
This subroutine compares current and previous values of
the flow variables P3' P3' B3' V3' r3' x3' and T 3 for relative
convergence by calling subroutine CRIT. As soon as a varlable
is encountered failing the test, the variables are updated one
iteration and the program returns with the convergence flag set
as failed (N_ - I). If convergence is achieved the variables
are updated one iteration and the subroutine returns with the
convergence flag set as passed (N_ _ 0).
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5.5.6 Subroutine CKEXIT (P, EFLAG)
This subroutine checks if a point, P, is outside the nozzle
by comparing the axial location, Z, against the nozzle length,
ZEXIT.
If Z _ ZEXIT * 1.03, then set EFLAG - 2.
If ZEXIT * 1.03 > Z _ ZEXIT, then set EFLAG - 1.
5.6.7 Subroutine CKSHCK (SFLAG)
This subroutine checks for a crossing of right-running
characteristics, which determines the start point of a
right-runnlng shock wave. The shock flag, SFLAG, is set to I




The purpose of this subroutine is to control the
construction of the finite difference mesh for the method of
characteristics solution of the supersonic nozzle flow when the
LRC method Is used (SH_CK=0 in $M_C). Left running
characteristics and fluid streamlines are constructed starting
at the nozzle throat polnt (r = 1, x = 0). These left running
characteristics extend from the initial data line or nozzle axis
to the wall. The mesh points are calculated by subroutines
INPT, AXISPT, WLPT and DSPT under control of this subroutine.
Additional points are inserted in the mesh by subroutine
CNTRL by property averaging using subroutine INSRT. The
circumstances which cause point insertion are llsted below. In
each case a polnt is inserted along the Inltlal llne or the
prevlous streamllne and the calculation of point 3 is repeated:
I) If subroutine INPT or DSPT flnd point I to fall beyond
the nozzle wall.
2) If subroutine INPT finds point I to fall above a
dividing streamline point.
If subroutine INPT or DSPT flnd3)
le - e I > AB t
4
, input item DTWI
4) If a wall polnt on the circular arc immediately
downstream of the throat Is calculated such that
I e - 8 I > Ae , input ltem DWWCI
s 4 _C
or If a wall point between the circular arc and the nozzle exlt
point is calculated such that





When iterating to locate the end of the nozzle wall.
(Input tolerance of EPW).
If subroutine AXISPT, INPST, DSPT, or WLPT locate point
3 such that its distance from point 4 is greater than
input item DS times the square root of the Mach number.
At the end of each completed characteristic surface the mesh
points are examined and points discarded as described below.
Only interior points (ID-2) are to be discarded.
For n - 2 to n - IPPW-I, (i.e., from the initial
axis to the wall) discard polnt n If
2
18n_i -8 n I + len+1 -8 n I < c 8
and
2 2 2
(r - r ) * (z - z ) < e
n-1 n n-1 n s
where c and
8
E are the input quantities ETHI and ES.
S
llne or
Whenever a mesh point calculation or insertion is completed
successfully, the output subroutine, PRINT, is called so that
the point may be printed.
Subroutine CNTRL also integrates the
trapezoidal rule to determine the axial
existing between adjacent wall points,
= r
w




-- r ) r*
3
Total thrust is item found by
2 r
F t = F + 2wr* f = P r dr
I





DETAILED DISCUSSION OF CNTRL
Detailed documentation for subroutine CNTRL of the TDK
computer program is presented on the following pages. It is
intended that thls documentation be read in conjunction with the
FORTRANlisting of subroutine CNTRL.
The CNTRL subroutine calculates flow field points using
point calculation subroutines and constructs the method of
characteristics point mesh. The points are calculated in the Q
array. The left running characteristic (LRC) under construction
is stored in the P array, and the previous characteristic is
stored in the PP array. In these two dimensional arrays (i.e.,
Q, P, and PP) the column number is the point number and the row
number is the flow field property number. The flow field
properties storage is defined in Table 5-6, subroutine CHAR, and
is the same for all three arrays. For dividing streamline
points, two arrays are required for Points 3 and 4. Storage for
these extra points are provided in Q.
Besides the point calculation subroutines (AXISPT, DSPT,
INPT, and WLPT), subroutines ERRORZ, INSRT, PRINT, SPLN, SUBIL,
and TIMERX, are the only other subroutines called directly from
CNTRL.
The CNTRL subroutine is divided into areas I through 9. A
description of the programming of each of these areas is
presented below. Presented in Table 5-7 are definitions for the
variables used by subroutine CNTRL. FORTRAN variables which are
input to the program have not been included in Table 5-7. These
variables are described in Section 6.7.1.
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Area 1 :
In this area of CNTRL constants are initialized and the
Point 3 arrays are zeroed. Other variables needed by CNTRL are
initialized in subroutine CHAR. Subroutine SUBIL is called and
the first initial line point is brought
PP(i, I). The point is also placed in the
storage and printed. The same procedure is
second initial line point; this time storing the point in
P(i, I). A check is made to see if an error was detected by
subroutine PRINT. The point counters IP for the P array and IPP
for the PP array are set to one.




This area defines the general procedure for initial llne
point set up. The initial line point counter, MS, is
incremented and IP and IPP are initialized to one. Initial line
point number MS is brought in and stored in P(i, 1). It is also
placed in Point I and printed. If a dividing streamline point
calculation is indicated (i.e., PS [JFLAG] not zero), the point
is also stored into the next point in PP.
Area 3:
The counters IPP and IP are incremented and the print
subroutine is called with ID as set by the point subroutine Just
completed (see subroutine PRINT for the definitions of ID). If
too many points have been calculated along the LRC (i.e., IP <
IPMX) the error flag Is set to 7 and CNTRL Is exited.
Otherwise, the values Just calculated in Q(i, 3) are stored In
the LRC array and Q(I, 3) is cleared. If the Point 3 is a




Otherwise, Q3A(1) is placed in Point 3 and Area 3 is
Area 3.5
If the exit plane option has been requested (EXITPL - true),
no check is made on the end of wall flag (E_W2) that otherwlse
is used to stop the calculation. The EOW2 flag is set when the
end of the wall has been reached within a tolerance of EPW
(nominally .01).
If the exlt plane calculation has been requested, as soon as
the nozzle calculation is complete (i.e., E_W2 set to one) the
wall is artifically extended a distance DELWX in the axial
direction. The slope used for this extension is that of the
last two points in the wall table. The flag EXITCK is used to
assure that this is only done once. The point just calculated
is written on unit ITSTAB to be used later as the first exit
plane point. The stateaent "BEGIN EXIT PLANE CALCULATION" is
printed.
If the exit plane option has been requested and the
programming described in the above paragraph has been executed,
the last entry in the insert table, IT(LAST), is checked. If
the insertion process is complete and the last two points
calculated fall on either side of the exit plane, values at the
exit plane are found by interpolation and written on unit ITSTAB
for later use. If the point just written out is an axis point,
or if the first point on the LRC is beyond the exit plane, the
program goes to statement 1700 to write out the exit plane
summary and to terminate the calculation. Otherwise the program
proceeds to Area 4.
If the exit plane calculation is in progress and the LRC has




NCHEPE, NPTEPE, and P(6, IP) are within their minimum
If so, Area 4 is entered at the beginning, otherwise it
is entered at 1610 and a special check is made.
Area 4:
If Area 4 is entered at the beginning, a check is made to
see if the point Just used on the previous LRC was the last
point (IPPW) on the LRC. If not, the program goes to Area 7.
Otherwise, starting at 1610 NCHEPE is checked as follows; if
EXITCK is true, and the point Just calculated is not beyond the
exit plane, and NCHEPE exceeds its maximum value, transfer is
made to Area 9 and the error message "EXIT PLANE OPTION REQUIRES
LARGERNCHMXE, NPTMXE" is printed. If no error was found, the
program sets IPPW = IP and checks to see if the insertion table
is empty. If so, the program transfers to Area 7.
If the insert table is not empty, it is necessary to restart
the LRC calculation at the last point entered in the table. The
reason for this is as follows. Whenever it is necessary to
insert a point along a streamline, the inserted point will start
a new LRC. It is then necessary to complete this new LRC and
then come back to the point of insertion and complete the LRC
that was being computed when the insertion occured. This
procedure is carried out in Area 4 by mapping point numbers
IT(LAST) through IP of the P array into the PP array. IP is
then set to IT(LAST)-I and IPP is set to IT{LAST)+I so that the
LRC calculation can start from the point of last insertion.
This point is then removed from the IT table by setting LAST -
LAST-I. The program then goes to Area 7.
Area 5:
Area 5 is entered when a LRC has been completed.




array is updated by transferring into it the values in the P
array. If the LRC just completed is in the nozzle, the LRC
surface is integrated from the axis (or initial line) to th'e
wall using the trapezoidal rule method to obtain the mass flow
rate. The integral to each point is stored in the array
XMASSF. Tests are made on the input variable MASSFL and print
out of the mass flow is done accordingly. Next, an adjustment is
made to the pressure so that mass flow is conserved. The
density is recalculated from the perfect gas law. At the end of
Area 5 the edit logic using e and e is carried out as
o s
discussed earlier. The characteristic number, LRC, is then
updated and the program transfers to Area 2 if the next LRC
starts from the initial line, and to Area 6 if the next LRC
starts from the axls.
Area 6 :
Area 6 is entered when it has been determined that an axis
point is to be calculated. The point counters (IP and IPP) and
the insert counters (CS) are initlalized and Points I and # are
set up. The axis point subroutine is called and return is made
with either the axis point calculated or the INSERT flag set.
If an insert is requested or if Point 3 is found to be farther
than a distance DS downstream from Point 4, a new Point I is
inserted half way between the old Point I and Point 4. Inserts
are counted and an error is detected if more than the maximum
are required.
If the axis point has been successfully calculated and an
insert was required, then subroutine PRINT is called to print
the inserted point. Transfer is then made to Area 3.
Area 7:
Area 7 is entered for the purpose of performing a wall point
calculation. If the point to be calculated is not a wall point
the program goes to Area 8. If a wall point is to be calculated
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checks are made concerning the exit plane option. If the exit
plane option is in effect, the point to be calculated is either
on an LRC which: (I) ends upstream of the nozzle exlt plane
(EXITCK false), or (2) is one of the NCHMXE LRC's ending on the
nozzle wall extension, or (3) is a LRC farther downstream which
is ended as soon as a point is calculated with an axial
coordinate greater than XEXTEN. In the first two cases the wall
point calculation proceeds normally as described in the next
paragraph. In the third case the program goes to Area 9 and
constructs an end point for the LRC so that it can be finished
without a wall point, and then goes to Area 4. However, if the
point Just calculated is beyond XEXTEN then it is not necessary
to go to Area 9 and the program goes directly to Area 4.
The wall point calculation logic is as described in Area 6
for an axis point with the exceptions noted below. The Point 2
is set up rather than Point I. After a wall point is
calculated, the streamline angle is checked to be sure it has
not turned more than A8 w. The axial pressure component is
integrated to determine the thrust increment for the wall
differential Just completed (see the equations discussed
earlier). If a point was inserted on the previous streamline,
it is entered into the insert table. When the wall point
procedure is completed the program goes to Area 3.
Area 8:
Ares 8 is entered for the purpose of performing an interior
point or a dividing streamline double point calculation. The
point calculation logic is as follows. A check is made to
determine if the point to be calculated is a interior point or a
dividing streamline point. Points 2 and 4 are set up
accordlngly and the appropriate point calculation subroutine is
called (INPT or DSPT). If it is necessary to.lnsert a point,




same as used for a wall point calculation as previously
described. These three point calculations are set up
differently, but use the same code for the insert procedures.
Area 9:
This area of the subroutine contains the error termination
procedure, the nozzle exit plane summary print procedure, two
error messages, and the end point procedure for the exit plane
option.
The error termination procedure begins by calling the error
subroutine, ERR_RZ, giving it the number of the error statement
to be printed. Subroutine PRINT is then called so as to print
the last point calculated. If exit plane points have been
saved, these also are printed. Subroutine CNTRL is then exited.
The nozzle exit plane summary print procedure is as follows.
A title is printed, then each exit plane point is read from unit
ITSTAB and printed uing subroutine PRINT. Subroutine CNTRL is
then exited.
The two error messages printed in Area 9 relate to the exit
plane option. When this option was added to the program, these
messages were placed here rather than in subroutine ERR_RZ.
The end point procedure for the exit plane option found at
the end of Area 9 is that described in Area 7.
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TA_TA___E 5-7
DEFINITIONS FOR FORTRAN VARIABLES USED BY SUBROUTINE CNTRLt
Variables beginning with I through N are typed as Integer.
All others are typed as real unless noted as logical. No other














Area ratio of wall point
Insertion counter
Maximum allowed number of insertions (20.)
Length of nozzle extension for exit plane option
(10.)
DS * DS; where DS is Input
Flag set in WLPT when the
detected
end of nozzle wall Is
Flag set in WLPT when iterations to reach end of
wall point are complete





as the end of
the exlt plane
the nozzle is
Logical input variable. Input true if the exit
plane option is desired (.FALSE.)
Point type Input to subroutine PRINT
Error flag, set to error number
t The following Input variables are used by subroutine CNTRL:
DS, DTWI, DWWI, EPW, ES, ETHI, IMAX, and IMAXF. These
variables are discussed in Section 6.7.1
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TABLE 5-7





















Number of variables for a point
Insert flag. A non-zero value asks CNTRL to
insert a point
Point counter for the LRC under construction
Maximum number of points allowed on a LRC 1151)
Point counter for the last LRC finished
Value of IPP for Point 4
The largest IPP value, that of the wall point
Insertion table where the point numbers are
stored for insertions requiring LRC completion
Unlt on which exit plane points are stored until
printed (29)
Index for flag in the point arrays identifying
dividing streamline double points
Number of last entry into IT array
Maximum number of LRC generating insertions for
the orlglnal LRC (20)
Number of LRC
Input variable controlling the mass flow print
out (I)
Initial llne point counter
Wall point counter
Statement number for ASSIGNED G_ T@ controlling
the point calculations




DEFINITIONS FOR FORTRANVARIABLES USED BY SUBROUTINECNTRL
(Continued)
Variable Definition
NCHMXE For exit plane option, number of LRC's to be
calculated on the wall extension (6)














For exlt plane option, LRC counter in the region
beyond the wall extension
For exit plane option, maximum number of LRC's
allowed in the region beyond the wall extension
(10)
Array in which LRC is constructed
Array containing LRC just completed
Working storage for initial llne point
Array containing wall point coordinates
Working storage for point calculations, column
number is the point number
Working storage for Point
streamline double point
3A of dividing
Working storage for Point
streamline double point
4A of dividing
Radial coordinate at end of nozzle wall
Axial coordinate at end of nozzle wall
For exit plane option, length of nozzle
extension reached after LRC number NCHMXE
Array containing
each LRC point
integrated mass flow rate of
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5.5.9 Subroutine CNTRLI
Given a right-running characteristic (RRC) stored in the
PP(',-) array, and the starting point of the next RRC stored in
P(-,IP), this subroutine computes a RRC emanating from P(-,IP).
The RRC is traced until it reaches the axis, or goes outside the
nozzle.
5.5.]0 Subroutine CNTRL2
This subroutine performs the same function as subroutine
CNTRLI, but applies to a left'running characteristic (LRC).
Here, the calculation is carried out until the LRC reaches the
wall.
5.5.11 Subroutine CNTR12
This is a control subroutine for the shock calculation. It
is called after an induced right-running shock has been
detected. Its function is to compute a right-runnlng shock
point, followed by the construction of a LRC to the wall. The
procedure is repeated until the end of nozzle is reached, or the
shock wave reflects off the center line. At this point control
is returned to CNTR9] and CNTR13 is called.
5.5.12 Subroutine CNTR13
This is a control subroutine for the shock calculation. Its
function is to compute a left-runnlng shock point, followed by
the construction of a RRC from the shock point to the axis. The
procedure is repeated until the end of the nozzle is reached, or
the shock wave reflects off the wall. At this point control is
returned to CNTR91 and CNTR14 is called.
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5.5.13 Subroutine CNTR14
Thls is a control subroutine for the shcok calculation. Its
function is to compute a right'running shock point, followed by
the construction of a LRC from the shock point to the wall. The
procedure is repeated until the end of the nozzle is reached, or
the shock wave reflects off the axis. CNTR14 is similar in
function to CNTR12, but it is designed for multiple reflections,
while CNTR12 is designed to start the induced shock calculation.
5.5.14 Subroutine CNTR16
This is a control subroutine for the shock calculation. Its
function is to compute a second attached shock wave. The
construction is as follows. First, the flow field is computed
assuming the second shock wave is negligible. When the end of
the nozzle Is reached, then subroutine CNTR16 is called. By
using existing information an attached shock is calculated at
the wall location having axial coordinate XB. Next, a
right-runnlng shock wave is constructed from XB. A LRC is
traced from each shock point to the nozzle wall using subroutine
CNTR12. The calculations stop when the wall end point is
reached.
_J
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5.5.15 Subroutine CNTR21
Thls Is a control subroutine for the shock calculation. Its
function is to compute rlght-runnlng characteristics beginning
at the bottom of the Inltlal data llne. Successlve RRC's are
constructed starting at the Inltlal data llne and ending at the
axis or exit plane. Once the wall is reached, successive RRC's
are constructed starting at the wall and ending at the axis or
exit plane. The procedure Is repeated until the nozzle end
point is reached. However, if an induced rlght_runnlng shock is
detected, then control is returned to CNTR91 and subroutine
CNTR12 is called.
5.5.16 Subroutine CNTR31
This is the control subroutine for the attached shock wave
calculation. First, it computes right-runnlng characteristics
beginning at the bottom of the initial data llne. Successive
RRC's are constructed starting at the initial data line and
ending at the axis or exit plane. Once the wall is reached,
successive RRC's are constructed starting at the wall and ending
at the axls or exit plane. The procedure is repeated until
position XA is reached on the wall. Control is then returned to
CNTR91 and subroutine CNTR14 is called.
5.5.17 Subroutine CNTR91
This is the master control subroutine for the shock
calculations. It calls subroutine CNTRI2, CNTR13, CNTR14,
CNTRI6, CNTR21, and CNTR31 as required to compute the flow field
from the initial llne to the end of the nozzle.
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5.5.18 i SUBROUTINE CRIT (XNI XMo N_)
The purpose of this subroutine is to compare two valves for absolute











N_ = 0 implies convergence
N_9 = 1 implies no convergence
where:
if [Xm-Xn] < c1
if [Xn[ = 0





N_ = 0 , return
N_ = 1 , return
N_ = O , return
N_ = 1 , return
el = c2 = s. lo -s
5.5. !9 SUBROUTINE CUBIC (X,Y, YP, N,ARG,YARG)
The purpose of this subroutine is to perform cubic interpolation for
a tabulated function whose derivatives are known.
Calling Sgquence:
X is a table of the independent variable, xi, such that
xi+ 1 > x i
Y is a fable of the dependent variable, Yl = Y(Xl)
YP is a table of the derivatives of the dependent variable
I
Yi = Y'(Xi)
N is the number of entries in each of the above tables;
i=l, . . .N
is the argument, x, for which interpolation is requested




The calling program must define arrays for the dummy variables X, Y, and
YP. These arrays must be at least of lengths N + I, N, and N respectively. The
subroutine will save its last used table position number in X(N + i).
If x < x I the program returns y = Yl
If x > x N the program returns y = YN
Method:
Given : x 0 <x<x 1
so that YO' Y0' YI' and Yl are known. The cubic interpolation formula given below
is used to determine y
y =A(x-x 0)3 +B(x_x 0)2 +C(x_x 0) + D
where
and




h =x I -x 0
k = Yl -YO
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5.6 BLM SUBROUTINES
The Boundary Layer Module (BLM) is used to calculate the
loss in nozzle performance due to a viscous boundary layer and
its interaction with the nozzle wall. The effects of both drag
and heat transfer are included. The method used is described in
Section 2.6.












The BLM is entered through subroutine BLMAIN. The boundary
layer is divided into segments consisting of equally spaced grid
lines. The control subroutine for analyzing a segment is
subroutine BLSEG. There can be as many as 101 grid lines per
segment, and as many as 10 segments. Many of the variables used
in the BLM analysis are stored in arrays. The most important
array variables are listed in Table 5-8.
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(nj -nj_1)/2, grid spacing
m e , angle of b.l. to nozzle
center line
Ae, mean free path at edge
b, see equatlon 2.6-?2
(pU/Pe_e), see equation
2.6-12
(pc/p), see equation 2.6-12
I_, integral, see equatlon
2.6-21








(pv) w versus T w
d, see equation 2.6-12
e, see equation 2.6-12
He, total enthalpy at edge
he, static enthalpy at edge
h w, statlc enthalpy at wall
Pc' pressure at edge
m I, see equation 2.6-13
m 2, see equation 2.6-13
m 3, see equation 2.6-14
Pc, radial coordinate of b.l.,
input





























































Pe' density at edge
p versus T, gas property table
Ue, viscosity at edge
R versus T, gas property table
g
R_, local Reynold No., Ue_/V e
k
(Pc/L) , local radius of body
revolution (L-I)
x, surface distance, equally
spaced
x, surface distance, input
T, temperature for gas property
tables
Te, temperature at edge
2k








U, velocity at edge
11
f , shear parameter
v
gw' dimensionless total
enthalpy gradient at wall
_, see XO
X, axial coordinate, input
_, transformed surface




This is the main program for the BLM.
performed by this routine are described below.





by calling subroutine INPUTB. INPUTB
and initializes variables and indexes
calculations. Next, subroutine IVPL is
velocity and temperature profiles are
computed on a flnlte difference grid.
The boundary layer is divided into segments with as many as
101 grid lines per segment. For each segment, I through NSEG,
the following events occur. First, subroutine BLEDGE is called
to prepare tables of variables that describe conditions at the
wall and at the invlscld edge of the boundary layer. Next,
subroutine BLSEG controls the computation of the boundary layer.
It computes the growth of the boundary layer from the beginning
to the end of each segment, i.e., up to 101 grid lines.
Subroutine BLMAIN prints out text heading the numerical
output of the program.
At the end of the print out for each segment, BLMAIN prints






Total Integrated Wall Heat Flux
D
amQw Iqw d A (BTU/sec)
At the end of the print out for the last segment, the following
additional quantities (evaluated at the last point) are printed:





Boundary Layer Specific Impulse Loss
I





This subroutine constructs the boundary conditions for
segment number ISEG of the boundary layer. Tables containing
the boundary layer coordinates XINO, RINO, $0, AND XO (see Table
5-8 ) are input. The begining and ending axial coordinates for
the segment, XSEG(ISEG) and XSEG(ISEG+I), and the number of
subdivisions to be used, NISPS(ISEG), are also input (see
Section 6.8-3). Using this information, tables that are
equally spaced in boundary layer length are prepared. These
tables are (see Table 5-8 ):
X,S,RO,XI,TE,UE,PE,TW,CQ,CPE,CKE,HSE,HSW,ALFA.
The above tables are then printed under the heading
"BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (IHFLAG - II )".
5.6.3 SUBROUTINE BLH
This subroutine is used to calculate the propellant enthalpy
picked up by the regenative cooling circuits. The method used
is described in Section 6.8.4, Regenerative Cooling Heat
Transfer. It consists of integrating the wall heat flux over
the surface area covered by the regen cooling circuits and
dividing the results by the engine mass flow rate. The wall
heat flux is calculated by subroutine OUTPBL. The integrated
heat flux is read from the BLM linkage file (unit 12) using
subroutine RBL. As many as three clrcults are allowed. The
subroutine prints out the results of the calculations under the
label "PROPELLANT ENTHALPY FROM THE COOLING CIRCUITS".
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5.6.4 Block Data BLOCKD
This subprogram lnltiallzes the variables listed below:
NXT - total number of x-statlons, set for 101
NTR - location of transition, set for 3
ETAE transformed boundary-layer thickness for
first station, set for 8. The
boundary-layer thickness for other stations
is computed internally.
VGP
- variable grid parameter set for 1.14.




TI reference temperature for vlscoslty, set for
1500°R.
OMEGA exponent in the
relationship set for 0.76
density-vlscosity
PR molecular Prandtl number, Pr, set for
0.72
ITYPE through this flag the flow type is speclfied
as follows:
a nozzle (ITYPE=I), and external
axlsymmetric body (ITYPE12), or a
two-dimensional external flow in which flow
starts as a stagnation point flow (ITYPE=3).
Set for I.
CQ mass transfer parameter, set for 0. It Is
2
equal to (pv) and has units of Ib /ft -sec
w m
IHFLAG - this flag indicates whether the wall
temperature is input (IHFLAG-O) or wall heat
flux (IHFLAG-I). Set for I.
NTAB
in the computer program Cp, Y, k, R are
specified as functions of T(-TO) and form a
"fluid-property table". NTAB refers to the
number of TO values in this table. It is set
here as 3, maxlmum being 101.
The assumed values
for air.
of RMUI, TI, OMEGA, PR, CPO and CKO are
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specific heat at constant
ft2/sec°R, for 101 * 6006.
pressure, Set
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure
to specific heat at constant volume,
dimensionless. Set for 101 * 1.4.
the flag that controls the
Set for O.
print output.
IPRNT-O corresponds to short print and
IPRNT-I corresponds to long print
Short print consists of the boundary-layer
,
parameters such as 8 , 8, H, cf, R6,,Ro,
R s, c H, AF, and AIsp.
Long print includes short print plus the
velocity and temperature profiles. These
are defined in Subroutine OUTPBL.
- This is the factor that converts input values
of heat flux (TQW(1) entries when IHFLAG-I )
from the input units of BTU/in2sec. to the
internal program units of ibm/sec 3.
QF- 3.605259"106,
i.e.;
_w (ibm/see') - 144 ag (BTU/In2-sec).
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5.6.5 SUBROUTINE BLPLTS
Thls subroutine performs all the plotting for the BLM
module. Data written by the BLM on data files is read and plots
are made for requested items. Plot capabilities Include
dlsplaeement thlekness, momentum thlckness and wall temperature
versus axlal station. Also available are temperature and
veloolty profiles through the boundary layer at seleoted area




The over-all logic of the boundary layer computations is
controlled by this subroutine. A flow chart of the logic is
presented in Figure 5-3. The nozzle is divided into segments,
and subroutine BLSEG computes the growth of the boundary layer
from the beginning to the end of the segment when called by
subroutine BLMAIN. There are 100 grid lines in a segment, and
these are counted using the FORTRAN variable NX. Each grid llne
is iterated until the solution converges. Iterations are
counted using FORTRAN variable IT.
Subroutine BLSEG checks the convergence of the iterations by
using the wall shear parameter fw as a convergence criterion.




If fw becomes negative during the iterations, calculations
are stopped. For turbulent flows a relative convergence












5.6.7 SUBROUTINE BLTABL (INTERP, NTAB, XTAB, YTAB, XOUT,
YZUT)
The purpose of this subroutine is to generate a table
Yi vs. x
from a given table of
vs.
Method:
Given yj , xj J=I,2...NJ
and x i i=1,2,..NI
Thls subroutine interpolates to find
Yi i-1,2,...NI
One of these following interpolation methods
selected: linear, linear log, or cubic.
can be
Calling Sequence:
INTERP Interpolation method; input
- I for linear, using subroutine LINI
- 2 for linear log, using subroutine LINI
- 3 for cubic, using subroutine CUBICB







yj, input versus xj
NI, number of entries input for XOUT
xi, input
Yi' outupt versus x i
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5.6.8 SUBROUTINE BLW
This subroutine uses results obtained from the BLM analysis
for the boundary layer displacement thickness, 6", to obtain a
displaced wall contour. The wall is either displaced inwards
(when given the real wall), or outwards (when designing the
real wall), a distance 6* normal to the original contour. The
nozzle throat radius Is also corrected by -8" or + 8",
respectively. The results of these calculations are printed.
The values of 6* vs X that are required for the above
calculations are obtained from unlt 12 using subroutine RBL.
5.6.9 SUBROUTINE COEF
This subroutine contains the coefficients of the linearized
momentum and enersy equations written in a form described in
Chapter 8 of Reference 13.
Ref. 13. Bradshaw, P., Cebeci, T., and Whltelaw, J.H.,




This subroutine calculates the fluid properties and the
pressure-gradient parameters used in the momentum and energy
equations.
For most applications boundary-layer calculations are
carried out based on the assumption that the external flow is
isentropic and that the total enthalpy H e is constant. This
assumption is not used here. H e is allowed to vary along the
nozzle length. The following procedure is used for this purpose:







Cp(T)dT + h*(T O)
and stored together with Cp(CPO), 7(CKO), k(RKKO), R(RRO) all
expressed as functions of T(TO) thus forming a "fluid property





equations require that at two adjacent
edge enthalpy H e must be constant. To




two adjacent x-statlons, I and 2, an average He is defined
N i
H e - I/2[H e (I) + H e (2)] (I)
Then with an initial dimensionless total enthalpy ratio g




hj " gjH e 2
!
2(fj)2u e (2)
Once hj is _nown, then using the "fluid property table" values





The edge values of density Pe' _e' 9e('_e/Pe ) and Rx(UeX/_ e)
are then computed. Edge values corresponding to j - J and Pe
are computed from
Next, the coefficients c, b, e, d and the pressure gradient
parameters ml,m2,m 3 appearing in the momentum and energy
equations are comPuted.
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Finally, wall conditions are computed depending on whether
the wall temperature or heat flux are specified. When the wall
temperature is given the dimensionless total enthalpy ratio at






In the case of specified heat flux
!





w /R_ r ° Pw kwHe
qw' the dimensionless total
(_)
w






Cp sec2 R _ ft
At the convergence of the solutions for a given x-station, this
subroutine is also used to account for the nonconstant nature of
the total edge enthalpy. To explain this point, let us assume
that we have done all that is described in COEFI, and that we
can solve the equations at the specified x-station. Since the
equations are nonlinear, solutions are iterated until a
convergence criterion is met and then subroutine OUTPBL is
called to print the desired quantites from that station. Before
we increment the value of x and shift the profiles to perform
calculations at the next x-statlon, we call COEFI to compute a
new value of H from Equation (I) and recompute static enthalpy
e
variation from Equation (2) and redefine all the fluid
properties and pressure gradient parameters at that x-statlon
for the calculations to be done at the next x-statlon.
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5.6.11 SUBROUTINE CUBICB
Subroutine CUBICB is used for interpolation in a table wlth
unequally spaced points. It uses a third-order polynomial
to interpolate the data between four points.
5.6.12 SUBROUTINE DIFF
Subroutine DIFF Is used to determine
point In an input table.
5.6.13 SUBROUTINE EDDY
the derivative at each
Thls subroutine contains the formulas used In the
Cebecl-Smlth eddy-vlscosity model. The eddy_vlscoslty model Is
described In Section 2.6.2.
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5.6.14 SUBROUTINE INPUTB
This subroutine reads input data defining the problem to be
solved by the Boundary Layer Module. Data calculated by the
MOC module is read by calling subroutine READBL.
Next, user input
Namelist data set.
6.8 of this report.
data is read
These input_items
from unit 5 for the $BLM
are described in Section
This subroutine also calculates the surface distance from
the input (ro/C) and (x/c) values for NXIN-statlons. The
printed surface distance is dimensional and is expressed in
feet.
The input NXIN-stations are then redistributed in order to
have 101 x'stations uniformly distributed, except for the first
five stations which are generated non-uniformly. The input
values of Ue(X),
interpolated for the new
boundary-layer calculations.
enthalpy, H (x), is computed
e
interpolated values of T , and u
Pe(X), Te(X), (PV) w,
x-statlons
(x/c), (y/c) are then
to be used in the
In this subroutine, a total










out part of the Input geometry which
X, r O, s, ue, Pe
5.6.15 SUBROUTINE IVPL
Since the boundary-layer equations are nonlinear, before
they are solved at the stagnation point, they need initial
velocity and temperature profiles. This subroutine provides the
necessary data to start the calculations.
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5.6.16 (Subroutine LINI (X_ Yt N_ ARG_ YARG, NSAVE)
!
t
The purpose of this subroutine is to linearly
interpolate from tables of values and to save its place in
the table.
Calling Sequence:
X is a table of the independent variables, x.i
Y is a table of the dependent variables, Yi
N is the number of entries in each table
ARG is the argument for the X table
YARG is the result of the interpolation
NSAVE is a cell in which the table index is saved.
Restrictions:
If the argument exceeds the table of independent
variables, the result is set equal to the appropriate table
limit of the dependent variable.
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5.6.17 SUBROUTINE _UTPBL
Through the flag IPRNT discussed in Subroutine BLOCKD, this
subroutine prints out the velocity and temperature profiles and
,
the boundary-layer parameters 6 , 8, H, cf, R6,, Rs, C H as well
as the thrust decrement AF due to the boundary layer.
They are defined by the following formulas:
Displacement thickness, 6*(DELS), in ft.
6 : j (I - PU--)dy
PeUe
Momentum thickness 8 (THETA), in ft.




Shape Factor, h, dimensionless
h = 6 IB
dy




f 1 12PeUe a
Reynolds number based on displacement thickness, R6*
u 6
e
R6* ..... , v = _ / pv e e e
e






Stanton number, CH(CH), dimensionless
_w
H PeUe(Hw-H e)
Thrust decrement AF, in ibf
2
AF = 2_roBPeUeCOS¢-2_ro6 cos¢(Pe-P a)
Here X and r correspond to the nozzle coordinates, s to the
o
surface distance; all expressed in feet. The units of velocity
u and pressure Pe are ft/sec and lbf/ft 2, respectively.
In addition, this subroutine prints out
values of input geometry referred to as "edge
consists of X, ro, s, u e and Pe'
the interpolated
conditions" It
5.6.18 SUBROUTINE RBL (X, FX, IDX)
This subroutine reads the BLM
locates X and X such that
i i+I
linkage file (unit 12) and
X.._ X a X.
i I+I
The value FX is then found by linear interpolation
FX - FX i + (X-X i) (FXi÷ I- FXi)/(Xi+ I- X i)
where FX is the variable number IDX stored on the file.
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5.6.19 SUBROUTINE READBL
The purpose of thls subroutine Is to transfer data from the
ODE and MOC modules to the BLM module.
If ODE has been run, values defining viscosity, Prandtl
number, and edge total enthalpy are mapped for use by the BLM.
The ODE linkage data Is then read from unit LUBLM for use by
BLM. The data flle is checked for possible errors, and if
detected, one of the following warning or error messages will
be printed:
"NO LINKAGE FOUND, EXPECT MANUAL INPUT"
OR
"DATA FROM xxxxx MODULE OUT OF ORDER IN MODULE BLM. CARD
xxxxx HAS SEQUENCE NO. xx×xx"
***********************************************************
OR
"INCORRECT CARD TYPE IN DATA FROM TDK FOUND BY READBL. EDG
OR GPT EXPECTED xxxx FOUND AT SEQUENCE NO. xxxxx"
************************************************************
OR
"INCORRECT CARD TYPE IN DATA FROM TDK FOUND BY READBL. END
EXPECTED, xxxx, FOUND AT SEQ. NO. xxxxx"
****************************************************************




If no errors are encountered, the items read by subroutine
READBL will include t_e nozzle mass flow rate, nozzle wall
coordinates and associated edge temperature, pressure, and
velocity data, and also the gas property tables.
If ODE was not run, the following message is printed:
"BLM MODULE COULD NOT FIND DATA FROM TD2P MODULE -- WILL
ASSUME DATA TO BE READ IN SBLM"
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5.6.20 SUBROUTINESOLV5
This subroutine solves the matrix equation for which
coeficients were computed by subroutine CSEF. One call to
SOLV5 yields one pass through the elimination procedure. This
procedure consists of a forward sweep, followed by a backward
sweep of the system. The elimination scheme is specialized to
treat this particular matrix equation.
5.6.21 SUBROUTINE WRPROF
This subroutine interpolates between two wall stations and
writes temperature and velocity profile data at selected area
ratios onto a data file for post plotting. Area ratlos are
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6.0 PROGRAM USER' S MANUAL.
Description of the Computer Program Input.
The TDK computer program consists of five modules, ODE, ODK, TRANS, MOC, and
BLM. All of these modules are required to perform a complete two dimensional
non-equilibrium nozzle performance calculation with a boundary layer. Various
options exist in the program, however, which exercise the above modules alone, in
part, or in combination.
Data is read by the program sequentially in the order required for the execu-
tion of the modules. This order is as follows:
_J
Thermodynamic data,




MOC module inputs, and
BLM module inputs.
A more detailed description of these input data sets is presented in Table 6-I.
The documentation in which each of the data sets is completely described is also
indicated in Table 6-I.
Of the data sets listed in Table 6-I, only t,he$DATA data set is required for
every computer run. Input of the other data sets is required only iZ"the options
they contain are to be used. For example, input of the thermodynamic data is not
required if an existing thermodynamic data file is to be used.
6-i
Table 6-I• Input Data Set Description



































thermodynamic data cards, see Tables 6-2 and 6-3
extension of t_ermodynamic data to temperatures
below 300°K, see Table 6-5
one or more title cards
data dlrective card
data namelist for module selection, and geometry
reactants directive card
reactants <cards, see Tables 2-6 and 2-7
blank ca-rd_r-eqttiredto end reactants cards
r.__
cards to omit species
cards to insert species
_DE directive card
@DE r_meli st
species cards for @DK
reaction cards for @DK
inerts cards for ¢DK. (to inert those species that
are not named in ree_tions)
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Table 6-I can be used as a guide when preparing input for given problem. It
lists the data sets in the order in which they must appear in the data deck, and
also shows the special cards which must appear in each set (first card, last card,
etc.) if the program is to function pro_r_. The table is basically self-explana-
tory when used together with the detailed input descriptions which follow.
Certain special options to the computer program are described separately in
Section 6.9.
An input da_a card listing for a sample case is presented in Section 7, folio-
wed by the corresponding computer output. In preparing input to the computer prog-
ram it is useful to review _his input card listing.
¢
Successive cases can be run using the computer program but complete data should
be input for each case.
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6.1 Thermodynamic Data.
Ordinarily, a thermodynamic data file is available for use with the program,
and is assigned to Ioglcial unit 25. The input described here can be used to gene-
rate a thermodynamic data file if one is not available.
_%Is data set is identical to the THERMO DATA described in Appendix D of NASA
SP-273 (i.e. Reference 3).
Using this data set, thermodynamic data curve fit coefficients may be read from
cards. The curve fit coefficients are generated by the PAC computer program desc-
ribed in NASA TN D-4097 (i.e. Reference 20 ).
The thermodynamic data (i.e. _p , etc. ) are expressed as functions of tempera-
T
ture using 5 least squares curve fit coefficient (al.5) and two integration




--R'T'" al +T + +-_--'+ 5 +T-
S°T al ._ _a4T3 asT4
= _nT ÷ a2T ÷ + ÷ _ + a_f
!
For each species, two sets of coefficients (a1_7 and at_ 7) are specified for
two adOacent temperature intervals, lower and upper respectively. For the data
available in Reference 3 the lower temperature interval is 300° to IO00°K and the
upper temperature interval is 1000°K to 5000°K.
Ref. 20. McBride, B.J., and Gordon, S., "Fortran IV Program for
Z_qermodynamic Data", NASA TN-D-4097, Aug. 1967.
Calculation of
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The input format required for this thermodynamicdata is defined in Table 6-2.
Data cards for the species AR, H, H2, H20, N2, 0, OH, and 02 are listed in Table
6-3 as examples. Thermodynamicdata coefficients for manychemical species are
supplied with the computer program. A list of these species is presented in Table
6-4. (For temperature range below 300° K see Section 6.1.1)
Data TapeGeneration and Usage:
A computer m_nusing thermodynamicdata card input will generate a data tape on
logical unit JANAF. This tape maythen be saved and used at a later time. The
programwrites the THERMOdata card imageson unit JANAF as read but with two _inor
exceptions. The THERMO code card and the card numbers in card column 80 are
omitted.
If thermodynamic data cards are not input, the program assumes the thermo-



















Temperature ranges for 2 sets of co-




Atomic symbols and formula
Phase of species (S,L, or G for solid,
liquid, or gas, respectively
Temperature range
Integer 1
Coefficients a_ (i= 1 to 5) in equations
(6-i) to (6-3) '
(forupper temperature interval)
Integer 2
Coefficients in equations (6--l_'-to 6-3)
(a_, a_ for upper temperature {nterval
ana a 1, a 2, and a 3 for lower)
Integer 3
Coefficients in equations (6-1) to (6-3)
;(a ,a .a a 7 for lower temperature in-
Lte_a/h) 6'
Integer 4
Repeat cards numbered 1 to 4 in cc 80
for each species



































aGaseous species and condensed species with only one condensed phase can be
in any order. H_wever, the sets for two or more condensed phases of the same
species must be adjacent, if there are more than two condensed phases of a
species their sets must be either in increasing or decreasing order according
to their temperature intervals.
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TABLE6-3, THERMODATACARDSFOR AN 02/H2 PROPELLANT
(SPECIESAR, H, H2, H20,N2, O, OH, AND 02)
THERMO
300.000 i000.000 5000.000
AR L 5/66AR 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.G
.25000000E 01 0. 0. 0.
-.74537502E 03 .43660006E 01 .25000000E 01 0.
0. 0. -.74537498E 03
H J 6/74H i. 0. 0. 0.G
.24999996E+01 .70881143E-09 -.38728927E-12
.25474390E+05 -.45989618E+00 .25000002E+01 -
-.64292197E-14 .26794037E-17 .25474390E+05 -
H2 J 3/61H 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.G
.31001901E+01 .51119464E-03 .52644210E-07 -
-.87738042E+03 -.19629421E+01 .30574451E+01
.55210391E-08 -.18122739E-II -.98890474E+03 -












OH J12/700 I.H 1.0 0.0 O.G
.29131230E+01 .95418248E-03 -.19084325E-06
._9647060E+04 .54288735E+01 .38365518E+01 -
.20843575E-09 -.23384265E-12 .36715807E+04
02 J 9/650 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.G
.36219535E+01 .73618264E-03 -.19652228E-06













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.1.1 THERMODYNAMIC DATA BELOW 300°K.
If the temperature at any




point computed by ODE, ODK0 or
be below the Thermodynamic Data lower
T_, the polynomial curve fit data (see
be extrapolated to obtain values for the
The extrapolated data can be inaccurate.
The L_W T CPHS data set can be used to input low temperature
data for those species for which extrapolation of the JANNAF
data is not accurate. Only Cp vs. T is input. Enthalpy and
entropy are obtained by integrating Cp vs. T within the computer
program.
The lower temperature limit, T_, in the Thermodynamic Data
supplied with the program is 300°K. Thermodynamic Data below
the temperature, T_, may be input by data cards as described under
"Input Specifications for Low Temperature Thermodynamic Data"
An example of this input is given in Table 6-5 which shows a
card listing extending t h.e_._Thermodynamic Data for the 18
chemical species given in _ppendix A. Data in Table 6-5 is
taken directly from the JANAF tables. The source references for
these data are as follows:
Ref. 2] : CO, CO , CL , F, HCL, H O, and NO.
2 2 2
Ref. 22: CL.
Ref. 23: CLF, F , F, HF, H , N, N , O, OH, and 0
2 2 2 2
Ref. 21: Stull, D.R., Prophet, H., et al., JANAF
Thermochemical Tables, Second Edition, NSRDS-NBS
37, National Standard Reference Data Series,
National Bureau of Standards, June 1971.
Ref. 22: JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1974 Supplement, J.
Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 3,311 (1974).
Ref. 23: JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1982 Supplement, J.
Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 11,695 '1982).
The Input Specifications for Low Tem_cature Thermodynamic Data.
The first card is a directive card that identifies the start
of the low temperature thermodynamic data input. It reads as
follows, columns I through 10:
LOW T CPHS
The next card contains a species name consisting of 12
characters, or less, left justified to column I. An integer is
placed in column 21 indicating the number of T, Cp values that
follow. A value of 1,2, or 3 can be used. For example:
H20
Next, the thermodynamic data for the species named above is
input. There must be one pair of T, Cp values per card. These
cards are numbered consequently in column 45.
2FIO.O,20X,I5. For example, for H20:
100. 7.9_ "_---
200. 7.969
They are read as
Species name cards and thermodynamic data cards for
species, if any, follow.
other
A final directive card is used to
low temperature thermodynamic data.
identify the end of the
It reads as follows,
columns I through 14:
END LOW T CPHS
6-14
Table 6-5. LowTemperature ThermodynnmicFmta Input
































































































This input permits labeling of
information. As many title cards as
sequence. Card format is as follows:
runs wlth alphanumeric





The last card that is input will be used as a printed title
for the output summary table, and a title for the linkage file
to BLIMP (see Section 6.4.3.2, IPTAB).
It Is not necessary to input title cards.
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f6.3 DATA Directive and SDATA Namelist-Input.
The DATA directive and the $DATA Namelist input set described below must always
be input. It is required for all problems since it contains the input that cont-
rols which calculation modules are to be executed.
The first input item must be a single card, called the DATA directive card.
The format of this card is as follows: the letters DATA must be punched in columns
I through 4. The DATA card is used to inform the program that the SDATA namelist
input is to follow.
The card following the DATA card must contain the name SDATA, and all cards in
the namelist input set must: start in column 2 or greater. Since Namelist input is





unfamiliar with Namelist input are referred to their FORTRAN reference
"" r
--- Assumed
Item Description Units Value (s)
DATA DATA directive card




6.3.1 Specification of Modules to 5e _ecuted.
If a module is to be executed, it is necessary to indicate the fact by input of
a module flag as described below. For example, if a problem requires that the _DE
module be run, it is necessary to input _DE = I. Only certain combinations of
modules are allowed. These are described in Table 6-6. The module flags are:
Assumed
Ite_ Description Uni_ Value _is )
@DE = Set _DE = I if the ODE module is to be none O.
executed.
_DK = Set CDK = I if the ODK module is to be none O.
executed.
TDE = Set TDE = I if the TEE option of the none O.
M_C module is to be executed
TDK = Set TDK : 1 if the TDK option of the none O.
M_C module is to be executed
TDF = Set TDF = I if the _DF option of the none O.
M_C is to be executed
&_
Set TIDK=I to run the TD_ ©ption
with tables supplied by @DK re-
plzcing the TDK kinetic calcula-
tions. See Section 2.5.3.
TTDK = none O.
f
BLM = Set BLM = I if the BUM op=ion of the none O.
module is to be executed
PFC,gPT = Set PFC_ = I if the constant proper- none O.
ties option of the MOC module is to be








_DE=I , _DK=I , TDK=I,
_)DE=I , _)DK=I , TDK=I , BLM=I,
_DE=I, _DK=I , TDK=I, BLM=I ,
IRPEAT=I,




%3)E=1, BLM=I, IRPEAT=I or 2,
Mode of Execution
CDE is run alone. Options other than the
rocket (RKT=T) option ace allowed. See
Section 6.4.5 and Reference 3.
_DE is run. ¢DK is run with _DE providing
start conditions. See Section 6.5.1.
¢DK is run alone with initial conditions
supplied by the user. See Sections 6.5.1 and
6.5.1.1, and 6.5.3.6.
@DE is run. CDK is run with ¢DE providing
start conditions. TDK is run with @DK and
TRANS providing M_C initial data line
conditions. The number of @DE and _[%K runs
will be equal to NZCNES.
As above with a BLM run added.
As above with _DE, @DK, _ TDK repeated
using the BLM results. See Section 6.8.4.
3_is option is for including the BhM results
with regen cooling.
_ B
As aSove except that the CDE and CDK runs are
no_ Depeated because there is no heat input
correction due to cegen cooling.
above except theft TDI( w[]i u:',_ r;:i>L,
eiDm.Dlll-._, 1 b_/ (][)k[ ;-_ry_ _nmt ,':vqf_plt-;_ _f-e m,..o
_DW,will be run for NZ¢NES. TDE is run with
@DE chemical equilibrium gas properties, and
with _%ANS providing M_C initial data line
conditions.
As above with BLM.
As above with TDE repeated.
f--In
Table 6-6: Usage of the Module Flags (continued)
Input
ODE--I, ODK=I , TDF:I ,
ODE=I , ODK=I , TDF:I , BLM=I ,




Mode of Execut ion
ODE is run. ODK is run with ODE providing
start conditions. However, the ODK run will
have a frozen chemical composition. TDK will
also be run with a frozen composition.
As above with BLM.
As above with TDF repeated.
B_M is run alone. This option requires a
large amount of input that is provided
automatically when BLM is run after TDE, TDK
or TDF.
The TRANS and MOC modules are run with





Inputs for Control for the Program.
Descr i_j4on
Set IRPEAT = I or 2 to request that a
TDK (or TDE) calculation be automati-
cally repeated after the BLM module




If IRPEAT = I, the ODE and 0DK module
executions will be repeated wl th
adjusted enthalpies for regen cooling,
see Sect ion 6.8.4.
If IRPEAT = 2, the @DE and ODK module
executions will not be repeated. The
system enthalpy will be unchanged.
The program allows for a limited none
restart capability. If the MOC module
has been run successfully and units 11,15, (23 if TDE_;,
and 29 have been saved, then the run
can be continued by inputing
IRSTRT : 2,
This will restart the program after
the MOC calculation and before _he BLM













Number of zones N, to be used in the
analysis. The ODE and ODK modules
will be executed N times. Zone I
represents the flow adjacent to the
nozzle axis, and Zone N represents
flow adjacent to the nozzle wall.
If SI=O, English units are to be used
for input and output. If SI=I, SI
units are to be used for input and
output. The SI units required for




BLM is run with the MOC module,
the boundary layer
e' Ye' Ue' Te' and
P are automatically
e
stored in the XINO,
calculated and
RINO, UEO, TEO,
and PEO arrays. If IOFF is not input,
then these values are stored starting
with the first entry in each array.
If IOFF is input then these values are
stored starting in the IOFF + I entry
of each array. _a._ues must then be
input into entries_ I through 1OFF.
The boundary layer calculations will
start at position XINO(1) of these
arrays using the $BLM input. This
input allows the user to account for
the development of the boundary layer
in the nozzle chamber, upstream of
ECRAT. IOFF < 100.
If I@FF is input, do not input NXINO
$BLM.
This flag controls the choice of gas
properties and edge properties to be
used by the BLM. (See Section 2.6.3, etc.)
If TDK has been run, then for BLMF:F,
equilibrium (ODE) properties will be
used.
If TDK has been run, then for BLMF-T,
frozen (ODF) properties will be used.
For TDE, equilibrium properties will
always be used.








6.3.3 Specification of nozzle geometry.
To eliminate redundancy, all geometry inputs that are common throughout the
modules are input here. Note that the center of the nozzle geometry coordinate
system is at the centerline at the throat plane, and that all coordinates are
normalized by the nozzle throat radius, rt. Hence, axial positions upstream of the
throat are always negmtive numbers. In the figures describing the geometry, posi-
tive angles are shown as counter-clockwise, and negative angles are shown as clock-
wise.
Geometric area ratios at which ¢DE and ¢DK print out is to be made are
specified using the input arrays ASUB(1 ) and ASUP(1 ).
qZhe nozzle gec_etry is defined in Figure 6-1. The @DK calculations start at
the downstream end of the combustion chamber with a subsonic area ratio of ECRAT,
as shown. _ue circular arcs P_ and RWTU cannot overlap. Thus, it is necessary
that ECRAT, RI, RWTU, and THETAI be input such that
> 1 + (RI ÷ R_J) (1 - cos Trih-TAI).
If this condition is not met, subroutine PRES of _DK will print the terminal error
message:
INLET GECMETRY INCOMPATIBLE WI_ INITIAL CONDITIONS.
In addition,
input.
the transonic analysis requires that a value of RWTU > •5 be
The wall geometry downstream of the nozzle throat can be specified using any
one of several options. All of these geometries begin with a circular arc of ra-
dius RWTD which extends from the throat point through an angle of THETA. Geomet-








. e = r_..-rr_
/ " _ 8t - r_rAr b-





Figure 6-1: Nozzle Geometry l_, a_. coordinate











Nozzle throat radius, rt
Subsonic area ratios at which informa-
tion will be printed.
Number of entries in the A_JB array
< 50. Entries must be monotonic decreasing
Tn value.
Supersonic area ratios at which infor-
mation will be printed. Entries must













Number of entries in the ASUP array
< 5O.
Nozzle inlet contraction ratio for use
in #DE and CDKcalculations.
Normalized inlet wall radius.
Nozzle inlet angle. 2-
Upstream normalized wail'throat radius
RW_J > .5 is required.
Type of nozzle wall to be input.
ITYPE = O, if the real wall contour is
input.
ITYPE = 1, if the potential flow wall
contour is input.
If IRPEAT = I or 2, then the nozzle
wall will be displaced by +6* as cal-
culated by BLM when the TDK (or TDE)
calculations are repeated. This dis-
placement is -6* for the real wall
(ITYPE = 0), or *6* for the potential





















IWALL = option flag for specifying the none 0
downstream wall.
I cone option (input RWTD, THETA, and
zPS)
2 parabolic nozzle contour option
(input RWTD, THETA, PMAX, ZMAX)
3 circular arc nozzle contour option
(input as for IWALL=2)
4 nozzle contour (spline) option (in-
put RWTD, THETA, THE, RS, ZS, NWS)
5 cone with specified end point.
(input RWTD, RMAX, and ZMAX)
6 skewed parabola option. (input
RWTD, THETA, RMAX, ZMAX, tHE)
The items required for the various IWALL options are:
RWTD = downstream wall throat radius of cur-
va=ure ratio _
THETA = nozzle attachment angle
none* O.
THE = nozzle exit angle (input if IWALL=4, deg. O.
or 6)
EPS = nozzle expansion ratio (input if deg. O.
IWALL=I only)
= normalized radius at the nozzle exit none* O.
plane (input if IWALL_2 or 3)
ZMAX = normalized axial position at the none* O.
nozzle exit plane (input if I-WALL =
2 or 3)
* Normalized by the throat radius rt
** If a corner expansion (i.e. Prandtl-Meyer fan) is desired, a value of RWTD --
.05 is recommended. Experience has shown that values smaller than t_hisgive the








table of normalized wall radii
downstream of the nozzle
tangency point (input if
IWALL-4). The input tables RS
and ZS start with the second
entry because the first entry
is calculated automatically by
the program, i.e., RS(1)=r T
and ZS(1)-z T in Figure 6-I.
The wall angle at this
position is also calculated so
that the spllne contour will
be properly Joined to the
nozzle throat contour.
table of normalized axial
position downstream of the
nozzle tangency point (input
if IWALL-4).
total number of entries in the
RS, ZS tables. Includes the
first entry. NWS-_ 50 (input
if IWALL=4).
optional normalizing factor
for the RS, ZS, RIN, ZIN
tables. For example, if RS,
ZS, and RIN, ZIN were input as
dimensional numbers, RZN@RM










+ See the input variable RZN@RM.
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6.4 ,_DE INPUT DATA (ALL PROBLEMS SPECIFYING _DE)
The _DE Input data described here is exactly as defined in NASA SP-273,
Reference 5, except namellsts input $INPT2 and SRKINP have been combined into
a single list named $_DE. Any type of equilibrium calculation available with the
computer program described in Reference 3 can thus be computed using the $(2FDE
input data*. In this document, however, only the RKT option of namellst is
described. The RKT option dLffers from that of Reference 3 for problem types
other then single zone _DE.
The (_'DE input data consists of the following input groups:
1. REACTANTS
2. _MIT and INSERT
3. NAMELISTS
REACTANTS CARDS6.4.1
directive card, followed by up to 15
data cards, followed by a blank card,
specifying reactants.
directives to omit or insert species for
equJ/ibrlum/frozen ca iculatlons.
directive card followed by input
namellst $_DE spec_ying Lnput
case data.
This set of carcls Is requlrea tot all %6L_Kproblems. The first card In the
set contains the word REACTANTS punched in card columns 1 to 9. The last card
in the set is blank. In between the fLrst and last cards may be any number of cards
up to a maximum of 15, one for each reactant species being considered. The
cards for each reactant must give the chemical formula and the relative amount
of the reactant. For some problems, enthalpy values ere required. The format
and contents of the cards are summarized in Table 6-7. A list of some REACTANTS
cards is given in Table 5-8
Relative amounts of reactants. - The relative amounts of reactants may be
specified in several ways. They may be specified in terms of moles, mole fraction,
or mole percent (by keypunching M in card column 53) or in terms of weight, weight
fraction, or weight percent (blank in column 53).
Relative amounts of total fuel to total oxidants can also be input. For this
situation, each reactant must be specified as a fuel ul an oxidizer by keypunch-
ing an F or O, respectively, in column 72 of the REACTANTS card. The amounts
*These options include TP,HP,SP,IA/,UV, or SV problems, Chapman-[ouguet de-
tonation problems, and incident or reflected shock problems.
_-- _ r _





Contents Format Card columns
3,',4 I to 9REACTANTS
One card for each reactant species
(n_ximum 1_. Each card contains:
(1) Atomic symbols and [ormuL1 num-
bers (m._ximum 5 sets) a
(2) RelalJve weight b or number o(
moles
(3) Blank if (2) is rel_tive weight or
M if (2) is number o( moles
(4) Enthnl.oy or i_ern_l ,'_'_'('_v_a .
cal mole
(5) State: S. L. or G for solid.
liquid or gas. respectiveh,
(6) Tempera:urc associated with
enthalpy in (4) , oK
(7) F ff fuel or O if oxidant


















aPro_rnm will calculate the enthalpv or intern_l energy (4) for s.r_.cies in
the THERMO data at the temperature (6) if zeros are punched in card
columns 37 and 38. {See section React-hi enthalpy, for addiliorm! in-
furntation. )
bReL'uive woi,.,ht of fuel m total fuels or cxldant in Iota.' c_idants. All
renctnnts must be g_ven either all in relative wei_,:hts or all in number
of moles.
TAB T_- 6-8 /.IST_G OF SAMPLE R,EACTANTS C_R_$
_EACTANTS
N ,7808850 .209795AR,_C4662 _00, -7,202_64G298,15 0
REACTANTS
I. H 4, CLI, 0 4.


















N2, _S, cz, )o,0
N 2, N 4, _0,0
l= 2, 100,
127_4,S L296,1_ F ,786
120_0, L2Q8,Z_ ; 1,_0:





"]0_0.892L 8_,24 0 1,_4
9ESCTkNTS
N 2, H 4, 80,
8E1, 20,
H 2, 0 2, I_0.
12100, _298,15 _ 1o003
0*0 $298,L5 ; 1,85
=44_80, L298115 0 1,407
-LLsted above are sLx examples. _.ach example muse end wtth a blank card.
given on the REACTANTS cards are relative to total fuel or total oxidant rather than
total reactant.
There are four options in the $(ZDE nameltst for indicating relative
amounts of total fuel to total oxidant as follov, s:
I. Oxidant to fuel weight ratio (_F is true)
2. Equivalence ratio (ERATI_ is true)
3. Fuel percent by weight [FPCT is true)
4. Fuel to air or fuel to oxidant weight ratio (FA is true]
For each option, except _DE with NZ_NES-1, the values are given in the
_;FSKED array of $(_DE (described in Section 6.4.3). For _DE with NZ_NES--1,
the MIX array is used as described in Reference 3.
Reactant enthalpy. Assigned values for the total reactant are calculated
automatically by the program from the enthalpies of the individual reactants.
Values for the individual reactants are either keypunched on the REACTANTS
cards or calculated from the THERM_ data as follows:
Enthalptes are taken from the REACTANTS cards un/ess zeros are punched
in card columns 37 and 38. For each REACTANTS card with the "00" code, an
enthalpy will be calculated for the species from the THERM_ data for the tempera-
ture given in card columns 64 to 71.
When the program is calculating the individual reactant enthalpy for
values from the THERM_ data, the following two conditions are required:
I. The reactant must also be one of the species [n the set of THERM_" data.
For example, NH3(g) is in the set of THERM_ data but NH3!Z) is not. Therefore,
if NH3(g) Is used as a reactant its enthalpy could be calculated automatically,
but that of NH 3(z) coudd not be.
2. The temperature T must be in the range _TloJl" 2 < T _ ThighX 1.2 where T1ow
to Thig h is the temperature range of the THERIVI_ data.
For cases with NZ(_NES > 1 (see Problem card, Section 6.3) it may be de-
sirable to modLfy the enthalpy of each zone. This can be done by using the DELH
Input array. For the ith zone the ith DELH entry will be added to the system
enthalpy as computed by _fDE from the reactants cards (see above). For example,
overall system enthalpy of the propellants in the tank can be input through the reactants
cards and the work added or extracted per zone can be input by the DELH entrles.
An alternate method would be to Input zero enth_Ipy on the Reactants cards and
Input enthalpy per zone by the DELH entrles.
6.4.2
_M1T 0n.d INSERT Cards
_MIT and INSERT cards are optional. They contain the names of particular
species in the library of Thermodynamic Data for the specific purposes discussed
below. Each card contains the word (_MIT (in card columns I-4) or INSERT (in
card columns I-6) and the names of from I to 4 species starting in columns 16,
31, 46, and 61. The names must be exactly the same as they appear in the
THERM_ dam.
6.4.2.1 _Mrr C0rCs
These cards list species to be omitted frnm the TI-TERM_ _t_. If QJMTT
cards are not used, the program will consider as possible species all those
species in the THERM_ data which are consistent with the chemical system
being considered, Occasionally it may be desired to specifically omit one or
more species from considerations as possible species. This may be accomplished
by means of _MIT cards.
6.4.2.2 INSERT Cerd_
These cards contain the names of condensed species only. They have
been included as options for two reasons.
The first and more important reason for including the INSERT card option is
that, in rare instances, it is impossible to obtain convergence for assigned enthalp7
problems (HP or RKT) without the use of an INSERT card. This occurs when, by
considering gases only, the temperature becomes extremely low. In these cases,
the use of an INSERT card containing the name of the required condensed s.t_ecies
can eliminate this kind of convergence difficulty. When this difficulty occurs,
the following message is printed by the program: "LOW TEMPEPATURE IMPL;ES
CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD F.AVE BEEN INCLUDED ON AN INSERT CARD".
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The second and less important reason is that if one }:nows that one or
several particular condensed species will be present among the final equilibrium
compositions tot the first assigned point, than a small amount of computer
time can be saved by using an INSERT card. Those condensed species whose
chemical formulas are included on an INSERT card will be considered by the
program during the initial iterations for the first assigned point. I_ the INSERT
card were not ueed, only gaseous species would be considered during the initial
iterations. However, after convergence, the program would automatically insert
the appropriate condensed species and reconverge. Therefore, it usually is
immaterial whether or not INSET cards are used. For all other assigned poin:s
the inclusion of condensed species is handled automatically by the program.
_-32-
,#."
6.4.3 _DE NAMELIST INPUT
The @'DE subprogram contains namelist input sections $_DE
and $SHKINP. The Namellst $_'DE must be preceded by a card with NAMELISTS
punched in card columns I-9.
The $BDE Namelist is required if _}DE :i. or TDK =I, in SDATA as
described in section 6.3.
For the _DE problem type any of nine (9) different equilibrium problems can be
solved. These are TP,HP,SP,TV, UV, SV,RKT, DETN, and SH(_CK. For the _DE-
_DK, _DE-_'DK-TDK, or TDE problem type, only the RKT problem can be
solved. In thls section only the _ Input option is discussed. Reference 9 is
to be used to prepare input for the other equilibrium problems.
The variables input by the SgDE namellst are listed in Table 6-9.
Additional information about some of these variables follows:
Pressure units. - Th_ program assumes the pressure in the P schedule to be in
units of atmospheres unless either PSIA = true, or SI = true.
Relative amounts of fuel(s) and oxldlzer(s). - These quantities may be specified by
assigning 1 to 15 values for either o/f, 9&F, f/a, or r. If no value is assigned
for any of these, the program assumes the relative amounts of iuel(s) and oxldlzer(s)
to be those specified on the REACTANTS cards. (See discussion in REACTANTS
Cards, Section 6.4.1 and Section 5.2.1)
RKT problem. - Only one value for chamber pressure, P, is to be input for cases
with NZ_NES > i (see $DATA input, Section 6.3). The stagnation pressure used for
the Ith zone will be the value Input for P multiplied by the ith value input in the
schedule XP. If not input, all XP entries are assumed equal to one. For TDK type
0 __m__
problems, zone one is taken about the nozzle axis of symmetry and the last
zone is bounded b? the nozzle wall. Similarly, the ith zone will have a mlxture
ratio equal to the Lth entry in the O_SKED schedule.
Print out wLII be given for the chamber pressure condition (i.e. stagnation)
and the throat condltion. Print out may be requested at o:her conditions by use
of the PCP schedule and the SUBAR and SUPAR schedules.
The program will calculate both equl/_brlum and frozen performance unless
PR(_Z = F or EQL = F are input. If FR(_Z = F, only equilibrium performance w/ll
be calculated. If EQL = F, on/),frozen performance will be calculated.
O[.dlnarLly, roctk_:t pcoblems at,j r'_']b:/ npecif';/:_t_ ,'hmT_be_' vq.]rj_-.:_ !',_!,
P an<] H. It is possible, howeveN, to pt_ I zon{{_ cases { ;][<_iH<'<= ] ]_i
:_LATA) by sI>ecifying P '_ndT. For em_mple:
$ODE
P = chamber pressure,
T = chamber temperature,
can be used to set the chamber temperature _nd run the rocket _ 0=


























































,,, , i ,,,
Rocket problem a
Assigned pressures: stagnation pres-
sure for rocket problems: values in
atm unless PSIA, or SI= ,T., (see be-
low)
avalues in P array are in N/m _
aValues in P array are tn psla units
Multipliers for the ith zone stagna-
t/on pressure (zone I --inner zone)





Percent fuel by weight are to be inputs
Fuel to air weight ratios are to be inputa
For a Rocket problem, and NZ_NES >_I.
_FSKED wi/l be used rather than MIX
(see Reference 3). Relative amounts of
total oxidant to total fuel are input as
defined by _F, ERATI_, FPCT, or FA.
For _DE-_DK-TI)K and TDE problem
types these values define the oxidant to
fuel ratios for each zone (zone 1 =
inner zone)
Corresponding to each zone this value
w/I/ be added to the system enthalpy
input thru the reactants cards. Units
are BTU/# ff PSIA=.T., Joule/kilogram
if St=. T., otherwise cal/gram.
Corresponding tc each zone this value
will be added to the system enthalpy
These values can be used as a Ist est-
imate for the heat returned to the main
combustion chamber by regen cooling
circuits (Q_FC input in SBLM). The BLI4
will recalculate these values and, if
[RPEAT =I in SDATA, rerun the 8DE, _DK,
TDK (or TDE) analysis. Same units as
DELH.
all variable is set to be true.
Note" For rocket problems, only one value stagnation pressure can be input• This value


































Consider ionic specles a
0 Input nozzle mass flow option for _DE-
_DK-TDK or TDE problems. If a value
for WFL_V is input an expansion with
this mass flow will be computed. The
values input for P and XP are used as
estimates for computing stagnation pres-
sure for each zone. The program will
adjust these stagnation pressures to
obtain the desired nozzle mass flow
within a tolerance of RELERR. Units
are Ibs/sec if PSI=.T. otherwise kLlo-
grams/sec.
.0005 Relative difference between requested
and computed mass flow rate. The pro-
gram stops if this error Is exceeded.
0 Compute and print solutions at these
values of chamber pressure to pressure
ratio (entries must be > I.)
0 Compute and print solutions at these
values of subsonic area ratios (en-
tries must # 1.)
0 Compute and print solutlons at these
values of supersonic area ratio (en-
tries must # I)
0 Subsonic area ratio to start _'DK cal-
culations with computed equilibrium
conditions. The SURAR input table
must include an entry equal to ECRAT.
False To start (_DK calculations with com-
puted equilibrium conditions at the
nozzle throat, a
True Calculate rocket performance assum-
ing equillbrium composition during
expansion D .
True Calculate rocket performance assum-
Lng frozen composition during ex_ap-
sionb.
False List names and dates of all species
residing on thermodynamic data used a.
0 Optional assigned number associated
with case.
all variable Is set to be true.
bset variable false if these calculations are not desired.
6.4.3.1 Variable Mixture Ratio Option
The MOC can be run with a variable mixture ratio option by
setting VARMIX=.TRUE., and inputting values into the STREAM(1) table
as described below.
When the variable mixture ratio option is used, there are
no sliplines in the flow. Instead, the flow mixture ratio will vary
from the axis (_=0) to the wall (¢=1) as specified in the tables of
_FSKED vs. STREAM. Sliplines can not be used when the shock option
is invoked (SH_CK=I in $M_C), because shock-slipline interaction i3
not provided in the program. Thus, if the shock option is requested
and there is variation in mixture ratio from streamline to
streamline, then the variable mixture ratio option must be used.
The program will not function properly if the spacing in
the mixture ratio table, _FSKED(1), is too large. The required
spacing depends on the chemical system. As a rule each entry in
_FSKED(1) must differ no more than 4 or 5% from its adjacent values
depending on the stoichiometry of the system. There are no spacing
requirements for the STREAM (I) table. However, the first entry
must be 0 and successive entries must increase monotonically with
the last entry equal to I.
The tables XP(1), DELH(1), and DELHI(1) of $ODE can be used,
in which case each entry corresponds to entries in _FSKED(1) an_
STREAM(1).
If VARMIX=.TRUE., the XM(1) table of $_DK and $TRANS will






If VARMIX=.FALSE., do not use
variable mixture ratio option.
If VARMIX=.TRUE., the variable
mixture ratio option is to be
used. The following must be
input:
NZ_NES in $DATA,
_FSKED(1) in $_DE and
STREAM(1) in $_DE, below.
If VARMIX=.TRUE., values must
be input here corresponding to
the O/F values input in
_FSKED(1).
The values input represent
(O/F) i vs ti i=I,...,NZ_NES
where _i represents the mass
flow between streamline i and






= 0 at the axis, and
= I at the wall.
ith entry of OFSKED is (O/F) .
1
ith entry of STREAM is_





6.4.3.2 OPTION TO PUNCH TABLES FOR BOUNDARY LAYER PROGRAM INPUT
(DOES NOT APPLY TO BLM)
Conditions computed along the nozzle wall can be output as punched cards
for Lnput to the BLIMP ,'TF>T or MABL boundary layer analysis computer programs.
These conditions are taken by the boundary layer computer program as being the
Invlscid flow condition at the edge of the boundary layer. Tables to be punched
are: x, y, and P/Pc (i.e. the nozzle wall coordinates and the ratio of pressure
to chamber pressure along the wall). The tables are punched in NAMELIST for-
mat readable by BLIMP.
A maximum of 50 entries upstream of the throat are saved and punched.
The wall point at the end of every characteristic is punched up to a maximum of
500 total table entries. The user may specify a number by which the punched table
will be offset. Thus, the first point may be output with identification 5 by input
of I_FF=4. The use of I_FF enables the user to extend the table by adding points
upstream.
If punched cards for input to a boundary layer program are required, the
following items must ha input as part of the $_DE Namellst input:
Item Name Descriptipn
IPTAB = If IPTAB=I, one title card will be punched (this will
be the last title card input as described in 6.2)
followed by tables of X, Y, and P/P along the nozzle
wall. These cards are for input:to t,VueBLIMP or
MABL computer programs. The first point punched will
correspond to beginning of the converging section of
the nozzle (i.e. at ECRAT; see Figure 6-i, also
table 6-9).
The first point to be punched will be numbered as
I_FF+I.
If IPTBL and IPTAB=I, tables of M, T/Tc, C , V, and
p, will also be punched, These additlon.al _ards a_e
required for input to the TBL compute,_ program (i.e.
the December 21, 1973 version).
If a TDE problem is spectfled, the following i_ems must also be input
when IPTAB=I: KSI, RNTU, THETAI, and RI in $DATA.
These items de.fLue the nozzle geometry from the combustion chamber through the
throat as shown in Figure 6-I. For a TDE option it is necessary that IPTBL=0.
6.5 0DK INPUT DATA
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
_DK input data is required if _DK :I or TDK :i in SDATA as described
in Section 6.3. The ODK input data consists of three data groups as follows:
SPECIES data group
REACTIONS data group
$ _DK data group
These data groups are described below in sections 6.5.1, 6.5.2, and 6.5.3,
resoectivly.
6.5.I SPECIES
Species used by the computer program are determined in several possible
ways, depending upon the problem type. Methods used to determine chemical
species for each probelm type are discussed below.
If _3_=0 and _DK:I_ _n :_D_,TI,then ._Fe<_i'<:n:i;!!e:__._:<i_<F_ntr'" !'.,:r,:_ "_:_
b:e _]p_._t, see [3eeti.on t_... :.....
gDE,-_DK
If _E=I _n,J_DK=I in $_,;_.TA,then the initi_-' _!_ '_ ,_oF,-i!__o_:; '"'__,_





the equilibrium calculation generally contains many more species than the 40
species for which the _DK subprogram Is dimensioned. Therefore a selection
processes is required to interface the _DE calculated equilibrium start conditions
with the _DK kinetic expansion calculations. This selection is performed using
the following rules:
Rule 1 If a species appears in a reaction, tt is selected for the kinetic
calculation.
Rule Z If a species is specified using ZNERTS directive it Is selected
for the kinetic calculatlons.
Ru/e 3 If an}, species has a mole fraction greater than an input criterion,
it is selected for the kinetic calculation.
Species whlch are selected but which do not _ppear In a reaction are treated as
Inert and listed as such on the output llst of selected specles.
, DE- DK-I"DK
['bP i,PoL]<_._n_ ,,_Jit_J ',_DE=C) c_n-i _LH=L, ::4J,;.:k'_ x_',. :;,. L,._."_< I i; : '!:,
_b©ve r'ules. However, for multlzone TDK cases it is necessary that
each zone have the same species llst. Thus the INERTS input (see Section 6.5.2. )
must be used to assure the same species ere selected for each zone.
(_?PLTZ:_ C:IT,Y .TF ;:[>V =_', ,,:2!T>07K=2 T:! :t!-_A>A)
This Input begins with a single card _,Ith SPECIES in columns I through 7
and wl.th either MASS FRACTIONS or M_LE FRACTIONS in columns 9 through 22.
If the identifier for mass or mole fractions is omitted, mass fractions are assumed.
Up to 40 species cards may be input. Only those species specified by [nput
species cards will be considered for an _DKproblem. The order of the [nput
• 6-al
species cards is independent of the order in which the species appear on the
master Thermodynamic Data file.
A chemical species is tdentLfled symbolically by 12 alphanumeric char-
acters and must correspond identically with the species name as it appears
on the Thermodynamic Data fLte. A complete list of the current species names
are listed in Table 6-4 (condensed species, however, may not be specl/ied in









Species symbol (left Justified)
Not used
Value of initial species concentration (If zero
must be input as 0.0) f_ee field F or E format
User Identiflcatlon if desired
This type of input also requires input of other items that
otherwise would be provided by ODE. These other items (P TC' C'
VC, etc.) are input with the $ODK data set and are descriDed in
Section 6.5.3.6. Example input is given in Table 6-12.
v _
_-_2
6.5.2 THE INPUT OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Chemical reactions must be input if ODK_I in $DATA.
Up to 50 reactions with an implied third body and a total
150 reactions may be input to the program. Only one card per
reaction, and only one reaction per card is permitted. Cards
specifying third body reactions must precede cards specifying
all other reactions. Species names appearing in the symbolic
reaction set must correspond identically with the species names
as they appear in the master Thermodynamic Data '(see Table 6-4).
The symbolic reaction set contains directive
reaction/data cards in groups as outlined below:
cards and









THIRD BODY REAX RATE RATIOS
All other reactions
Directive for end of
reactions
Specified Inert Species
Directive for start of third
body reaction rate ratios
LAST CARD Directive for end of
REACTIONS input
The content an@ format of each type
below:
of card are deffned
850149
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6.5.2.1 REACTIONS Through LAST REAX
The symbolic reaction input begins with a card containing
the word REACTIONS in columns I through 9.
Columns 11 to 23 can be used to specify the nominal
direction of the reaction rate data. For example the card
REACTIONS FORWARD RATES
will cause all reaction rate data to be in the forward (left to
right) direction unless otherwise specified. The word REVERSE
instead of FORWARD means the rate data is input in the reverse
direction. If left out, the nominal rate direction will be the
forward direction.
Up to 50 dissociation reactions and a total of 150 reactions
may be input following the REACTIONS card. Only one card per
reaction and only one reaction per card is permitted. Cards
specifying reactions with third bodies must precede cards
specifying reactions without third bodies. The content and
format of the reaction cards is defined below.
The general form of a reaction is:
!
l i l i
where the _i's are species names and the v.'sl are the
stoichlometrlc coefficients. The left hand side of the above
equation represents the reactants and the right hand side the
products.
Each species name must correspond identically with the




The stoichlometrlc coefficients must be intergers and an *
must separate the stoichiometric coefficient from the species
name. If no stoichiometrlc coefficient is given, the value ] is
assumed. It is also required that





H+H = H2 H+H = H 2
+
NA+CL- - NACL Na + C_ = NaCL
++ --
B+2+M-2 - BM B + M - BM
++
BE+2+2*OH- = BEOH_H Be + 20H = Be(OH)
The reaction rates are defined by three numerical values PI,
P2, P3 input as E or F format. Three types of reactions can be
input, as discussed below.
Arrhenius form
or
Z v a. m Z v
i i i i '
Mn , A = P1 , N = P2, B = P3
!
Z v i a i = T. v i a i , Mn , KF = PI, P2, P3
Input of the above type defines a reaction rate of the form





_i ai " _ _i ai ' Mn , *KF _ PI, P2, P3
Input of the above type defines a reaction of the form
k- exp (PI + P2





Mn %KF = PI, P2
i'
Input of the above type defines a reaction of the form
log10 k = PI + P2*T.
In the above reactions if KF is replaced by KR, then the
rate will be for the reverse (right to left) direction.
The Mn's in the above reactions are the third body
descriptors for the reaction. These descriptors are optional
for dissociation-recombinatlon reactions, Out must be left out
for exchange reactions. They are used to multiply the reaction
rate by a factor that is defined by the descriptor.
The dlssoclation-recombinatlon reactions with third body
terms must precede other types of rections, and must be followed
by the directive starting in column I:
Col I
END TBR REAX
All reactions prior to the above directive will have a
body term added to each side of the reaction; e.g.,
third
H 2 - H + H, M4 ....
END TBR REAX
is the same as
H 2 + M4 = H + H + M_
where M4 is a generalized third body
6.5.2.3. If no Mn is specified, the generalized third body
assumed to be defined by Mo.




The reaction set Is
REAX in columns I to 9.
termlnated by a card containing LAST
6.5.2.2 Inert Species Option
Inert species (i.e. species not appearing in reactions) can
be included in the input by input of a card with INERTS in
columns I through 6 followed by a llst of inert species names.
The species names must each be followed by a comma and each name
must be written exactly as in the master Thermodynamic Data.
The last comma must be followed by the word END. The species
list can continue onto the next card, but a species name cannot
overlap onto the next card.
6.5.2.3 Th![d B£d[ Reaction Rate Ratios
If reaction rate ratios, mil , are to be input for the
dlssociatlon-recombinatlon reactions, a card with THIRD BODY
REAX RATE RATIOS in columns I through 27 must be input next.
If this card is dei___[_mt__l_put, the program assumes all
m.. = I. If this card is included in the input, it must be
--ij _-
followed either by a card with ALL EQUAL 1.0 in columns I
through 13 (which sets all mij=1) or by cards defining the Mn's
as described below.
The Mn's on the reaction cards are used to identify a group
of third body efficlencles which pertain to all of the reactions
which declare that grouping. The format of the Mn statement is
where






_j, m k *_k,...,etc
integer between 0 and 100 inclusive






If no multiplier is given for an _, a value of 1.0 is
assumed. The user may declare that all of the third body reaction
rate ratios for a particular grouping are 1.0 by using the
statement
Mn =
If no Mn is declared on the reaction card, then MO is assumed.
Example : (fictitious rates)
REACTIONS FORWARD RATES
H + OH = H20, A _ 7.5E23, N - 2.6, B = 0.0,
0 ÷ H = OH, M2, KF = 4.0 + 18, I, O,
0 + 0 - 02, M2, KF -- 1.2E17, I, O,




THIRD BODY REAX RATE RATIOS
MO = .5'H2, 20.*H20,
M2 - .5"H2, 5"H20 ,
M3 " *
LAST CARD
In the above example the first reaction does not declare an
Mn, so MO is used. The second and third reactions share the
same third body reaction rate ratios by declaring the same group
identifier, M2. The fourth reaction uses the identifier M3
which has all of its third body efficiencies set equal to 1.0.
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6.5.2.4 LAST CARD
The reaction input data is termLnated by
LAST CARD in columns 1 through 9.
a card containing
6.5.2.5 Master Reaction Set
A master reaction set is presented in Table 6-10. It
contains chemical species and reactions found necessary for
C, C_, F, H, N, and O systems according to the study
presented in Appendix A in which the rate data was updated with
a literature survey through June 1984. Third body efficiencies
are included. For any given chemical system that is to be
analyzed, great care must be taken in selecting the appropriate
reaction set. Table 6-10 may or may not be sufficient.
Table 6-11 presents a minimal reaction set for
Oxygen/Hydrogen systems. The third body efficiencies are
















CL + CL = CL2
H + CL = HCL
CL + F = CLF
SEA, SEPT 12,1984 K=AT**(-N)*EXP('IOOOB/RT)
,HI, A = 6.4E17, N = 1.0, B = 0.0, (AR) 8AULCH 72 (A) 30U
,M2, A = 8.4E21, N = 2.0, 8 = 0.0, (AR) 8AULCH 72 (A) IOU
,M3, A = 1,9E13, N = 0.0, B =-1.7'9,(AR) BAULCfl 76 (A) IOU
,N4, A = 6.4E16, N = 0.5, B = 0.0, (N2) BAULCH 73 (C) IOU
,M5, A = 3.0E14, N = 0.0, B ='.99, (N2) BAULCH 7"5 (C} IOU
,M6, A = 1.0E14, N = 0.0, B = 0,0, (AR) BAULCH 76 (B) 30U
,M7, A =3.62E18, )4= 1.0, B = 0,0, (AR) JENSEN 78 (B) 30U
,MS, A = 3.25E8, N = -I., B =-6.38,(AR) BAULCH 81 (A) IOU
,M9, A = 7.5E12, N -- 0.0, B =.35.13,(AR)BAULCH 81 (A) 30U
,MIO, A =2.23E14, N = 0.0, B =-1.81,(AR) 13/BAULCH 81 IOU
, A =2.6E13, N = 0.0, 8 =-19.9,(AR) 12/BAULCH 81 5U




















02 ÷ H = 0 ÷ OH
H2 + 0 = H + OH
H2 ÷ OH = H20 + H
OH + OH = H20 + 0
CO + OH = C02 + H
N2 + 0 = NO + N
02 + N = NO + 0
CO + 0 = C02
C02 + 0 = CO + 02
F ÷ H2 = HF + H
H + F2 = HF + F
CL2 + H = HCL + CL
CL + H2 = HCL ÷ H
HCL + F = HF + CL
CL2 + F = CL + CLF
CL ÷ F2 = F + CLF
CLF + H = HF + CL
CLF + H = HCL + F
CLF + H2 = HCL + HF, A = 1.8EI0
F2 ÷ HCL = HF + CLF, A = 1.8E10
CLF + HCL = HF +CL2, A = 1.8E10
F2 + CL2 = CLF +CLF, A = 1.8E10
OH + F = HF ÷ 0 , A = 2.9E12
H20 + F = HF + OH , A = 1.4EI0
CL + OH = HCL + 0 , A = 5.9E12
HCL + OH = H20 + CL, A =2.25E12
LAST REAX
THIRD 800Y REAX RATE RATIOS
N = 0.0, B =16.8, 8AULCH 72 (A) 1.5U
N = -I., B = 8.9, BAULCH 72 (A) 1.5U
N = 0.0, S =5.15, BAULCH 72 (A) 2U
N = 0.0, 8 =1.09, 8AULCH 72 (A) 3U
N =-1.3, B ='.T65, 8AULCH T4 (A) 3U
N = 0.0, B = 75.5, BAULCH 7"3 (C) 3U
g =-1.0, B = 6.25, BAULCH 73 (C) 2U
g = 0.0, B = 3.18, BAULCH 76 (B) 2U
N = 0,0, B = 52.7, BAULCH 76 (B) 3U
N = 0.0, B = 1.08, FOON 75 (A)30U
N = 0.0, B = 2.40, BAULCH B1 (A)IOU
N = 0.0, B = 1.2, 29/BAULCH 81 IOU
N = 0.0, B = 4.4, 31/BAULCH 81 IOU
N =-.68, B = .6, 32/CPIA246 25U
H =-.68, 8 = .5, 33/CPIA246 25U
N =-.68, B = .3, 34/CPIA246 25U
N =-.58, B = 3.2, 35/CPIA246 25U
N =-.68, B = 1.9, 36/CPIA246 25U
N =-.5, B =46.34, 37/CPIA246 1000(./
N =-.5, B =39.63, 38/CPIA246 I000U
N =-.5, B =46.03, 39/CPIA246 I000U
N =-.5, B =26.76, 40/CPIA246 IO00U
N =-.68, B = .2, 52/CPIA246 25U
N =-.68, B = .6, 53/CPIA246 25U
N = 0.0, B =5.72, BAULCH 81 lOU
N = 0.0, B =1.02, BAULCH 81 lOU
M1 = I*AR, 1.5*CO,6.4*CO2,25*H,4*H2, 10"H20, l'N, 1.5*NO, 1.5"N2,25"0,
25"0H, 1.5"02,2*HF,4*F,
M2 = 1"AR,3"C0,4"C02,12.5*H,5"H2, 17"H20, 1*N,3*NO,3*N2,12.5"0, 12.5"0H,
6*02,
M3 = I*AR,4"C0,8"C02,12.5*H,S*H2,5*H20, IO*N,4*NO,4*N2, 12.5"0, 12.5"0H,
11"02,
M4 = .8*ARm I*C0,3"C02, IO*H, 2"H2,7"H20, 10*N, I'NO, I*N2, I0"0,10*OH, 1"02,
MS = I*AR, I*C0, 2"C02,10*tl, 2"H2,3"H20,10"N, I'NO, I*N2,10"0, tO*OH, I*02,
M6 = I*AR, I*C0,5"C02, I'H, I*H2, I*H20, 1*N, I'NO, 2"N2,1"0, I*OH, 25*02,







TABI,E _-Ii. REAC'P[O_Ig AHD RATE: DATA _;'OR F[ O SY,-RTF,:M::
REACTIONS HO
H + H = H2
H + OH = H20
0+0=02
O + H = OH
END TBR REAX
O2 + H = O + OH
H2 + O = H + OH
H2 + OH = H20 + H
OH + OH = H20 + O
LAST REAX
SEA, SEPT 12,1984 K=AT**(-N)*EXP(-100OB/RT)
,M1, A = 6.4E17, N = 1.0, B = 0.0, (AR) BAULCH 72 (A) 30U
,M2, A = 8.4E21, N = 2.0, B = 0.0, (AR) BAULCH 72 (A) 10U
,M3, A = 1.9El3, N = 0.0, B =-l.79,(AR) BAULCH 76 (A) 10U
,M7, A =3.62E18, N = 1.0, B = 0.0, (AR) JENSEN 78 (B) 30U
, A = 2.2E14, N = 0.0, B =16.8,
, A = l. SE10, N = -1., B = 8.9,
, A = 2.2E13, N = 0.0, B =5.15,
, A = 6.3E12, N = 0.0, B =1.09,
BAULCH 72 (A) 1.5U
BAULCH 72 (A) 1.5U
BAULCH 72 (A) 2U
BAULCH 72 (A) 3U







6.5.3  IST I UT.
$_OK Nsmellst input specifies the conditions for the kinetic expansion calcula-
tion. The input is read in subroutine _DKINP and consists of the following groups






Specification of Nozzle Geometry
Integration Control
Print Control
Species Selection and Mass/Mole Fraction
Check
_DK Problem Input
6.5.3.1 Specification of Nozzle Geometry.
All of the nozzle geometry is to be input using the $DATA Namellst input, see
Section 6.3.3 and Figure 6-1.
An _DK calculation will be carried out for each mixture ratio input in @FSKED
of $_DE whenever _DK = 1 in :_DAT.%.
For a TDK problem, it is necessary that the @DK calculations be man past the
nozzle throat. Usually it is not desirable to run the @DK calculations all the way
to the nozzle exit because of the extra comDuter time and orint out that results.
However, if this is desired on a TDK problem, it can be requested by input of item
EP as described below.
Assumed
Item Descriptlon Units Value (s)
$_DK -- Namelist, read in subroutine
 DK NP.
EP = If TDK --1 and a value is input none 0
here for EP, then each ODK will be
Fun to expansion ratio EP.
6-_2'
6.5.3.2 INTEGRATION CONTROL
The integration routine controls the step size such that the relative
error in the dependent variable increments are less than a prescribed fraction,
DEL. Only doubling or halving of the step size is permitted, and on option,
either all the variables may be considered (IF=O), or only the fluid dynamlc
variables (IF=I) may be considered.
When the flow becomes supersonic and the area defined fluid dynamic
equations are used, an additional check on continuity is applied in the fcrrn
I
(pVA)N+I - (pVA)N I <
(pVA) N+I '}
C_NDEL
where C_NDEL is an input relative criterion.
The step size is he!d between the two input bounds N MIN and F[M;,X.
Fixed step cases may be run by setting input values for HI, I{MAX, HMIN aJl
equal. Assumed
Item Descriptio 9 Units ValueCs)
HI = initial step size none .01
HlkiAX = upper bound on step size none 0. i0001
HMIN = lower bound on step size none .005




I te___._m Description Units Value(s)
TE×PLI = temperature below which OR
explicit integration will
start. Not recommended.
relative error criterion for none
contLnuity check for super-
sonic flow
all variables considered none
for step size control
only fluid dynamic variables none
considered for step size
control, i.e., p,u, and T
-6
C(_NDEL = ixlO
[F = O 0
= I
6.5.3.3 PRINT CONTEOL
Output from .the Kinetic Expansion Calculation consists of complete
output for each print station selected. The end point of the nozzle is always
printed. Print stations are selected from one of the following options:
Itern Description
print throat and input area ratios (see ARPINT) -2
print at___ a[_a ratios for conical
nozzle.* Print at selected wall coctour - ;int;
for contoured nozzles. For tho SD!!r:_: ['it
option (IWALL:4), print out will occur at
each entry in ZS of $DATA. For other co_-
tours _,!WALL:2 or 3), Drint out will
occur at 20 equally spaced axial iocaticns
along the nozzle.
print at every integral.ion step
print every NO3rd step up to the throat and
then nominai area ratios








*For _PRNT =-! and a con!ca! nozzle {i.e. IWALL = 1), the intemat!y set cr<,a
ratios a:-=.:
ARP?C_T(1) = 2,3,4 ..... 39,4C,.12,...,58,60,64 .... 1!6, i20,128 ..... 200,2!0,
220 ..... 400 5-54






first integration step to be selected for
print
last integration step to be selected for
print
print every ND3rd step between NDI and
ND2.
If ,TPRNT is -2, the following must be input:
Item Descripti on
ARPRNT(1) = requested area ratios for print, must be
monotonic increasing and greater than 1.0
If no value_ are input, will use
C* )values from A_,LP of SDATA
N[PRNT = number of area ratios requested for print
-<i00.




Des cri pti on
no extended print requested
extended print optlon selected (not suggested)
0
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6.5.3.4 SPECIES SELECTION AND MOLE/MASS FRACTION CHECK
In order to interface _)DE equilibrium calculated start conditions
with the kinetic expansion calculations, special _onslderation must be made
for inert species (those not appearing in the reaction set). Inerts may be select-
ed explicitly bg use of the _KRTS directive or by use of a relative selection
criterlon.
If A MULTIZONE TDK PROBLEM IS SPECIFIED INERTS MUST BE SPECIFIED
VIA THE INERTS DIRECTIVE. This is required so that the chemistry selected for
multizone cases will be compatible.
The INF_TS directive is described in Section (5.5.2.2).





all species which do not appear expl,.cniy
in the reaction set but whose mole fractions
are greater then the input value for EPSEL, will
be retained for the kinetic expansion. Species
selected under this criterion _re treated as ine_.
The program assumes EPSEL= 1.0E-5, unless input.
_, some instances it may be desirable to use input species concentrations
wl_ch do not sum to unity. Species concentrations, either input or from equi/i-
brlum star_ conditions, are summed and the sum checked as described below.
Ytem Name Function
XMFTST = Input species concentrations are summed and checked
versus unity using this input c._ite;-ion,if
[i -Xspecies concentrations I<XMFTST
then the test is passed. The species concentraliona
will then be normalized such that
_z._.,speciesconcentrations = i.
The program assumes XMFTST = 1.0E-3, unless input.
If the test is not passed, an error message will be given and the
run terminated.
5-_6
6.5.3.5 Frozen Expansions with the ODK Module
of
The ODK module can be run using a frozen expansion by input
SHGAMF = I,
An example of this option is presented in Table 6-12. Note
that the REACTIONS, END TBR REAX, and LAST CARD directives are
included in the input, but no chemical reactions are given. This
option can be run with ODE, or as in Table 6-12, without ODE.
Whenever TDF=I is input, SHGAMF = I is set automatically.
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6.5.3.6 ODK PROBLEM INPUT
This input is required when 0T_7_=0, _5K=I _r_. ir_t_ut tn .V),\Tt,.
A kinetic expansion from input arbitrary start conditions is
to be computed. In addition to the input items described in section 6.5.3, an
_)DKproblem requires input of those items described in Sections 6.5. LI and 6.5.2.
Input for a hydrazine monopropellant engine is _iven in Table 6-12 as an








!n.put Quantity Units SI Units
chamber pressure PSIA N/M =
initial tern perat_e °R °K
initial gas velocity _t/sec m/see
pressure table none none
calculated internally,
pressure table input
initial contraction ratio none none





























t normalized to input chamber press,xe, PC
** normalized to input throat raciius, RSTAR
path length.
ZTB represents the streamline
6-_
T;Jbl_ (_-12: _r_put b;_t:i l'_sl' _ it;/,ll':_;',iw, r_,;r_r_f,:',:,b,'Ll'Jnt F,nl,:ir_,.
THERMD
300.000 I000.000 5000.000








NH3 J 9/65N IH 300 000 0G
0.24165177E 01 0.61871211E-O2-O.21785136E-05
-0.64747177E 04 0.77043482E 01 0.35912768E 01
-0.83833385E-08 0.27299092E-I1-0.66717143E 04
END



























































6.5.3. 7 MASS AVERAGED _gDK ISP
A mass averaged _gDK ISP summary page may be obtained at the end of
the _)DK calculations as descr&bed below:
Item Name Desc_'iDt_qn
MAVISP "=I Specifies mass averaged ISP option
XM(1) = Ra_o of mass flow rate of each zone (zone 1
-=, inner zone) to the total mass flow rate.
___
6.6 STRANS NAMELIST INPUT.
When a MOC problem has been specified, the input data set STRANS is required
for the transonic calculation.
Assumed
Ite_.__m Descr ipti0n Value (s )
STRANS = Namelist, read in subroutine TRAN
XM(1) = Ratio of mass flow rate of each zone (zone I 50*0
= inner zone) to the total mass flow rate.
(need not be input if MAVISP = I option spe-
cified and XM input in $_DK).
ALI : Number of degrees initial line will be dlsp- 0
laced downstream. The program assumes ALl
is zero. If ALI is not zero, a symmetric
throat is required (RWTD : RWTU).
IBUG : If input is nonzero, intermediate transonic 0
output will be printed.
The following input may be used to cnntrol the construction of the initial line:
Assumed
Item _escription Value(s)
MP Number of points to be placed on t_e initial 50
llne. MP<_ 275.
A s#nusioda] distribution of the following form
is used:
x I
r_ • J ..,ri : _ wSln (_5)] i : 0,I 2 .N
where N : MP and EI is E"XPI described below.







_I for sinusoldal distribution.
Editing criteria for sinusoldal
distribution. The first initial line point
below the wall, rI, will be spaced such that
rw - rI > rain [DRMIN * RWTD, .025]
1.2
.01
If a value of _H_.,],-] is ,.obe input in
$MOC, then set DP_4iN=.001
DB'_IN1
SEND
Editing cr liar la for
distribution. Points on the
will be spaced such that




6.7 SMOC N_MELIST INPUT.
ORiGih;<L 2 _L.: !....
POOR QUALIIY
This data set contains the input items for the supersonic Method of Character-
istics (_) module. The items are divided into four types, which are described
in the following subsections.
_.7.2 ''_-.....: .... _'_ion
u. 7,5 i£:< i. t _ L_,n_: '.";: t; Lsr,





Input Quantit Z Units
Assumed
Values
$MOC Namelist name, read by subroutine
CHAR.
DS insertions will be made such that
successive points along
streamlines will not be separated
by more than DS *M1/2as described
in Subroutine CNTRL.
none .15
DTWI Aet_ criterion for insertion in
subroutines INPT and DSPT as
described in Subroutine CNTRL.
degrees 2 ,
DWWCI throat wall point insertion









EPW the program will insert such that
the wall end point is located
within a tolerance EPW.
none .01














IMAX the maximum number of iterations
to be allowed while attempting to
achieve a relative convergence
-5
for the flow variables of 5'10
none 10
IMAXF = I the program will terminate the







the program will continue the case
after IMAX iterations per point
have occurred.
if a value other than zero is
input, then the program will
construct the initial data line
for the MOC and call EXIT at the
end of subroutine CHAR. No MOC
calculations will be done.
none O.
TEXPLI = input temperature below which
explicit integration for the




K if SI Units
85O15O
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6.7.2 MOC Shock Option






shock option cannot be run for the following problem
TDE,
TTDK.
There are three methods by which the shocks can be located,
as discussed below.
a) Induced Shock Option
If the MOC induced shock option is requested
ISHCK_2), then the mesh construction begins
intersection of the initial data line and the





succesive RRC's may cross. If so, a shock is inserted into the
flow field at the cross-over point. Next, LRC's are constructed
starting at the wall, and the region up to the cross-over point
is filled in. The LRC construction then continues with the Ist
point on each LRC being a right running shock point. When the
axis is reached, the shock is reflected as a left running shock.
The program then reverts to a RRC construction scheme and the
shock is traced until it reaches the wall. It is then reflected
from the w_ L1, and is calculated as a right running shock
propagating towards the flow axis. Only one shock will be
traced, but multiple reflections are allowed.
85O15O
b) Attached Shock Option
In the case of an attached shock (ISHCK-3), the mesh
construction is the same as for the induced shock up to the
requested x-location (XA) of the attached shock. Then, instead
of looking for a crossing of RRC's, a shock point is attached to
the wall at the XA location. The shock strength is determined
by the deflection angle of the wall at the XA location. The
shock is then traced just like in the case of an induced shock.
c) Multiple Shock Option
Two shocks can be traced with the multiple shock options
(ISHCK=6 or 7). The first shock can be either an induced shoc_
(ISHCK=6) or an attached shock (ISHCK_7), but the second shock
must be an attached shock. The x-location of the second
attached shock is specified by the variable XB.
The mesh construction for this option is now described. The
first shock is calculated as above until the end of the nozzle
is reached. Next, the calculation of the second shock and part
of the flow field affected by it is repeated. In this
construction, the first shock may not go to the center line and
the two shocks must not cross over inside the nozzle.
ITEM NAME INPUT QUANTITY
ASSUMED
VALUE
SHOCK= If SHOCK_O, shocks will be ignored
and the _OC flow field will use LRC
constructlon.
If SH_CK=I, a shock will be inserted






If ISHCK-2, crossing of RRC's will be
ignored for all RRC's that originate
at the wall upstream of axial coordinate
position XA. If the shock is too
strong, it cannot be ignored.
If ISHCK-3, an attached shock is started
at the XA position.
If ISHCK=6, two shocks are traced.
The first one is an induced shock as
in ISHCK-2 and the second is an
attached shock at the axial coordinate
position XB.
If ISHCK-7, two shocks are traced. The
first one is an attached shock as in
ISHCK=3 and the second is an attached




XA= Axlal coordinate position on wall







×BI Axial coordinate position on wall as










flow parametess will be printed
for every NI m interior ]_olnta-
long characteristics selected
for print
every N2 th characteristic will
be selected for print
for NC _ 0 species concentra-
_ons (partialdensities) will be
printed wlth the flow parameters.
H NC=I the quantltJ_s A, B,7,
heat capacity (BTU/Lb-'R), and
enthalpy (fta/sec2) will be append-
ed to the species concentration
print.
at the completion of each left runnLng





0 then no mass flow printed
1 then total mass rio-,'end *_e
number Of points on the LRC
are printed for each LRC
MASSFL = 2 then mass flow for each point
along LRC Is printed
MASSFL = 3 Same as MASSFL = 2 with the
addition of execution time at
the end of each LRC
_ee ,%;br'o_;_.i ne ('t{ATI
for NDS = I DlvldLng Streamline Points
will be printed. (Nominal)





















Overall mixture ratio In- none
eluding condensed phases.
For print out only.
Overall evaporation efficfency, none
i.e. the ratio of gas flow to
total propellant flow at the
throat, total =
.ETA_Isp ' Isp, gas
Ratio of total condensed
phase momentum to the mess
flow at the throat. Not used,
reserved for future use.
Ibf sac/Ibm




6.7.5 Exit P1a.e Option
On option, the TDK method of characteristics calculation will continue the mesh
construction through the exit plane of the nozzle and print a summary of the exlt
plane properties.(not operational for the shock option. )
Assumed
Item Descript ion Value (s)
EXITPL - Exit plane calculation requested if set .FALSE.
.TRUE.(not operational for shock option.)
For the ease when two TDK runs are to be
made, i.e., when
IRPEAT = I, or 2 in $DATA
then the exit plane will be computed for the




6.8 Boundarz__azer Module (BLM) Input Data, $BLM
J
Thls input data set Is required if the BLM is to be
executed, I.e., If BLM - 1.0 was Input In the SDATA namellst.
Most of the data required by the BLM Is communicated
automatically by the ODE and/or MOC imodules, or is preset as
assumed values. Hence, these data items do not necessarily need
to be input to the BLM module. However, any value that is read
in will override the assumed or communicated value.
The input data items to the BLM module are as follows.
Item Description Unlts





WDOT2D - _ nozzle mass flow. Ib/sec
2D '
If the MOC module was not
executed, a value can be
input here so that a boundary
layer ISP decrement can be
computed.
I ,
IPRNT - If IPRNT - I, then print the





Gas properties that are required by the BLM are ¥, Cp, R,
and _ versus T, and a value for the Prandtl number, Pr' and the
total enthalpy, hT. Ordinarily these values are supplied
automatically by the ODE module. The tables are prepared by ODE
using a series of (T,S) equilibrium (or frozen) calculations,
where T varies from 600°R to 7000°R at 200°R increments. The
chamber entropy value is used for S. Values at 100°R are then
extrapolated and added to the
with the BLM output. Constants
u, and the Prandtl number, P
r'
module.
table. The tables are printed
defining the gas viscosity,
are also prepared by the ODE
Values for any or all of the above items can be input and
used in place of the values prepared by ODE. If the ODE module
has not been run, then all of the items listed below must be









Table of specific heat at
constant pressure, Cp, versus T








ITEM DESCRIPTION UNITS VALUE(S)
HTgTAL =
RRO(1) -
Total enthalpy, h T, such that
h T = h(Tchamber).







TO(1) Temperatures corresponding to
the entries in CKO, CPO, RRO,





number of values entered in the
CKO, CPO, and TO arrays. 2
NTAB 5 101.
= reference temperature, T o , for
viscosity. See RMUI, above.
Reference viscosity, u o, where lbm/ft-sec. .605934"10




OMEGA = Viscosity exponant, w. See
RMUI, above.
.76
PR Molecular Prandtl number, Pr. .72
Note: The above default values for _o' _' and Pr are _or air.
850150
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h T - h(Tchamber).
such that
T'







TO(1) Temperatures corresponding to
the entries in CKO, CPO, RRO,
and MS arrays, above.
o R 440,7000
NTAB number of values entered in the
CKO, CPO, and TO arrays. 3
NTAB < I 01 .
RMUI
TI
- Reference viscosity, _o' where ibm/ft-sec. .605934'10
viscosity is expressed as
- _o(T/To )_




OMEGA - Viscosity exponant, m. See - .76
RMUI, above.
PR - Molecular Prandtl number, Pr. - .72
Note: The above default values for _o' m' and Pr are for air.
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6.8.2 Boundary Layer Edge Conditions
The coordinates for the boundary layer are specified in the RIN% versus XIN%
table. Conditions at the inviscid edge are specifed in the UE0, TEO, and PEO versus
XINO tables. Conditions at the wall are specified in the T_W and CQW versus XTQW
tables. The program will redistribute the input stations (up to 501 total) in
order to have 101 x-stations uniformly distributed per segment, except for the
first five stations which are generated non-uniformly. The input values of
Y,Ue,Te,Pe,T w (or qw), and (Or)w are interpolated at the new x-stations and used in
the boundary-layer calculations.
Values of RINO versus XINO and the conditions at the inviscld edge of the boun-
dary layer will be automatically transmitted from the MOC module if it has been
run. Otherwise, they must be input hm'e. See the description of IOFF in $DATA.













Ue, gas velocity at the inviscid
edge
Te, gas static temperature at the
inviscid edge
Pe' g_ _essure at the Invlscid
edge
number of items in the XIN_, RIN_,
UEO, TEe, and PEO tables.
! NX_NO <_501


















Flag specifying wall boundary con-
dition input through TOW array.
IHFLAG = O, for temperature
IHFLAG = I, for heat flux
Tw, wall temperature or _w' wall
heat flux, depending in IHFLA_}.
For an adiabatic wall, set IHFLAO =
; and all TQW(1) - O.
For a non-adiabatic wall with
prescribed heat flux, set IHFLAG=
1, and note that for heat flux from
the boundar>, l.a>,erto the wall ,_












Z (OV)w, m_ss transfer parameter at
the wall (only useful for suction)
Number of axial stations, Xw. Each
of the above tables must have this
number of entries.
2 i NTQW _<_'o_.
ibm/ft2-sec 5 31t0
3









NSEC_ Number of Segments, 1 < NSEGS < 10
The boundary layer wilt be div_ed into
segments of equal length unless values are




Number of Integration Steps per
Segment, i 101 per segment.
Vector containing the axial (x) lo-
cations which define the wall seg-
ments. The vector is always NSEGS
÷ I values long. Default values
are •




where zc and zm are the end of the
cylindrical combustion chamber, and
the end of the nozzle,
resDectivelv, as shown in Figure
6-I.
If the boundary layer is to be
extended upstream of zc, the usual
procedure is to input
XSEG(I) = XINz(I)
and XI_(1 ) through XINO(IOFF),
etc., of $BLM are input by the user
as described in $DATA under input
item I_FF.
NTR : Station at which transition to none
turbulent flow is allowed. The
program starts with an asstm_ed
boundary layer profile, and then
turns on the eddy viscosity terms
for turbulent flow at station NTR.
For a laminar boundary layer, set
NTR large, i.e. NTR > _ NISPS(I).
Note: The default value of NSEGS=I is often too small for reliable results. The
user must specify enough segments and integration steps (NISPS) so that
reliable results are computed. In general, nozzles with high area ratio
and/or low Renolds number flow will require more integration steps. See






6.8.4 Regenerative Coolina Heat T_ansfer.
When an engine is cooled using a regenerative device, propellant (usually fuel)
is routed around the nozzle so that heat is transmitted from the boundary layer to
t_e coolant. This heat is then returned to the combustion chamber in the fore of
increased propellant enthalpy. When the nozzle _mll temperatures are assumed known
(IHFLAG = 0 option), the BLM will calculate the heat flux from the boundary layer
to the wall, N(BTU/ft -sec). These values can also be input directly (IHFL&G = I
option). If the coolant circuit extends from position xe to position xO and opera-





_T is the total engine mass flow rate
dA is the nozzle surface area differential, 2_Tds
Using the method outlined above, the BLM will compute increments of propellant
ent/lalpy for up to 5 fuel or oxidizer circuits and print out the resultant enthalpy
increments. These can be added to a later computer run by using the DELHI (I) input
army. If BLM is to be automatically rerun, then the enthalpy increments will
automatically be stored into DELl1(1) for the second pass th_ ODE, ODK, and
TEK. These enthalpy increments can be calculated in two ways. If the enthalpy In-
crease is distributed equally throughout the chamber, then
6H i = aH
i,e,
D_LHI(1) = AH, AH, .... etc.
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The second method is to assume that a fuel circuit adds enthalpy only to fuel,
end an ox circuit adds enthalpy only to ox. It follows that
for a fuel circuit
r+l
MI =
and for an ox circuit
r+1 ri
AH i = (r-_) _-- AH.
where rI is the mixture ratio of zone i and r is the overall chamber mixture ratio.
For either method, the steady state engine cycle balance can be approximated as
follows. First, calculate "adjusted tank enthalpies" for the fuel and for the oxi-
dizer and Ir_ut these on the reactant cards. These values must approximate the
energy content of the propellant entering the main combustion chamber accounting
for all energy gains and losses, except heat returned to the main combustion cham-
ber by the ragen cooling circuit(s). Estimates for these amounts ere to be entered
asing the DELHI (I) input array. An estimate of zero is usually satisfactory. Cor-
rected estimates will be calculated by BI_ and stored in DELHI (I) for a second pass
through TDK (or _l_). A second pass using these values will be executed automati-










the Ith entry is the startlng position for
the Ith ooolinE circuit*.
] the Ith entry is the ending position for
the Ith ooolinE circuit".
the Ith entry is the efficiency for the Ith
coolinE circuit.





if there is no ith circuit
if the Ith circuit is oxidizer
if the Ith circuit is fuel
Flag for method of distributinE AH incre-
ments
DISTRB(I) = O. for equal distribution of
heat to chamber
DISTRB(1) = I. for distribution of ox heat
to ox in chamber, and fuel








The Ith entry is for the Ith circuit.
" Normalized by the throat radius, rt .
(
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6.8.5 BLM Plotted Output.
The









Momentum thickness, 8, vs. axial position.
Displacement thickness, 6", vs. axial position.
Wall Temperature, Tw, vs. axial position.
Item
Velocity profiles at specified area ratios, or
locat ions.
Temperature profiles at specified area ratios, or
locations.
plots are presented in Figures 6-2 through 6-5 for
at specified axial
at specified axial
types I through 5,
Assumed
Descr ipt ion Value (s)
IPROF = If IPROF = O, then supersonic area 0
ratios are input in APR_F.
APROF (I )
If IPP_F = I, then axial loca-
tions, x/r t, are input in APROF
= Area ratios (or axial locations, 20*0
see IPR_F) at which velocity ratio
and temperature ratio profiles will
be plotted. Two frames per area
ratio will be plotted: U/U vs.
edge
y/y and T/T vs. y/y .
edge edge edge
NPROF = Number of area ratios (or axial 0
locations) requested in APR_F.
NPROF < 20.
KDTPLT = If KDTPLT = I, then displacement 0
thickness, 6*, vs. axial location,
x, will be plotted.
KMTPLT If KMTPLT : I, then momentum thick-





If KTWPLT = I, then wall tempera-
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6.9.1 Constant Properties Gas Option.
The TDK program contains a useful option by which the real gas chemistry can be
replaced by constant properties chemistry. Multiple zones can be calculated. The
output includes the nozzle divergence efficiency, nDI V, (see Section 5, subroutine
PRINT).
The constant properties gas option is run by input of PFG_PT - 1 in $DATA.
Sample input data for the constant properties gas option is listed in Table 6-13.
0nly the SDATA, STRAN and SM_C data sets are to be input. _ese data sets are
input as described in Sections 6.3, 6.6 and 6.7, respectively, with the following







Value of specific heat ratio, 7, for each zone, inner to outer, the
,umber of zones is specified in $DATA.
Chamber pressure in ibs/in 2. (N/m2 if SI units)
(From Table 6-9) All assumed = I, if not input.
Chamber temperature, OR, for each zone, inner to outer. (OK if SI
units)
Real gas constant, ft2/sec 2 OR, (i.e., 49721/_ ,, E'J*_.986/M w) for
each zone, inner to outer. (m2/sec 2 OK if SI units). Not needed if XMW is inpul
Gas Molecular Weight. If input then RGC(1 ) need not be input.
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I NITT_AL VALUES FOR THE _ STDK INPUTS
The following defines nominal values to which variables will be set ff
not Input. If a v_rieble is _e_lsted, no nominal value is set. Variables are set
In the subroutine containing the Namellst read..
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7. INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE CASES
In this section of the report input and output are presented




the stratified flow engine.
the Pratt and Whltney RL-IO engine (prototype for OTV
propulsion),
the Rocketdyne Advanced Space Engine, ASE, (prototype
for OTV propulslon),
Complete input and output are given for the first case. For
the next two cases only the program input and the summary output
are given. All of the calculations were performed using a DEC
PDP 11/750 VAX computer system.
THIS PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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7.1 THE STRATIFIED FLOWENGINE, CASE I
This test case is the same one that has appeared in all
earlier versions of the TDK program manual. It is similar to
the Rocketdyne stratified flow engine that is presented in CPIA
246, Ref. I.




axis, 8.0 in the central
mass flow is assumed for each of these zones.
assumed to have a different stagnation pressure.
are 300, 285, and 270 psia from axis to wall.
and output for the problem are
operates with liquid oxygen/gaseous
The injector is assumed to produce a
with a mixture ratio of 6.5 near the
zone, and 5.0 near the wall. Equal
Each zone is
The pressures
The modules used in performing the analysis are ODE, ODK,
TDK, and BLM. A brief description of the computer output is
presented below, followed by Table 7-I which is a complete
listing of the computer program print out.
The output sequence for case I is outlined below:
I. Program name.
2. All input data cards are listed.
3. ODE subprogram output.
a. Fuel/Oxldizer mixture description and llst of
species considered.
b. Equilibrium calculation output; Frozen
output °
c. Summary of Equilibrium Contraction Ratio
conditions.
4. _DK subprogram output.
a. Listing of Reactions, etc., cards as they are read.
b. Species list from Reactions.
c. Reaction table.
d. Selected species llst for kinetic expansion.
7-3








e. Dissociatlon/Recomblnatlon reaction rate ratios.
f , Initial and Throat conditions for one dimensional
ODK expansion.




Inputs to th_ transonic calculations and the calculated
results are printed. These include Y, mass flow for
each zone and, the slipline locations, Y
n"
Number of points on the initial line, characteristics
mesh control parameters and table of x vs. r wall
coordinates are printed. The wall table is used by TDK
to define the nozzle wall downstream of the throat
plane (see Subroutine WALL).
A table of P, p, 8, V, r, x, and mass flow rate is
pr£nted corresponding to the initial data line for
starting the method of characteristics calculations.
The method used to calculate the mass flow rate, _, and
the characteristic velocity, C*, (also printed) is
described in Subroutine CHAR.
Results of the method of characteristics calculations
are then printed. The calculations begin at the
initial data line (until the axis is reached) and
follow each left running characteristic to the wall.
TDK performance summary.
BLM title page.
BLM input geometry, and values
temperature, and pressure at the edge.
of velocity,
Gas properties table supplied by the ODE module.
BLM geometry and edge conditions that are
spaced in X.
equally
BLM output data corresponding to 14, above.
Nozzle wall geometry displaced inwards a




summary, including the effects of the
7-_
TABLE 7-1.
INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR THE STRATIFIED
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7.2 PRATT AND WHITNEY TEST ENGINE FOR RL-IO OTV PROPULSION
This engine uses a hydrogen expander cycle with oxygen
preheating and a nozzle that is regeneratively cooled with
hydrogen. A flow schematic for the engine which was taken from
Reference 25 is shown in Figure 7-I. The engine is sized to
produce a nominal vacuum thrust of 15,500 pounds when operated
at a chamber pressure of 394 psia and an expansion ratio of
205:1. Complete input for the case is presented in Table 7-2.
This input has been prepared by SEA, Inc. from data prov:ided by
NASA MSFC. The complete output for the case is rather lengthy
and is not given here. It is available from SEA, Inc. However,
the output summary table is given in Table 7-3.
The calculations were carried out using the TDK shock option
(SHOCK=I). An induced shock wave was found that originated from
the wall inflection point just downstream of the throat. The
shock was found to be weak, (P2- PI)/PI = .03, within the domain
of influence for the nozzle wall.
The sequence of calculations is as follows:
I) ODE calculation with the system enthalpy set at the
propellant tank values, i.e., liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen at their normal boiling points.
2) ODK calculation starting from the above ODE results at
a chamber contraction ratio of 3.98, corresponding to
the chamber diameter.




BLM calculation using the above ODE, ODK, and TDK
results. A new wall geometry is calculated by
displacing the wall Inward a distance of 6* normal to
the real wall. This new wall defines the boundary of
the Invisid core flow. BLM calculated that 5288
BTU/LBM were picked up through the wall by the regen
cooling circuit. Since the nozzle mass flow was found
by TDK to be 33.82 Ib/sec, the propellant enthalpy was
increased by 156.3 BTU/LB.
ODE calculation with the increased propellant enthalpy.
The expansion ratio of the invisid core flow is
automatically placed in the ODE output schedule.
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6) ODK calculation using the above ODE results, including
the new expansion ratio.
7)
8)
TDK calculation using the above
including the new wall contour.
Output summary table.
ODE and ODK results,
The total number of flow field points computed by the MOC
was more than 65,000 for each pass. Computer execution time for
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7.3 ROCKETDYNE PROTOTYPE ADVANCED SPACE ENGINE FOR OTV
PROPULSION
This engine uses a
preheating and a nozzle
hydrogen. A flow schematic
Reference 25 is shown in
hydrogen expander cycle with oxygen
that is regeneratlvely cooled with
for the engine which was taken from
Figure 7-2. The engine is sized to
produce a nominal vacuum thrust of 22,500 pounds when operated
at a chamber pressure of 2300 psia and an expansion ratio of
400:I.
Complete input for the case is given in Table 7-4. This
input has been prepared by SEA, Inc., from data provided by NASA
MSFC. The complete output for the case is lengthy and is not
given here. It is available from SEA, Inc.. However, the output
summary table is given in Table 7-5.
As with the RL-IO engine discussed in the previous
subsection, 7.2, the calculations were carried out using the TDK
shock option (SHOCK=I). The sequence of calculations is the
same as given in subsection 7.1. An induced shock wave was
found that originated from the wall inflection point just
downstream of the throat. The shock strength at the last left
running characteristic surface inside the nozzle (i.e., on the
boundary of the domain of influence for the nozzle wall) was
found to be (P2 - PI )/ PI = .12.
The total number of flow field
was more than 95,000 for each pass.
the case was 3 hours and 38 minutes
computer system.
points computed by the MOC
Computer execution time for
using a DEC PDP 11/750 VAX
The ASE engine was also run using the TDE option (no shocks
allowed); i.e., the two-dlmensional expansion was assumed to be
850138
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in a state of chemical equilibrium. A complete input data
listing for the case is presented in Table 7-6. The boundary
layer plots given in Section 6.8.5 were obtained for this case
by input of APROF= 400, NPROF- I, KDTPLT = I, KMTPLT = I, and










ODE calculation with the system enthalpy set at the
propellant tank values, i.e., liquid oxygen and liquid
hydrogen at their normal boiling points.
ODE calculation to generate the TDE gas tables (see
Table 7-7 for this output), and the BLM gas tables.
TDE calculation using the TDE gas tables.
BLM calculations using the above ODE, TDE results. A
new wall geometry is calculated by displacing the wall
inwards a distance of 6" normal to the real wall. This
new wall defines the boundary of the invisid core flow.
BLM calculated that a total of 10592.2 BTU/sec. were
conducted through the nozzle wall. Of this amount a
total of 8333.8 BTU/sec. were picked up by the two
regen cooling circuits, the remainder being lost from
the system. Since the nozzle mass flow was found by
TDE to be 47.75 llm/sec, the propellant enthalpy was
increased by 174.5 BTU/Ibm.
ODE calculation with the increased propellant enthalpy.
The expansion ratio of the invlsid core flow is
automatically placed in the ODE output schedule.
ODE calculation to generate the TDE gas tables.
TDE calculation using the above ODE results, including
the new wall contour.
Output summary table, see Table 7-8.
With the TDE option the flow field is constructed using a
left running characteristics procedure, and shock waves from the
wall are suppressed. Results obtained from the calculations are
given in the output summary table, Table 7-8. These results can
be compared with those given in Table 7-5 for the same englne
but with full kinetics and shock tracing. The difference in
predicted specific impulse is
I - I
- 475.6 - 474.1 _ 1.5 sec.
Computer execution time for this case was 39 minutes using a
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7.4 DISCUSSION OF SUMMARYOUTPUT
At the end of each computer run, the TDK program prints a
table of summary output. Examples of this output are gicen in
Table 7-I, and Tables 7-3, 7-5, and 7-8. As can be seen from
Table 7-8, the first item printed is the title
TDK PERFORMANCESUMMARY:(title)
where the title £s taken from the input data last title card (see
Table 7-2, first card image).
Next, performance parameters summarizing the results of" the
calculations are printed in three columns. The left hand cc!umn
identifies each item to be printed and its units. The first
column of results is for the first MOC/BLM solution, and second
column of results is for the second MOC/BLM solution.
The items labeled ISP(TDK), THRUST(TDK),



















If a TDF or TDE calculation was made rather than TDK,




The values given for Isp,2 D and m2D are obtained by
evaluating the integrals discussed in the documentation for MOC
module subroutine CHAR. The mass flow integral is evaluated
across the MOC initial data line. The I integral is evaluated
sp
across the initial data llne, plus the integral of the axial
component of wall pressure from the initial data line to the
nozzle end point. The thrust is
F2D " Isp,2D m2D
The nozzle flow coefficient is calculated as
where
is obtained from ODE.
CD,2D " m2D/ mid
miD _ PID VID A
A is the geometric throat area.
The characteristic velocity, C , is calculated as
C2D - Isp,2 D g/CF,2D
where the thrust coefficient, C F, is defined by
CF,2D " F2D / Pc A
Again, A , is the geometric throat area.
The items labeled DISP(BLME), DFOPT(BLME), DF(BLME),




DFOPT(BLME) ibf AFBL M for Pe = Pamb




ISP(TC) sec I sp,2D,BLM
THRUST(TC) ibf F2D,SLM
CF(TC) - CF,2D,BLM
In the above, the thrust loss calculated by the BLM is given
by the following relation:
* Pe U2AFBLM = 2_r e cos _e e _BLM
* (P - P ) 6
- 2_r e cos a e e amb BLM
The additional items, printed are





(F2D" AFBLM) / m2D
F 2 " AF= D BLM
= F 2 AD,BLM / Pc
Performance parameters summarizing the results of the second
MOC/BLM calculation differ from the first set printed as
follows:
I) The TDK and ODE results are for the second (_nvisid
core) run have a modified wall contour, throat area,
and expansion ratio. Note that the system enthalpy is
different than used in the first run if the BLM wall
calculation is not adiabatic.
2) The BLM results are re-calculated using edge conditions
from the second TDK run. BLM itself is not re-run, and
,
the values of 6 and e are not changed.
The equations used are the same as given above.
7-71
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8. ERRORDIAGNOSTICS
8.1 DISCUSSION OF PROGRAMUSAGE
Error diagnostics are printed by the program when it has
either found an input card error or is unable to continue wlth
its computations because it has obtained an impossible result.
The analysis performed by the computer program is limited by the
physical assumptions used in its development and by the
numerical methods used. Consequently, an understanding of these
assumptions and of the numerical methods that have been applied
is necessary in order to correctly run cases using the computer
program. Although the computer program contains many error
diagnostics, it is not possible to diagnose all errors.
Input values given for the sample cases (see Section 7) can
be used as a guide in preparing data for similar calculations.
Special care must be taken, however, to avoid errors of the type
given below:
8.1.1 The computer program will not give valid results if the
input kinetic reaction rate parameters are unrealistic. A
common mistake is to input an implied third body reaction rate
backwards; which gives a very large error. Tables 6-10 and 6-I_
can be used as guides in preparing reaction rate data. It
should be remembered that
calculates equilibrium
thermochemical data.
the computer program automatically
constants from the input JANAF
* Error diagnostics can also be
subroutines. These vary with the
discussed here.
given by the computer system
ope 'ating system and are not
851010
8.1.2 Although the ODK and TDK calculations allow condensed
phases to be present in the flow, no mass transfer between
phases is allowed.
8.1.3 A common mistake in using the computer program is to
input inlet and throat geometry parameters that are physically
impossible when compared with Figure 6-I.
8.1.4 A value RWTU > .5 should be used because of
inaccuracies which can occur as a result of the transonic method
of solution 9.
8.1.5 For some chemical systems (e.g., H-F) it is possible
that the two-dimensional throat Mach number will be subsonic as
a result of the kinetic process. In this case the initial data
line can be displaced downstream, increasing the Mach number, by
use of the input parameter ALI (see Section 6.6). If ALI is
input greater than zero, a symmetric throat is required and it
is necessary that RWTD be set_ to the same value as RWTU.
8.1.6 An important consideration in preparing data for all
but _DE calculations concerns input of the nozzle wall. The
derivative of the wall contour has an important effect on the
nozzle flow field and it is required that wall derivatives vary
slowly with respect to the local characteristic mesh spacing.
In this respect the TDK program is no different than any other
method of characteristics calculation. Usually the most
satisfactory method of specifying a nozzle wall contour is
through the use of the spline fit contour option (IWALL-4). Too
many points should not be input when uslng this option since a
bad derivative could result. Never place points close together.
Although the initial section of the contour is assumed to be a
circular arc, a small value of THETA can be used if necessary.
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In case of difficulty with the method of
characteristics calculations, a useful procedure is to plot the
(r,x) coordinates of mesh points in the region of difficulty. A
plot of this type will frequently locate the cause of _he
problem. For this purpose it is necessary to print each
calculated mesh point (i.e., N1sl and N2_I).
8.2 LISTING OF ERRORDIAGNOSTICS
Errors printed by the program are listed in Table 8-I in
alphabetical order. The subroutine printing the error message
is listed in Table 8-I in parenthesis at the right of each
message. Table 8-2 and the write-up for the subroutine printing
the error message should be referred to when the message is
encountered.
Suggested corrective action for some of the errors listed in
Table 8-I is given in Table 8-2.
Error diagnostics consist of two types: fatal errors and
nonfatal errors. A fatal error will terminate the case being
executed and the program will proceed to the next case. The
case may not be immediately terminated. For example, in
processing input data cards the program will attempt to find as
many input card errors as possible before terminating %he case.
A nonfatal error serves only as a warning and the program will
continue the case. If the error diagnostic is of the nonfatal
type the symbol (NF) appears in the explanation.
TABLE 8-1: LIST OF ERROR DIAGNOSTICS
ORIGINAL PAGE ES
OF POOR QUALITY
3 PHASES OF A CONDENSED SPECIES ARE OUT OF ORDER (EQLBRN)
35 ITERATIONS DID NOT SATISFY CONVERGENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE POINT (EQLBRM)
ADDITIONAL PROOUCTS WHICH WERE CONSIDERED BUT WHOSE MOLE FRACTIONS WERE LESS THAN .0000005 FOR ALL ASSIGNED CONDITIONS (OUT1)
ALL REACTION RATE RATIOS INPUT AS 1.0 (PACK)
BLM MODULE COULD NOT FIND DATA FROM OOE NODULE "" W]LL ASSUME DATA TO BE READ IN $BLM (READAT)
CALCULATIONS WERE STOPPED BECAUSE NEXT POINT iS MORE THAN 50 DEG BELOW TEMP RANGE OF A CONDENSED SPECIES (ROCKET)
CANNOT FIND POINT 4 FOR 2ND RRS CALCULATION (SHCKA)
CANNOT FIND POINT 4 FOR LRS CALCULATION (CNTR13)
CANNOT FIND POINT 4 FOIl RRS CALCULATION (CNTR12)
CANNOT F]NO POINT 4 FOR RRS CALCULATION (CNTR14)
CANNOT FIND POINT 4 FOR RRS CALCULATION (CNTR22)
CANNOT FIND POINT 4 FOR RRS CALCULAT[ON (CNTR24)
CANNOT FIND POINT 5 FOR 2NO RRS (CNTR22)
CANNOT FINO POINT 5 FOR 2ND RRS (SHCIGk)
CANNOT FIND THETA FOR WALL OPTION 5 " RUN ABORTED IN ODKINP (ODKINP)
CANT FiND MATCHING PHASE FOR TMELT= O.O00000OOE+OO CURRENT TEMP= O.OO000000E+OO (MAiN1D)
COMPUTED HS = O.O00000E+O0 AT J = 0 IS OUT OF GIVEN RANGE. (COEF1)
CONDENSED REACTANTS NOT PERMITTED IN DETN OR SHOCK PROBLEMS (OOES)
CONSERVATION EQNS WERE NOT SATISFIED iN 8 iTERATIONS (DETON)
COULD NOT LOCATE PRES O.OOOOOOE+OO FOR ZONE O AND POINT 0 IN ODK GENERATED TRANSONIC TABLES (GETiL)
DATA FROM ROOULE OUT OF ORDER IN MODULE BLM. CARD 0 HAS SEQ. NO. 0 (READAT)
DERIVATIVE MATRIX SINGULAR (EQLBRM)
DID NOT CONVERGE FOR AREA RATIO = 0.00000 (ROCKET)
DID NOT CONVERGE FOR UI= 0.00 ANSWERS PROBABLY NOT RELIABLE SOLUTION MAY NOT EXIST (SHCK)
DiD NOT CONVERGE ON ELECTRON BALANCE (EOLBRM)
DIMENSIONS IN/SPECIES/T00 SHALL TO CONSIDER (SEARCH)
END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING PROFILE PLOT FILE IN BLPLTS - RUN CONTINUES (BLPLTS)
ENO OF LRC CONSTRUCTION FROM CNTR41 (CNTR41)
END OF NOZZLE DETECTED (CNTR91)
END OF RRC CONSTRUCTION FROM CNTR21 (CNTR31)
ENTIRE TRANSONIC TABLE FILE HAS BEEN READ (GETIL)
EP NOT REACHED (MAIN1D)































DETECTED DURING iNPUT PROCESSING (REAXIN)
DETECTED DURING TRANSONIC CALC (TRAN)
DURING LOt,/ T THERMO EVAL, T= 0.0000000 E+OO (SKPB1)
DURING LOng T THERMO EVAL, T= 0.0000000 E+O0 (THERM)
DURING LOg T THERMO EVAL, T= O.OO00OO00E+O0 (CPHS)
FOR SKEWED PARABOLA OPTION " STOP (SKPB1)
FROM BAND[" (BANDI)
IN ABOVE CARD. CONTENTS iGNORED. (OOES)
IN ATSHCK (ATSHCK)
iN BLW WHILE READING LINKAGE DATA (BLTK)
1N BLW WHILE READING LINKAGE DATA (BLW)
IN BLW, NWS EXCEEDS 50 (BLW)
iN CNTR21, CROSSING OF RRC SHOULD HAVE BEEN TERMINATED iN CNTRL1 (CNTR21)
IN CNTR21, CROSSING OF RRC SHOULD HAVE BEEN TERMINATED IN CNTRL1 (CNTR31)
iN CNTR91" END OF RRC AND NO SHOCK OR END OF NOZZLE DETECTED (NTR91)
IN CNTRL1 INSERTION TABLE EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (CNTRL1)
IN CNTRL1 iNSERTiON TABLE EXCEEDS MAXIMUM (CNTRL2)
IN CNTRL1 ]P= O EXCEEDS MAXIMUM= 0 (CNTR21)
iN CNTRL1 [P= O EXCEEDS MAXIMUM= 0 (CNTR31)
iN CNTRL1 [P= O EXCEEDS MAXIMUM= 0 (CNTRL1)
IN CNTRL1 IP= 0 EXCEEDS MAXIMUM= 0 (CNTRL2)
iN FiNDT (F]NDT)
iN GAUELM. UNABLE TO FiND PIVOT FOR LiNE O EPSILON=O.OOE+OO (GAUELN)
IN GETPT, [D= 0 (GETPT)
IN GETPT- POINT NOT PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN (GETPT)
IN IVPL, NP EXCEEDS NPT (IVPL)
]N ODWALL, IWALL= O RUN ABORTED (OCWALL)
IN ORDER OF CARDS FOR (TTAPE)
IN RBL WHILE REAC,'NG FILE 0 (RBL)


























IN SAVPT, ID= 0 (SAVPT)
IN SHCKA, ITERATION FOR REFLECTED SHOCK ANGLE FAILED, DLT3A= O.OOO0 DLT3B= O.OOOO DEG (SHCKA)
IN SHCKW, ITERATION FOR REFLECTED SHOCK ANGLE FAILED, DLT3A= 0.0000 DLT3B= 0.0000 DEG (SHCKW)
IN THE CALCULATION OF 2NO SHOCK, X3 = O.O0000E+O0 X4 = O.O0000E+O0 (CNTR16)
MESSAGE FROM BLTABL - THE REQUESTED TABLE SIZE OF 0 EXCEEDED THE INTERNAL DIMENSIONS OF 0 (BLTABL)
OCCURS WHILE POSITIONING BLM TAPE FOR RESTART (READAT)
TYPE= 0 IN CNTR12 (CNTR12)
TYPE= 0 IN CNTR13 (CNTR13)
) .... (ERRORZ)
2) OR (4) THE PROGRAM IS ATTEMPTING TO INSERT AN EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF FLOWFIELD POINTS. (ERRORZ)
6) THE LRC INSERTION TABLE HAS OVERFLOWED. (ERRORZ)
7) THE MAXIMUM NO. OF POINTS FOR A LRC HAS BEEN EXCEEDED. (ERRORZ)
8) THE PROGRAM IS ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE A WALL POINT UPSTREAM
OF THE IST POINT IN THE WALL TABLE. (ERRORZ)
THE PROGRAM IS UNABLE TO LOCATE POINT I IN SUBROUTINE INPT (ERRORZ)
THE PROGRAM IS UNABLE TO LOCATE POINT 1 IN SUBROUTINE DSPT (ERRORZ)
AN IMPROPER INITIAL LINE POINT IS SOUGHT. (ERRORZ)
THE CALCULATION FOR THE LAST POINT EXCEEDED MAXIMUM ITERATIONS (ERRORZ)
NO MORE THAN 27_ POINTS MAY BE INPUT ON INITIAL LINE (ERRORZ)
SUM OF INPUT SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS FOR ABOVE POINTS NOT ONE. (ERRORZ)
WALL TABLE VIOLATES INSERTION ANGLE CRITERION (ERRORZ)
INCOMPLETE TDK INITIAL LINE HAS BEEN GENERATED (ERRORZ)
EXIT PLANE OPTION REQUIRES GREATER gALL EXTENSION (CNTRL)
EXIT PLANE OPTION REQUIRES LARGER NCBMXE,NPTMXE (CNTRL)
FAILED TO CONVERGE IN IVPL (IVPL)
FATAL ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING REACTION PROCESSING DUE TO ABOVE CARD (REAXIN)
FATAL ERROR ENCOUNTERED WHILE PROCESSING THIRD BODY REACTION RATE RATIOS " ERROR ON ABOVE CARD (REAXIN)
FIND* VAR OUTSIDE TABLE (FIND)
FROZEN DID NOT CONVERGE IN B ITERATIONS (FROZEN)
ILL'CONDITIONED MATRIX IN ROUTINE SKPB ERROR = O.O0000E+OO "STOP" (SKPB1)
INERT NOT IN MASTER SPECIES TABLE (SEARCH)
INERT SPECIES (SEARCH)
INERTS FOUND IN TDK PROBLM, INERTS NOT SPECIFIED, CANNOT USE RELATIVE
SELECTION CRITERION FOR TDK CASE (SELECT)
INFINITELY WEAK SHOCK BTI MI MI*ABS(SIN(BTI))= O.0OOOQOE+O0 O.O00000E+O0 O.O00000E+O0 (SHOCK)
INLET GEOMETRY INCOMPATIBLE WITH INITIAL CONDITIONS (PRES)
INTERNAL SEQ MUM (REAXIN)
ITERATIONS EXCEEDED ITMAX (BLSEG)
KIN EXPN CODE DIMENSIONED FOR MAX. OF 40 SPECIES, CURRENT CASE USES (SELECT)
LOW T THERMO EXTENSION AT T= DEG-K (THERM)
LOW TEMPERATURE IMPLIES CONDENSED SPECIES SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED ON AN INSERT CARD, RESTART (EQLBRM)
LRS PT IS OUTSIDE THE NOZZLE (CNTR13)
MACH NUMBER CONVERGENCE FAILED, ZONE= 0 CONV CRIT = O.OOE+O0 CONV OBTAINED = O.OOE+O0 (PRINT)
MACH NUMBER CONVERGENCE FAILED, ZONE= 0 CONV CRIT = O.OOE+OO CONV OBTAINED = O.OOE÷DO (PRINTS)
MASS FRACTION SUM NOT I. (OUTI)
MASS OF MOLE FRACTIONS NOT SPECIFIED MASS FRACTIONS ASSUMED (REAXIN)
MAXIMUM ITERATION REACHED- RUN IS TERMINATED (PRINTS)
MORE THAN 12 CHARACTERS SPECIFIED FOR AN INERT SPECIES NAME (REAXIN)
NE DID NOT CONVERGE (PRES)
NO $ODE VALUE GIVEN FOR OF,ECRAT,FA,OR FPCT (ODES)
NO ECRAT SPECIFIED FOR ODK START-RUN ABORTED (OOES)
NO LINK_ DATA FOUND, EXPECT MANUAL INPUT (READAT)
NO MATZM _]R SPECIES NAME (REAXIN)
NO MATC_ _]UND FOR SPECIES NAME (STORNU)
NON NUMERIC ENCOUNTERED IN ECNV WHILE DECODING... (ECNV)
NONCONVERGENCE IN ENCALC, TI T11= O.O00000OE+O00.O000000E+O0 (ENCALC)
NONCONVERGENCE IN TSCALC, T P S SO= O.O000000E+O00.O000000E+O00.O000000E+O0 O.O000000E+O0 (TSCALC)
NOT ENOUGH POINTS FOR SECOND SPLINE (WALL)
NOZZLE PWZS COORDINATES NOT MONOTONIC iNCREASING AT PT 0 (PACK)
NP EXCEEDED NPT "" PROGRAM TERMINATED (BLMAIN)
NUMBER OF SHOCK REFLECTIONS EXCEEDS MAXIMUM= 0 (CNTR91)
NUMBER OF SPECIES TOO LARGE FOR TABLES, MUST REDIMENSION (REAXIN)
NUMBER OF TEMP VALUES OUTSIDE RANGE (LTCPHS)
TABLE8-I: CONTINUED
POOR CONVERGENCE - STOP - (SKPB1)
PRESSURE = O.O000000E+O0 IS OUT OF RANGE FOR STREAMLINE = 0 (FINDT)
PROG NOT DIMENSIONED FOR 0 POINTS AND 0 ZONES (XPIL)
PTB( 0)= O.O000000E+O0, DID NOT CONVERGE (PRES)
REACTANT 0 IS HOT IN THERmO DATA (HCALC)
REACTANT TEMPERATURE OUT OF RANGE OF THERNO DATA (HCALC)
REACTION 0 HAS mASS IMBALANCE OF O.OOO00000E+O0 (PACK)
REACTION CARDS (REAXIN)
REACTION EXTENDS BEYOND CARD COL 80 (REAXIN)
REGULAR REFLECTION IS NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR12)
REGULAR REFLECTION IS NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR14)
REGULAR REFLECTION IS NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR22)
REGULAR REFLECTION IS NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR24)
REGULAR REFLECTION NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR12)
REGULAR REFLECTION NOT POSSIBLE (CNTR22)
REGULAR REFLECTION NOT POSSIBLE (SHCKA)
REQ AREA RATIO 0 O.O0000000E+O0 DELETED (OOKINP)
RESTART (EQLBRm)
RIGHT RUNNING SHOCK DETECTED (CNTR31)
RIGHT RUNNING SHOCK DETECTED (CHTR41)
RRS PT IS OUTSIDE THE NOZZLE (CNTR12)
RRS PT IS OUTSIDE THE NOZZLE (CNTR14)
RRS PT IS OUTSIDE THE NOZZLE (CNTR22)
RRS PT IS OUTSIDE THE NOZZLE (CNTR24)
SHOCK DETECTED ON RRC FROM INITIAL LINE (CNTR11)
SHOCK DETECTED ON RRC FROM INITIAL LINE (CNTR21)
SHOCK DETECTED ON RRC FROM INITIAL LINE (CNTR31)
SHOCK-SHOCK INTERSECTION DETECTED- RUN ABORTED (CNTR22)
SHOCK-SHOCK INTERSECTION DETECTED- RUN ABORTED (SHCKA)
SHOCKED GAS (2)--INCIDENT--EQUILIBRIUM (SHCK)
SHOCKED GAS (2)--INCIDENT--FROZEN (SHCK)
SHOCKED GAS (5)--REFLECTED--EOUILIBRIUM (SNCK)
SHOCKED GAS (5)--REFLECTED--FROZEN (SHCK)
SINGULAR MATRIX (EQLBRM)
SINGULARITY, K,A(K,K) 0 O.O00DO000E+O0 (LESK)
SINGULARITY, N,A(N,N) 0 O.O0000000E+O0 (LESK)
SPECIES REQUIRES ELEMENT THIS ELEMENT IS NOT IN ELEMENT TABLE (PACK)
SPECIES NO. 0 HOT CONTAINED IN mASTER EOUILIBRIUm SPECIES TABLE (SEARCH)
SPECIES NOT ON THERNO TAPE (PACK)
SUm OF INPUT MOLE OR MASS FRACTIONS NOT ONE. THE SUm IS = O.O0000000E+O0 NO. SPECIES = 0 (OOKINP)
TEMPERATURE IS OUT OF RANGE OF THE THERMO DATA (SHCK)
THE FOLLOgING CARD WAS IGNORED (REAXIN)
THE REPEAT OPTION SHOULD NOT BE USED gITH A POTENTIAL gALL (PROBLM)
THE SUM OF THE STOICHIOHETRIC COEFFICIENTS FOR THE REACTANTS OR/AND PROOUTS EXCEEDS 10 (PREAX)
THE TEMPERATURE= IS OUT OF RANGE FOR POINT (EQLBRM)
THIRD BOOY REAX RATE RATIOS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE LAST REAX CARD (REAXIN)
TRY REMOVING CONDENSED SPECIES (EOLBRm)
UNEXPECTED END DURING INERTS PROCESSING LAST CARD ENCOUNTERED BEFORE END SPECIFICATION (REAXIN)
gALL TABLE ERROR ON END SPLINE ... (R,X)= O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 (gALL)
gALL TABLE ERROR... (R,X)= O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 (MALL)
gALL TABLE REQUIRES TOO MANY PTS ON 2NO SPLINE (gALL)
gALL TABLE REOUIRES TOO MANY PTS. (gALL)
gARNING CARD SEQUENCE ERRORS (LTCPHS)
gARNING IN INTEXT, Z1ZEXIT Z2= O.O000000E+O00.O000000E+O00.OOOO000E+O0 (INTEXT)
gARNING IN RBL, XFIRST = O.O00000OE+O0 XI = O.O000000E+O0 (RBL)
gARNING IN RBL, XLAST = O.O000000E+O0 XI = O.O000000E+O0 (RBL)
WARNING, TBL TABLES EXCEED THEIR DIMENSIONS IN OUT1 (OUT1)
WARNING, UNABLE TO POSITION 8LM TAPE FOR RESTART (READAT)
gEIGHT FLO_/ DID NOT CONVERGE (CHAR)
XTEST=O.OOOOOOE+O0 ERROR IN TCALC, RUN ABORTED (TCALC)
Z OUTSIDE NOZZLE gALL TABLE, Z AND JNOZ ARE O.O0000000E+O0 0 (FLU)
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Reactions and reaction rates for determining loss in
performance due to chemical kinetics are presented in Reference
I, which is CPIA 246, the JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance and
Evaluation Manual (see Section 6.2, titled Reaction Rate Data.)
The reactions and reaction rates presented in CPI 246 were
revised by Kushida in Reference 2 in 1976. Until the present
time, no further revisions have been made.
A literature review through June 198_ has now been carried
out by SEA, Inc. The review includes the systems discussed by
Kushida, i.e. those containing the elements CHNOand FHN. The
result of this study shows almost no change in the CHNOsystem
and minor changes in the FHN system. A revised uncertainty
factor, U, is given for each rate coefficient such that k x U
and k/U provide probable approximate upper and lower bounds
respectively to k for temperatures within the range 250 to 3000
OK.
Tables 1 and 2 give reactions and rates for the CHNO system,
and correspond to Tables I and II Of Reference 2 except that the
species HO 2 and N20 have been deleted. These species are not
considered important for engine performance prediction.
Although there are no changes in the rate data, new information
regarding some of the reactions have been obtained that









= CO 2 +





The rate data do not conform to an Arrhenius plot 3 For
reaction (3), the experimental results are now numerous and
precise enough to confirm the deviation from the ArrhenLu:_ form
at low and high temperature. The form that fits th_ data
adequately over the temperature range 250-2500 °K is,
lOglo k = 10.83 + 3.94
The present form of the rate data,




is in close agreement with the above expression up to 2000 °k.
In addition, it is necessary for use in the existing computer
programs.
Tables 3 and 4 give reactions and rates for the FHN
and correspond to Tables III and IV of Reference 2.
For the two reactions,
F + F + M = F
2




the rate coefficient expressions are completely different than
those listed in Table III of Reference 2. These new expressions
give a much higher rate at low temperature, but about the same
value in the high temperature range.
As. in Reference 2, the tables given here define the rates in
the form accepted " by the TDK computer program, i.e, the
constants A, N, and B are given for the expression
k = AT -N _(IO00B/RT) ;in units of cc,°K,mole,sec.
The reference for each reaction is listed in the tables,
e.g. BAULCH 72 is Reference 7. The uncertainty estimate is also
given; e.g. 30 U is an uncertainty factor of 30.
A-3
TABLE I. Reaction Rate Data for the CHON System:
For Chemical Reactions between species, CO, CO 2, H, H2, H20,
N, NO, N2, O, OH, and 02 in initial equilibrium expanding
through an adiabatic nozzle.
k - A T-N exp (-lO00B/RT);in units of cc,°K,mole,sec.
REACTIONS
H + H = H2
H + OH = H20
O + O = 02
N + O = NO
N + N - N2
CO + 0 = CO2
O + H - OH
, A - 6.4E17, N = I.O,
, A = 8.4E21, N = 2.0,
, A" 1.9E13, N = 0.0,
, A - 6.4E16, N - 0.5,
, A- 3.0E14, N = 0.0,
, A = 1.0E14, N I 0.0,
, A - 3.62E18,N - 1.0,
B = 0.0 , M = AR,
B - 0.0 , M = AR,
B I-I.79 , M = AR,
B = 0.0 , M = N2,
B = -.99 , M = N2,
B - 0.0 , M _ AR,













JENSEN 78 (B) 30U
END TBR REAX
02 + H - O + OH , A - 2.2E14, N - 0.0
H2 + O - H + OH , A = 1.8EI0, N =-I.
H2 + OH = H20 ÷ H, A = 2.2E13, N = 0.0,
OH + OH --H20 + O, A = 6.3E12, N - 0.0,
CO + OH = CO 2 ÷ H, A = 1.5E7 , N =-I .3
N2 + 0 = NO + N
02 + N = NO + 0
CO ÷ 0 _ CO 2
, A I 7.6E13, N - 0.0,
, A = 6.4E9 , N =-1.0,
, A - 2.5E6 , N = 0.O,





























TABLE2. Third BodyRecombination Efficiency Ratio for CHONSystem:
(as recommendedby Kushida, Reference 2)
Species
H + H H + OH O + O N + 0 N + N CO+ O 0 * H
AR i. i. i. .8 i. i.
CO 1.5 3. 4. i. i. i.
CO2 6.4 4. 8. 3. 2. 5.
H 25. 12.5 12.5 i0. lO. I.
H2 4. 5. 5. 2. 2. I.
H20 10. 17. 5. 7. 3- I.
N I. I. 10. 10. 10. I.
NO 1.5 3. 4. I. I. I.
N2 1.5 3. 4. I. I. 2.
O 25. 12.5 12.5 10. 10. I.
OH 25. 12.5 12.5 10. 10: I.














TABLE 3. Recommended Reaction Data (HFN System): For chemcial
reactions between species F, F2, H, HF, H2, N, and N_
in initial equilibrium expand through an adlabati_
nozzle.
k = AT-N e(-1OOOB/RT);in units of cc,°K,mole,sec.
REACTIONS :
H + H = H2 , A - 6.4E17,
F + F = F2 , A - 3.25E8,
H + F -- HF , A = 7.5E12,
N + N _ N 2 , A - 3.OE14,
END TBR REAX
F + H2 = HF + H , A = 9.2E13,
H + F2 _ HF + F , A = 8.8E13,
N = 1.0, B = 0. , BAULCH 72,
N --I.0, B =-6.38, BAULCH 81,
N = 0.0, B =-35.13, BAULCH 81,






M = N 2
LAST REAX
TABLE 4. Third Body Reaction Rate Ratios (H F N System)










REACTION H + H F + F H + F N + N
SPECIES H2, 4. I. 8. 2.
SPECIES F2, I. 2.4 I. I.
SPECIES HF, 2. I. 2. I.
SPECIES N2, 1.5 I. 2.8 I.
SPECIES N , I. I. I. 10.
SPECIES F , 4. 2.4 4, I.
SPECIES H , 25. I. 20. 10.
Other Elemental Systems
Consideration was given to expanding the reaction set of
Reference 2 to other elemental systems. Tables 5 and 6 have
been prepared to indicate liquid propellant rocket engine
systems of possible interest. This approach leads to II
combinations of the elements C, C£, F, H, N, and O, which are
listed alphabetically in Table 6. Sets 3, 4, 7, 8, iO, and ii
are covered by the reactions presented in Tables i through 4.
There is presently a lack interest the oxldizer/fue_
combinations that require sets i, 2, 5, 6, and 9. However,
screening studies, such as References 4, 5, and 6, have
indicated the species and reactions that control these systems.
The additional species required are: C_, C£ 2, C£F, HC£. The
additional reactions required are presented in Table 7.
Many of the rates given in Table 7 are estimates rather than
measured values. The reaction set given in Table 7 must be
considered preliminary.
The reaction numbers used in Reference I are indicated in
Table 7. For example, the first three reactions in Table 7 are
the reactions numbered 13, 12, and II in Reference I.
Good measured data are now available for the C_ ÷ C_
recombination reaction. The reaction rate for the reaction H ÷
C£ + M = HC_ + M is obtained from the data for the reverse
reaction and the equilibrium constant. The third body
efflciencies for the reactions listed in Table 7 are given in
Table 8. For the reaction C£ + C£ + M = C£ 2 + M with M = C£ 2
an efficiency ratio of about 5 is reported from 4 sets of
experiments. A value of unity is used for the other third body
efflciencies because of a lack of data.
Measured data was found for reactions 29 and 31 of Reference
I. Reaction 30 of Reference i, i.e.
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was deleted as unimportant. Reactions 11, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39, 40, 52, and 53 with their estimated rates, were
taken from Reference i.
There are some scattered data reported for the reactions 32,
33, and 34, i.e.
HC_ + F = C_ + HF
C_ + F = C_ + C_F
3
C_ + F 2 - F + C_F
These data are within a factor of i0 of the estimated
No other data was found for these reactions.
values.
Two reactions were added to the system that did not appear
in Reference l, but are believed to be important (for example
see References 4, 5, and 6). Measured data is available for
these reactions, which are:
and
C_ + OH = HC£ + O
HC£ + OH _ H20 + C£.
A-].n
TABLE 7. AddltlonaI Chemlcal Reactions of Importance in
C, CE, F, H, N, O Systems




CI + F --
CI 2, A = 2.23E14 ,
HCI, A _ 2.6E13 ,
CIF, A _ 3. E16 ,
N--O , B--1.81 , M -- AR 13/BAULCH 81 IOU
N-0 ,B_-19.9, M _ AR 12/BAULCH 81 5U
N_.5 ,B-- O, M s AVE 11/CP_A246 25U
END TBR REAX
C12 + H _ HCf + CI, A-- 8.6E13, N=O , B -- 1.2
C1 + H2 _ HCI + H , A_ 1.45E13, N=O , B _ 4.4
HCf+ F _ HF ÷ CI, A-- 1.9E12 , N=-.68, B-- .6
C12+ F z C1 + CIF, A-- 6.2E12 , N---.68, B _ .5
CI + F2 _ F + CIF, A_ 7.6E12, N_-.68, B= .3
CIF+ H _ HF + CI, A_ 1.8E12, N--.58, B= 3.2
CIF+ H _ HCf + F, A- 5.6E12, N_-.68, B-- 1.9
CIF+ H2 - HC1 + HF, A- 1.8EIO, N-- .5, B=46.34
F2 _ HCI_ HF ÷ CIF, A_ 1.8EI0, N_- .5, B=39.43
CIF÷ HCf-- HF + C12, A_ 1.8EI0, N--- .5, B_46.03
F2 + C12_ CIF + CIF, A-- 1.8EIO, N_- .5, B_26.76
OH + F _ HF + O , A_ 2.9E12, N_-.68, B= .2
H20+ F _ HF + OH , A_ I._EI0, N_-.68, B-- .6
CI +OH _ HC1 + O , A_ 5.9E12, N_ O , B-- 5.72
HCI÷OH = H20+CI , As 2.25E12, N_ 0 , B_ 1.02
LAST REAX
, 29/BAULCH 81 IOU












, BAULCH 81 IOU
, BAULCH 81 10l
A-II
TABLE8. Third Body Reaction Rate Ratio
REACTION H ÷ CI C1 + C1
SPECIES Ar i
SPECIES HCf i
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